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This dissertation studies the genre of travel writing in Spain from 1860 until 1929. I 
am looking at elements of authority, mobility and gender related to the concept of modernity 
and its specific manifestations in Spain. I examine works dealing with destinations 
considered as having less important economical or political consequences for Spain during 
that time, such as Italy, Morocco or the Philippines. These include principally: Diario de un 
testigo a la Guerra de África (1860) and De Madrid a Nápoles (1861) by Pedro Antonio de 
Alarcón; Viaje a Italia (1888) and Aita Tettauen (1905) by Benito Pérez Galdós; En la 
Guerra (1909) and Por Europa (1916) by Carmen de Burgos; Mis recuerdos de Italia (1892) 
and Islas Filipinas (Memoria) (1895) by Victor Balaguer; En El País del Arte (Tres meses en 
Italia) (1916) and La vuelta al mundo de un novelista (1924) by Vicente Blasco Ibáñez. 
These travelogues and war narratives address the work of canonical as well as less-
known authors but who also have a double status of journalists. In spite of the differences 
found in the approaches of Alarcón, Pérez Galdós, de Burgos, Balaguer and Blasco Ibáñez to 
Spain’s hybrid status in Europe during the latter half of the 19th century and the years up to 
the Civil War, there is a striking similarity in the concerns they express and the discourses 
with which they engage. These aspects manifest themselves in the thematic and travel 
choices of the five writers, from a space defined by its past and aesthetic contemplation--
Italy--, to a space of war and colonialism--Morocco-- and a hybrid territory—the Philippines. 
The fact that these writers decided to analyze Spain away from their own country, and that 
each of them held a double status of well-known writers and recent journalists, speaks for 
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their willingness to find a model and solution for Spain’s reality; it also reflects at the same 
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TRAVELING, SPAIN AND THE MODERNITY CRISIS 
 
When starting a project on “travel writing”, one must necessarily take into 
consideration the diversity of forms and itineraries that can encompass this term. It is not 
only the form that has to be addressed, but also its purposes. The very act of writing is in 
itself fundamentally a form of travel and travel, in its turn, can accompany us everyday as 
part of our lives as Michel de Certeau has noted in The Practice of Everyday Life.1 The 
difficulty of defining such a genre comes then as one tries to outline the distinction between 
“fiction” and “non-fiction” in travel writing. It is not as straightforward as one might initially 
assume and if one accepts that novels for example may be a form of travel writing, where 
does one draw the line?  Many novels feature journeys of some sort, even if they are 
metaphorical, and thus how important then does the travel feature in a novel have to be for it 
to constitute a main theme? Must the journeys described have been made by the novelists 
themselves for their narratives to be considered travel writing, or can the genre also include 
fictional journeys that are imaginary?   
Taking into consideration these questions, in this dissertation I examine the evolution 
of this genre and its consequences in Spain by looking at elements of authority, mobility and 
gender related to the concepts of modernity and its specific manifestations in Spain. The two 
major limitations I have worked within are focused on the period from 1860 until 1929, an 
interwar period for Spain, and on texts dealing with destinations considered as having 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!According to Michel de Certeau, the practice of travel constitutes itself as part of everyday life, transforming 
every story into a travel story: “In modern Athens, the vehicles of mass transportation are called metaphorai- a 
bus or a train. Stories could also take this noble name: every day they traverse and organize places; they select 
and link them together; they make sentences and itineraries out of them. They are spatial trajectories”(115). 
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apparently less important economical or political consequences for Spain during that time, 
such as Morocco, the Philippines or Italy. These travelogues as well as fictional works 
inspired by the same travelogues, address the work of canonical as well as less-known 
authors but who also have a double status of journalists.  This study argues that the genre’s 
most important contribution lies in its reinvention as a means of narrating the subjective 
experience of violence and cultural disruption especially within the Spanish context. 
Particularly because it is such a hybrid genre, travel writing allows a mixture of personal 
experience cultural and political observation and historical storytelling, even if it takes the 
form of a fictional text. 
I examine how the authors studied in this dissertation draw both from the fact-focused 
discourses of travel writing and from the stylistic and structural norms of literary genres such 
as the manner in which novels offer different representations of the tourist within different 
contexts, as an element of modernity affected by the anxiety and trauma that had been 
brought up by the events of the different wars Spain was involved in. The varieties of texts 
that can be considered as bearing the “family resemblances”2 are found in different forms 
during the interwar years. These narratives are important as well because they trace the 
specific development of the practice of travel in Spain: preoccupation with a mass movement 
in everyday life as a feature of modernity, but still a quest to stay connected to its colonial 
history. 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2!The genre is therefore best understood as a group of many different types of writing and texts, “being 
connected not by conformity to a single, prescriptive pattern, but rather by a set of what the philosopher Ludwig 
Wittgenstein would call family resemblances.” As a consequence, the writer many times will opt for a narrative 
mode of “showing” rather than “telling,” electing not just to report an encounter retrospectively, but rather to 
reconstruct it on the page in a more vivid and novelistic fashion (Thompson 26). 
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Travel writing, modernity and tourism 
 Different questions can suggest it is no easy matter to provide an unproblematic 
definition or delimitation of what counts as travel writing.3 Studies regarding travel writing 
mention in their vast majority England as an example when referring to this hybrid genre4, 
especially starting with the 19th century and up to the interwar period. For critics such as Paul 
Fussell, the term “travel writing” implicitly means a literary form referred to as “travel book” 
that has to be distinguished from other forms of travel-related texts such as the exploration 
account and especially the guidebook5. Closely intertwined with Fussell’s claim that the true 
travel book has a pronounced personal or subjective element is the understanding that the 
travel book’s objective is not necessarily practical. Rather, the emphasis in these texts 
highlights the author’s distinctive sensibility and style, giving thus the travel book a literary 
dimension. Accordingly, the travel book is for Fussell usually a first person account of travel 
that may be read for its aesthetic qualities as much as for the practical information it 
provides. Style is thus as important as content in these texts and this aspect converts the 
modern travel book into a flexible genre that encompasses diverse material. The narrative 
offered by a travel book will be then most of the time a retrospective but subjective account 
of the author’s own experience of a journey, or of an unfamiliar place or people. This 
emphasis on an autobiographical narrative, and the author’s personal experience of another 
people or place, again distinguishes travel books from guidebooks, since in the latter the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3!For a more detailed discussion of the problematic of defining travel writing, see Carl Thompson, Percy Adams 
or Tzvetan Todorov. 4!I refer to travel writing as being a hybrid genre due to its variety of forms as I will be explaining in this 
introduction and exemplify in the next chapters. 5!“Travel book” is for him the material classified in many bookshops as “travel literature,” publications that are 
almost invariably extended prose narratives, often broken up into chapters, and in this way they generally 
resemble novels, visually and formally, more than they resemble guidebooks.!
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writer usually does not use any direct account of the research trips required to produce the 
text. It is the practical information gathered on these trips that is of paramount importance in 
a guidebook, not the personal experience of the author.  
Helen Carr in The Cambridge Companion to Travel Writing highlights the transition 
from the Romantic notion of travel and travel writing from the 19th century to the Second 
World War by focusing especially on how travel writing emerged from the didacticism of 
19th century realism into a more literary genre. Travel writing is closely connected to the way 
travel changed starting with industrialization in the 19th century and continuing to the time 
period between the wars. Especially between the two World Wars, in Europe, travel abroad 
was limited, and therefore the public’s opinion relied heavily on representation of foreign 
cultures in the travel texts. At the same time, changes in the manner of traveling are directly 
related to a change in the way the public reads. Travel writing texts therefore develop at a 
time when the reading habits for the general public shifts to less canonical texts, allowing for 
intense debates regarding the end of high culture to the spread of traditions of  “low brow” 
forms (Sieburth 2). 
By the early 19th century, the tourist had come to seem representative of modernity, 
and a feature of the more commercial and consumerist society brought by the Industrial 
Revolution. Many of the travellers showed a desire to get “off the beaten track” and to avoid 
the usual tourist itineraries. This agenda was partly driven by a Romantic desire to visit sites 
of unspoilt natural beauty and cultures apparently untouched by modernity. No matter its 
form though, one aspect is clear in its destination: all travel finally has to negotiate a complex 
interaction between difference and similarity, to encounter differences and otherness.  
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As a hybrid form exactly because of focusing on these differences, travel writing 
develops from and in relation with the realist novel, a form of writing which, especially in the 
late 19th century, reacts to industrialization and the rise of a new middle class. The different 
voices found in the novel are representative for the contradictory relation between literature 
and mass culture and the consequences of reading mass cultural fictions. The increasing 
popularity of travel and travel writing is coupled with a new emphasis on the entertainment 
feature of such accounts, and thus the writers became more self-conscious of the details 
included in their stories. 
Within this hybrid genre of travel writing, there are various stances that the writers 
take. One refers to travel writing where the writers tend to differentiate between the figure of 
the tourist and themselves, as travelers. These types of travel reports relate more to travel 
within Europe and begin with the Grand Tour, continuing in a more modern form with the 
middle of 19th century and industrialization. As James Buzard has noted in The Beaten track 
though, by the end of the 19th century, everyone pretended to be and acted as a tourist, as 
taking trains and carrying Baedekers had become usual in Europe. As a consequence, 
positioning oneself as a traveler thus became a way of perpetuating hierarchy as well as 
elitist notions of culture in an increasingly commercial and industrial age. 
The figure of the tourist can be seen therefore as a rhetorical instrument that “is 
determined by and in turn helps to determine the ways such nations represent culture and 
acculturation to themselves” (Buzard 6). After the Napoleonic wars, the exaggerated 
perception that the continental tour was becoming more broadly accessible than ever before 
gave rise to new formulations about what constituted “authentic” cultural experience and new 
representations aimed at distinguishing authentic from repetitive experience. At the same 
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time, tourism may offer a key to the relationship between tourism as a cultural process and 
industrialization or democracy. 
As tourism was closely connected to the question of class, a concern for 
representatives of the upper-classes regarded the possibility that the lower classes might be 
drawn to visit places which they were incapable of understanding because of a lack of 
culture. This “fear of the crowd” represented the sentiment of anti-tourism present in upper-
classes and focused mainly on their perception of the vulgarity of many middle-class tourists. 
It was thought that the large number of these tourists attempted to acquire with minimal 
effort, some cultural capital along the way of the beaten path.6 Just as in Wordsworth’s 
writing, travelers in England were following a Romantic way of seeing places, such as 
Byron’s, which was recycled over and over in travel writings and guidebooks, but also 
showing how Byron provided Romantics with “accredited anti-touristic gestures that were 
performable within tourism” (Buzard 121). Romanticism attached different meanings to 
historical places and cultural objects and as a consequence, it offered an ideology that 
enabled visitors to these places to see themselves as more sensitive and original than other 
tourists, “as members of an aristocracy of inner feeling” (Buzard 121). But the Romantic 
vision of Europe was a gendered geography. The dominant culture, Buzard maintains, 
interpreted Northern Europe (including Britain) as masculine and Southern Europe, 
especially Italy, as feminine. Buzard’s study amply illustrates the important role of literature 
in structuring and interpreting the world of the 19th century tourist, where the Grand Tour and 
Italy in particular was a paradigm of the “place to visit,” both new and familiar. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6!For Wordsworth the tourist was “the creature of modernity’s creeping network of impersonal institutions” 
(Buzard 32).!
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The commercialization and democratization of touring in the 19th century led 
members of the middle and upper classes to seek cultural authenticity by positioning 
themselves as “travellers” in relation to the mass of mere “tourists.” Buzard sees both 
tourism and anti-tourism as contributing to a single cultural phenomenon “of determinate 
historical origin in the modern industrializing and democratizing nations of Northern Europe, 
and later, America”(41). Finally, to study European and American tourism is to understand 
the essence of modern democratic and commercial culture. 
 
Mobility and the authority of travel writing 
Readers have always had to struggle with questions relating to the authority of the 
knowledge apparently offered by travel writing. How can one settle between two different 
accounts of the same people or place? By what criteria do we regard one description or travel 
experience as more trustworthy than another? These anxieties translate in turn into a 
rhetorical challenge for the writers of travel accounts. How can readers be persuaded of the 
truthfulness of a traveler’s observations after noticing the mediation between the world as it 
really is and the author’s filtered observations rendered in these texts? 
In modern literary travel books, readers will often recognize that an important feature 
of many narratives may not be their accuracy of representation per se, but rather the telling of 
amusing anecdotes or inserting different details that do not directly relate to the description 
itself. In these passages, accordingly, the authority that travel writers claim for themselves is 
not really connected to the accuracy of their accounts but on whether they hold the reader’s 
attention, either by writing well or by telling an interesting story (Thompson 89). Another 
strategy for self-promotion in travel writing is for travel writers to contrast themselves with 
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the other travellers they encounter on their journeys. Often these fellow travelers are 
classified as mere tourists while the writers ascribe to themselves the attributes and activities 
that are felt to characterize the proper traveler.  
As James Buzard has demonstrated, this traveler/tourist distinction has reinforced 
many travel accounts since at least the 18th century, when recreational travel began to 
become more common, although it was not until the mid 19th century that the words               
“tourists” and “traveler” acquired a pejorative meaning. As a consequence of this 
representation, the tourist represents the negative aspects of modern travel and modernity in 
general. He or she is assumed to practice a superficial version of travel in which everything is 
safely pre-arranged by the supervisory apparatus of the tourism industry. A genuine 
encounter with a foreign environment is thus replaced by a commodified and inauthentic 
encounter, with the result that tourists do not gain any significant insight into another culture 
(Thompson 123). By the same token, other critics suggest different perspectives on both of 
the allegations typically made about tourism and of the traveler/ tourist dichotomy. This 
different terminology is understood many times as a vehicle for class prejudice, allowing 
travelers to protest against the fact that they now share their traditional travel destinations 
with travelers drawn from lower society than themselves. At the same time the modern idea 
of travel starts affecting not only the travellers themselves but also reports from abroad. New 
concepts such as the passport and its “modern sensibility,” the passport picture, or the 
reinforced idea of frontiers while travelling, can be seen as instruments restricting modernity 
and reinforcing at the same time the industrialization and commodification brought by 
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modernity. While mass culture tends to be available to the larger public, some of its products 
such as travel writing tend to be more restricted.7  
 In terms of the popularity of destinations during the second half of the nineteenth 
century in Spain, especially in the context of cultural production, France was the place to 
imitate and visit; on the contrary, in French literature, Italy was the destination to visit par 
excellence: “one can detect in the French a desire to appropriate Italy and to make that 
culture their own” (Van den Abelle 6).  This latter aspect brings into discussion another side 
of travel regarding Europe. In relation to the West in general, as a paradigm of modernity and 
as a means of understanding its idea of expansionism, voyage means much more: progress, 
the quest for knowledge, freedom as freedom of move (Van den Abelle xv). Within the 
movement of European colonialism, critics “fail to draw the relations between the texts 
regarding the importance of travel to Italy and their author’s experiences in Italy, as well as 
their powerful fantasy investments in that country as a privileged exotic locale” (Van den 
Abelle). Italy acquires therefore a double status of European country and “Other” vis-à-vis 
European expansionist quests.8 
Travel writing is a genre especially reflective of the modern condition of society. By 
looking at travel texts in their fictional and non-fictional forms from the 19th century until 
today, one can notice that there is still a nostalgia for the Other reflected in the popularity of 
this genre among the public reader, a nostalgia for a period when “home and abroad, occident 
and orient, center and periphery, were unproblematically defined. Perhaps travel books are 
popular for the very reason they are so deceptive. They create the illusion that there is still an !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7!“Fragmenting and dividing anew and parceling-out and shifting around and repositioning--these are the 
actions implicit in the re-drafting of frontiers. All these actions betray a concern with current space instead of 
time or tradition. All imply an awareness of reality as disjointed, dissociated, fractured” (Fussell 36).  8!I will analyze in depth North/South European dynamic in the third chapter of this dissertation, “Women 
Writers and Nineteenth-Century Realities: Carmen de Burgos.” 
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uncontaminated Elsewhere to discover” (Thompson 5). In the end, the European imperial 
project and the global capitalism it promoted laid the foundations of our modern, globalized 
world. Travel is the most common source of metaphors used to explicate transformations and 
transitions of all sorts. Eric Leed suggests that if during Antiquity travel in general and 
leaving one’s home were understood more with a negative connotation as exile for example, 
during the Middle Ages, social being were seen as capable of changing and reinventing their 
social identity through travel, “which is only another way of saying that they could 
completely refashion themselves” (264). 
 
Key concept: Modernity 
Even if the concept of modernity in itself is difficult to define as Dipesh Chakrabarty 
observes, there is at the same time the possibility of a modernity in a necessary idea-typical 
form,9 defined according to various perspectives and particular examples, such as the 
example of Spain. To begin with, modernity can be related to a capitalist development and as 
a consequence of it foreseeing a future, it can be also seen as a necessary rupture with the 
past. On the other hand, Mary Lee Bretz notes in Encounters Across Borders the fact that a 
view of modernity in cultural terms does not necessarily require a break with the old or a 
complete rejection of tradition. 
Within the general concept of modernity, Matei Calinescu in Five Faces of Modernity 
stresses the importance of different notions encompassed within its generality. According to 
Calinescu, modernism and avant-garde are key concepts of modernity; the critic 
acknowledges at the same time the importance of two types of modernities which appeared !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9!In Habitations of Modernity, Dipesh Chakrabarty refers to the idea of alternative or plural modernities or 
modernity at large. 
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sometime during the 19th century, when “an irreversible split occurred between modernity as 
a stage in the history of Western civilization--a product of scientific and technological 
progress, of the industrial revolution, of the sweeping economic and social changes brought 
by capitalism--and modernity as an aesthetic concept” (41).  
The same critic emphasizes the importance of the middle of the 19th century in the 
emergence of the term “modernité”10 within the French cultural context and its development 
as a paradigm of the concept of modernity. Calinescu stresses that there is after all an 
aesthetic part of modernity related to the industrial revolution, given that the two notions 
have a direct impact upon each other and civilization and in the end, the ugliness and 
difference of modern industrial civilization can be transformed into a “modern kind of 
beauty, different from the canonic beauty of antiquity” (46). A consideration of the work of 
Baudelaire leads Calinescu to conclude that modernity cannot be compared to the past 
because “what has survived (aesthetically) from the past is nothing but the expression of a 
variety of successive modernities, each one of them being unique and, as such, having its 
unique artistic expression” (49). 
The present and its aesthetic reflected in the work of an artist are therefore important 
for Calinescu who believes that modernity’s most important features are a “tendency toward 
some sort of immediacy, its attempt to identify with a sensuous present grasped in its very 
transitoriness and opposed, by its spontaneous nature, to a past hardened in frozen traditions 
and suggestive of life quiescence” (48). The artist should not, however, copy reality, but 
analyze it and present pieces of it which go “beyond the banality of observable appearances 
into a world of correspondences” (54). One example of modernity for Baudelaire is urban 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 According to Calinescu, Theophile Gautier used it for the first time in an article written in 1867. 
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space, which he analyzes in contrast to a new wave of barbarism disguised as “progressive 
modernity, threatening the foundations of human creativeness” (Calinescu 58). 
For James Donald, urban space is a central element in analyzing modernity especially 
in relation to their literary and visual representations that many times specifically resist this 
idea of modernity. Manuel Delgado emphasizes in El animal público a necessity for 
reevaluating the experience of the public space. The urban is an uncertain social reality, in 
constant change and always in a process of organization. At the same time there is a 
difference between the planned city and the practiced city. “Lo urbano” is associated with 
mobility and the “practicantes de la ciudad” appear almost as  unnoticed, unseen “puesto que 
gran parte de su actividad en los espacios por los que se desplazan consiste en ocultar o 
apenas insinuar quiénes son, de dónde vienen, adónde se dirigen, a qué se dedican, cuál es su 
ocupación o sus orígenes o qué pretenden” (13). City life can be compared to a carnival:  
la vida urbana se puede comparar así con un gran baile de disfraces, ciertamente, pero 
en el que, no obstante, ningún disfraz aparece completamente acabado antes de su 
exhibición. Las máscaras, en efecto, se confeccionan por sus usuarios en función de 
los requerimientos de cada situación concreta, a partir de una lógica practica en que 
se combinan las aproximaciones y distanciamientos con respecto a los otros. (14)   
Adding to Manuel Delgado’s understanding of the city, James Donald in Imagining the 
Modern City emphasizes that the modern metropolis has to be depicted by a multitude of 
individuals using a variety of media. According to him it is important to defamiliarize 
traditional codes of urban order in order to liberate new ways of thinking. Imagining the city 
produces at the same time an experience of understanding of the modern city: “We do not 
just read the city, we negotiate the reality of cities by imagining ‘the city’” (18). James 
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Donald mentions Michel de Certeau regarding the idea of the power to imagine the city as a 
dieu voyeur, “a representation as a fantasy that has motivated planners and reformers in their 
desire to make the city an object of knowledge and so a governable space” (14).  
 James Donald discusses the process of commodification in referring to modernity and 
the city in general, and, in particular, how Benjamin conceives of the flâneur’s relationship to 
this process:  
The flâneur is a creature first of the arcades themselves, but later, in his twilight, of 
the stores and the Great Exhibitions which were the commodity’s first great 
cathedrals. But, as an author or journalist, as the writer of feuilletons and 
physiologies, the flâneur is himself also locked into an especially insecure form of 
commodity production; and one that, in selling the urban crowd to a bourgeois 
audience as a repertoire of vignettes, characters, and caricatures, colludes in the 
domestication of its dangers (45). 
Both Benjamin and Baudelaire interpreted the city and the result of their reading and 
imagination is found into distinctive types of texts: “Baudelaire’s lyrical and prose poetry, 
Benjamin’s poetic journalism and (for all his disavowals) his sociology of human 
experience” (Donald 44).  Benjamin saw in the Paris arcades “the original temple of 
commodity capitalism,” all of the characteristics of commodity culture in embryonic form. 
This view gave way to a framework of an ideal city through the concept of modernity as a 
“state of mind.” The architect of this new idea is Le Corbusier who “realized that modernity 
was a state of mind to do with accommodating newness, with adapting to an insistent tempo 
of new sensations often mediated through the ephemeral products of new mechanical forms 
of reproduction and communication” (Donald 54).  
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Calinescu’s view on modernity emphasizes, as a consequence, its conflicting features: 
modernity as a product of scientific program and modernity as an aesthetic concept. This 
conflict produces in turn a conflict within the individual living within this context, as 
Marshall Berman explains in All that is Solid Melts into Air. According to him, modernity 
means a “re-invention” of the individual in relation to the social, political, economical or 
cultural reality which surrounds him, acknowledging at the same time that nothing is 
permanent and “art, city, ideals, country, fracture under the pressure of another coming order, 
crashing in with new waves of reorganization” (50). Berman relates this concept of “re-
invention” to modernization, which derives from modernity and refers to “social processes 
that bring a maelstrom into being and keep it in a state of perpetual becoming”(16).  As a 
consequence, modernity splits into a material (modernization) and spiritual (modernism) 
plane. These planes, however, do not have to exist separately and there is the need of 
interaction between modern experience and modern culture, “between the conditions of 
constant change--generally understood then as ‘progress’--and art predicated on the incessant 
metamorphosis and contingency of modern life” (Berman 51). 
Rita Felski in The Gender of Modernity builds on Marshal Berman’s concept of 
modernity and considers “modernization” a “constellation of socioeconomic phenomena 
which originated in the context of Western development--scientific and technological 
innovation and modernism as an artistic production” (80). She refers to modernity itself as a 
periodizing term, which denotes “a historical era which may encompass any or all of the 
above features” (80). 
Developing the notion of modernity as a culture of rupture and opposition, Rita Felski 
considers that “to be modern is often paradoxically to be anti-modern, to define oneself in 
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explicit opposition to the prevailing norms and values of one’s own time” (81). The critic 
does not agree however with the established view that the gender of modernity is mostly 
associated with male subjects; she argues that “the so-called private-sphere portrayed as a 
domain where natural and timeless emotions hold sway are shown to be rapidly implicated in 
the patterns of modernization and processes of social change” (85). This aspect comes as a 
complement to traditional feminist views which are highly critical of the concept of modern 
exactly because its exclusion of the female figure from its definition. At the same time 
writers at the end of the nineteenth century reinforced the use of key explicitly gendered 
symbols of the modern--the public sphere, the flâneur, the dandy--and as a consequence the 
traditional association of modernity with a fixed representation of male characteristics. In 
general representations of modernity also have repeatedly positioned women in a zone of a 
historical otherness and have thereby sought to minimize their agency (Felski 210). 
However, as Rita Felski notes, “a close consideration of 19th century texts suggests 
that the divisions between public and private, masculine and feminine, modern and 
antimodern were not as fixed as they may have appeared” (19). Industrialization and 
technology were among the important factors, which demystified the  “myth of femininity,” 
the figure and status of the women being linked to technology and mass production. This 
aspect also comes up against the late 19th century general representation of the consumer as a 
woman: “the category of consumption situated femininity at the heart of the modern in a way 
that the discourses of production and rationalization examined previously did not (Felski 61). 
Technology and mass culture transform the image of the woman: if before they were seen 
mostly as objects of consumption, now they were also becoming consuming subjects (Felski 
64). 
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The modernization and modernism previously mentioned by critics studying 
modernity have direct consequences in the distribution and understanding of mass culture 
especially starting with the mid-19th century. At this time there is a shift in the features that 
characterize the culture of modernity especially regarding the “volatile relationship between 
high art and mass culture” (Huyssen vii). Even if modernism defines itself exactly through 
this complete exclusion of mass culture, “there has been a plethora of strategic moves 
tending to destabilize the high/low opposition from within” (Huyssen vi). This latter aspect 
relates to the historical avant-garde which “aimed at developing an alternative relationship 
between high art and mall culture and thus be distinguished from modernism” (Huyssen viii).   
Within the concept of modernity, Calinescu considers that modernism expressed an 
anxiety about the advance of mass culture and insisted upon a divide, while the avant-garde 
sought to negotiate various sorts of relationship between high and mass culture. However, the 
two concepts are finally more related to each other and help towards an understanding of the 
division between a social modernity and cultural conditions. As Andreas Huyssen has noted 
in The Great Divide, modernism and avant-garde, even if situated within different 
perspectives regarding the Great Divide, they were determined by their common relationship 
to two cultural phenomena: traditional bourgeois high culture […] but also vernacular and 
popular culture as it was increasingly transformed into modern commercial mass culture” 
(Huyssen ix). 
Within the hybrid relationship between mass culture and high culture, modernists 
sometimes view mass culture as feminine and threatening, an attitude belonging to an elitist 
group of “modernists” who was insisting on a great divide between itself and mass culture. 
As a consequence, “the political, psychological, and aesthetic discourse around the turn of 
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the century consistently and obsessively genders mall culture and the masses as feminine, 
while high culture, whether traditional or modern, clearly remains the privileged realm of 
male activities” (Huyssen 10). 
Even if the gender dichotomy was inscribed in the theories of the Great divide, there 
was a new way of reading culture change due to technology: “Mass culture as we know it in 
the West is unthinkable without 20th century technology-media techniques as well as 
technologies of transportation, the household, and leisure. Mass culture depends on 
technologies of mass production and mass reproduction and thus on the homogenization of 
difference” (Huyssen 9). These new technologies of mass production promote a new access 
to culture for all levels of society. Nevertheless, this “homogenization” is associated by 
Walter Benjamin in “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” with a 
negative change in the nature of art in general. The reproducibility of the aura of the original 
work of art is disappearing and with it “the authenticity and uniqueness that constituted the 
work’s distance from life and that required contemplation and immersion on the part of the 
spectator” (Huyssen 10). This is why within the circle of modernist art there prevailed the 
fear of commodification and the idea of “being devoured.” This aspect explains why the 
modernist artist tries to “stake out his territory by fortifying the boundaries between genuine 
art and inauthentic mass culture” (Huyssen 15). The high/low dichotomy acquires a specific 
modern form especially during the 19th century due to the rapid growth of the reading public 
and the increasing capitalization of the book market (Huyssen 17). At the same time, mass 
culture appeals across classes in hitherto unknown ways: “many of its forms attract cross-
class audiences, however others remain class-bound. Traditional popular culture enters into a 
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fierce struggle with commodified cultures producing a variety of hybrid forms” (Huyssen 
18). 
 The concept of “culture” starts shifting with the first half of the 19th century. As 
Stephanie Sierbuth has noted in High and Low Culture, the idea of culture was always 
contrasted to the concept of “civilization” and an increase in material property that can be 
potentially corrupting. As a consequence, the new availability of serialized fiction (present in 
different magazines and journals in Spain for example) was assumed to lead to corruption, 
triviality and decay. Mass culture meant, in the eyes of the dominant class, a threat to social 
control. 
All these aspects of modernity have been best encompassed in the different forms of 
narratives related to travel writing, especially with regard to the consumption and new 
perception of mass cultural texts and in the tendency to fracture what everyday life meant 
during the second half of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth. 
 
Travel writing and colonialism 
An important aspect of travel writing is related to colonialism and the role played by 
the imperialist features in these travel reports or fictionalized travel writing. Mary Louise 
Pratt has noted in Imperial Eyes  that there are different types of travel writing by Europeans 
outside the continent and she focuses on a series of strategies used by them. Among the most 
important are the notions of “anti-conquest” or “contact zone,” terms used to describe the 
consequences travel books by Europeans had in different imperial contexts and the way 
Europe in general produced the rest of the world through codes of travel writing. In the 
contact zone for example, Pratt discusses the existence of a reciprocal gaze, from the 
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periphery to the metropolis as a strategy of resistance and response to the colonization of a 
territory. Spain has a particular place within this framework as during the 19th and 20th 
century it can be seen at once Orientalized and Orientalizing. 
Pratt identifies a specific group of travelers who, unlike Alexander von Humboldt for 
example, took a consciously anti-aesthetic stance and traveled to South America.  These 
travelers, the “capitalist vanguardists,” were male in general and focused on a domesticated 
landscape. These writings were accompanied by an emergence of women’s travel to Africa, 
using different textual strategies characterized in general by a density of meaning “through 
the plentiful use of adjectives and a general proliferation of concrete, material referents 
introduced either literally or as metaphor. Travel in general, just like culture, can use 
imagination in order to “encourage the fashioning of specific identities, good for the duration 
of the journey and afterwards” (Pratt 81).  
 
Travel writing and Spain 
Interest in travel and travel writing in particular emerged as the result of an 
intellectual climate during the 19th century which continued to interrogate Spain’s prestige as 
a nation within the Western world as well as its relationship with modernity. In contrast to 
other European countries, in Spain especially during the 18th and 19th centuries, the notion 
that one should travel for pleasure was something reserved for a small elite and ordinary 
Spaniards did not usually have the luxury of traveling just to relax and look. The 19th century 
invention of travel for the bourgeoisie and the 20th century extension of the practice to 
include middle class tourism have been built on top of deep structures such as expectations 
regarding the confrontation of Self and Other (Afinoguénova 190). As a consequence, one 
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can always find within these travel texts related to Spain, whether it is traveling inside or 
outside Europe, descriptions about Spain’s projected image abroad. The importance of this 
vision can be seen in the 1964 slogan “Spain is different,” the focus of a campaign led 
between 1962 and 1969 by the minister for Propaganda and Tourism, Manuel Fraga Iribarne.  
Before Franco, Prosper Mérimée and Georges Bizet reinforced the myth of Spain as an 
exoticized land and the north European tourist “rediscovers” simultaneously Catholic Spain 
and Islam in the same place without having to travel outside the European frontiers. Spain is 
reinvented for a new modern North European Orientalism and it becomes the new Orientalist 
scene for northern Europe and the new “Other” within European borders. It is an Orient for 
the tourists; it is an Orient both domestic-European and domesticated-colonial and thus non-
European. As a consequence, Spain becomes an Orient without the risks of colonialism, a 
touristic Orient (Afinoguénova 37). Spanish travelers decided to explore other options of 
bringing back the Moorish past such as traveling to Morocco.  The slogan “Spain is 
different” emphasized the particular local customs and traditions that, for the regime defined 
Spain’s national culture and positioned it outside the European norm. The uniform 
conception of Spanish difference was constructed through the silencing of Spain’s internal 
regional and political differences and converting it into a monolithic new “Other.”  In its 
insistence on the differences within a modernized Europe, this conception promoted a 
stereotyped image of Spanish backwardness. 
Modernity and its general meaning in terms of technological advances in particular 
has entailed a view of nineteenth century Spain that reduced its influence to a liminal 
position within the European borders. At the same time the general association of modernity 
with technology is just a superficial way of analyzing not only Spain’s relation to what 
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constituted the Western powers but also the complexity of this concept and its consequences 
over a long period of time11. 
Literature in general, and within it the underestimated hybrid genre of travel writing, 
remains an important element in the process of a modern nation-building, referring especially 
to a successful European model. Terms and strategies, but also the types of languages used, 
can create a “socio-cultural cohesion” through the production of texts in this manner.  
The concept modernity had been haunting Spain since the beginning of the 19th century, 
reaching a point towards the end of this century when it was mainly associated with a lack of 
advances regarding technology. However, for Spain itself and in terms of a classic cultural 
analysis of the beginnings of Spanish modernity, Spanish liberals have argued that the 
remedy for Spain’s lack of political and economic stability has to be related to the adoption 
of northern European philosophical, political and economic models (Subirats 20). 
Spain’s circumstances regarding modernity and the presence of general trends 
common to all Western cultures in the late 19th century has a consequence in the difficulty 
experienced by the narrators in general in representing a confusing new world.  
In like fashion, the Spanish novel of the 1880s is in many respects a confrontation with 
modernity, a meditation on the significance of the vast transformations that have taken place 
in the previous decades. 
Some consequences of modernity can relate to the spread of mass-produced cultural 
artifacts such as the newspaper serial and photography, and the rapid industrialization of the 
modern city. Starting with the 19th century, there are new immigrants in the Spanish capital, 
mostly from the rural areas of the country in search for work. With the death of Ferdinand !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11!For an in-depth analysis of the development of modernity in Spain see Pablo Fusi and Jordi Palafox. España: 
1808-1996. Madrid: Espasa Calpe, 1997.  
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VII comes a greater freedom of the press but only a small public was prepared to greet it; a 
larger public would have to be created by the press itself. After 1850, illustrations and 
caricatures in the press narrowed the gap between the written text and the uneducated reader. 
Spain’s transition to modernity is associated with an overlapping of old and new 
social structures, but also with the idea of cursileria and the ever-present sentiment of being a 
cheap copy of Europe haunts the writers (Sieburth 233).12 A consequence of this fear of an 
old social order slipping away is the fear of the crowd, a product of industrialization, which 
created an intense anxiety on the part of the bourgeoisie. 
In the beginning of the 19th century, Spain won a military victory in the Napoleonic 
invasion, however “there is no comparable victory on the cultural plane, and throughout the 
century, Spain, like much of Europe, will grudgingly look to France as a paradigmatic 
culture” (Sieburth 128). In addition to a domestic cultural crisis, Spain also confronts an 
imperial crisis: by 1826, all of Spain’s American colonies except Cuba and Puerto Rico have 
proclaimed independence. As a consequence, Spain becomes a unique space within Europe: 
“throughout the 19th century, Spain can be seen as a protean nation; it is faced with the 
crucial task of finding an image of itself that functions as an element of stability and unity 
inside its borders and that assures it a creditable place among Western nations” (Labanyi 
129). 
Starting with the Restoration, the cosmopolitan feature of the press and the 
intellectual magazines is predominant in Spain and the idea that “it mattered what you read,” 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!12!According to Stephanie Sieburth, in novels such as La desheredada the current uneven modernity of Spain is 
for the narrator worse than either complete modernization or no modernization at all. The perceived falseness of 
the modern city produces in the narrator a nostalgia for an invented past of authentic art. Modernity means 
fragmentation and this defense of the “high” against the “low” and the desire to preserve a world slipping away 
can be considered a response to this fragmentation. !
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was important in establishing a specific public sphere: “the nation-formation project was the 
result not only of state activity in the form of legislation, but also, more broadly, and more 
significantly in cultural terms, of the public sphere” (Labanyi 169). 
Benedict Anderson’s classic analysis of the late 19th century nation-formation process 
makes it clear that nation-building was by no means restricted to the state, “since the role of 
the press and print culture in general, including the realist novel, was crucial in constructing a 
homogenous national reading public, which shared--or expected to share--common tastes and 
interests” (Labanyi 169). The importance of the divide between high and low culture is 
specifically evident within Spanish society as it was finding itself in a continuous process of 
change and, according to Bourdieu, “the reinforcement of the divide between high and low 
culture is not the product of a class system, but the means whereby class divisions are 
constructed in the first place” (Labanyi 168). Jo Labanyi underlines the importance of the 
realist novel in Spain in particular as “the realist novel functions simultaneously as a tool of 
nation formation and as social critique, without this representing a contradiction” (Labanyi 
175). I argue that similar to the realist novel, foreign travel writing, both fictionalized and 
non-fictionalized, represents different viewpoints on Spain’s relation to modernity. This 
genre promotes a formation of the notion of the public sphere, and just like the realist novel, 
creates a “forum for critical debate which allowed the ventilation of intellectual differences 
within the nation; and more particularly, the realist novel constructs the nation as the sum of 
such intellectual differences” (Labanyi 179). 
Often popular fiction however, was seen as foreign or as an imitation of foreign 
models (including by Galdós in “Observaciones sobre la novela contemporánea” in 1870). Jo 
Labanyi for example considers that novels of both progressive and conservative writers 
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(Galdós, Alas, Pardo Bazán, Valera), do not agree with the influence of modern foreign 
fashion (in ideas and dress), but none of them argue specifically for a model of Spanishness 
based on a rejection of the foreign. Even if it is not the same genre, travel writing however, 
written by these authors, takes into consideration the formation of a modern nation’s 
rejection of various aspects of the foreign, an aspect which has direct consequences for a 
postwar Spain. Travel literature embodies a complex relationship among representation, 
mobility and identity, national and otherwise. These narratives are implicated in the 
construction of knowledge that sometimes supports the empire. 
Travel narrative can represent a generalized sense of loss of the “authentic” and the 
hope for the recuperation of this loss. It is a search for authenticity, and travel finally is a 
particular form of mediation, a modern phenomenon, not an unmediated return to the past. 
These aspects are present in the travel texts written by Spanish authors between 1860 and 
1929, as they try to form answers to questions such as: How has Spain reinvented itself 
abroad? What concepts of Spain and Spanish identity have been projected internationally? 
 
Chapter descriptions 
The first chapter of this dissertation considers the importance of Morocco in the way 
Spain represented itself abroad, but also its influence over the development of Spain’s 
internal relationship with modernity.  In particular, I consider two works by Pedro Antonio 
de Alarcón and Benito Pérez Galdós respectively, where the modernity of a colonial desire is 
transparent in these two war travel narratives. They are not the typical travel texts related to 
the figure of the modern tourism that was developing in Europe at that time, but travel texts 
that were important for the Spanish everyday reality and that in the end represent the 
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beginning of modern tourism. If travel writing in general is important also for its connecting 
cultural regions within Europe, for Spain travel writing is important for offering an apparent 
reality for a region closely related to it. 
In the second chapter I turn to two travelogues by the same two authors, this time 
looking at Spain from Southern Europe. Italy is the second destination in the choice of texts 
and just like Morocco, it has a special place both in relation to Europe and most importantly, 
to Spain. By focusing on the practices of sightseeing and walking, I argue that these two 
authors look for new ways of connecting to a glorious past represented here specifically by 
Italy. 
The third chapter considers the importance of women travel writers in Spain in the 
beginning of the 20th century. Carmen de Burgos’s fictional travel narrative on Morocco as 
well as her travelogue to Italy offer a different perspective on the modern anxieties in Spain 
related to colonialism and its place in Europe.  
In the fourth chapter I turn to two different authors, Victor Balaguer and Vicente 
Blasco Ibáñez. Their texts bring together the concepts of war narrative and travelogue within 
Europe. The hybridity of this genre is highlighted in these narratives as Italy, the destination 
for the two authors, means both a place of war related to Spain as well as a model for a new 
modernity for Vicente Blasco Ibáñez. 
 Chapter five describes Victor Balaguer’s andVicente Blasco Ibáñez’s representation 
of the Philippines, a hybrid territory for Spain, from the end of the 19th century until 1924. I 
argue that the modern colonialism found in these texts develop from a visual recreation of 




 REFLECTIONS OF THE WAR OF 1860: FICTION AND TRAVEL IN BENITO PÉREZ 
GALDÓS AND PEDRO ANTONIO DE ALARCÓN 
 
 
The Moroccan Collective Imagination: from painting to war narratives 
  
European colonial and post-colonial studies have tended to ignore Spanish 
colonialism in North Africa, even if the Hispano-Moroccan War of 1859-1860 inspired 
several literary representations, the majority of them with a pronounced Orientalist 
tendency.13  
1859 marks not only a decisive turn in Spain’s relation with Morocco, but also a 
change in its representation within Spain. Even if the exoticism of this space was an 
important feature in its previous representation in Spain and also in a Romantic Europe, 
before 1859, painters in particular were looking to represent Morocco by observing the 
Moroccan reality in situ, a reality connected to war.14 This new image of Morocco, different 
from but at the same time closely related to Spain, finds its place in the pictures painted by 
the Catalan artist Mariano Fortuny alongside texts written by well-established writers such as 
Pedro Antonio de Alarcón.15 
 The conflict that inspired these representations of Morocco started with the attack of 
Moroccan armed groups against the Spanish troops in Ceuta, a Spanish colony in the North !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13!A list of these texts can be found in Nil Santiáñez “De la tropa al tropo: colonialismo, escritura de guerra y 
enunciación metafórica en Diario de un testigo de la Guerra de África.”Hispanic Review 76.1 (2008): 71-9. 14!According to Enrique Arias Anglés,!“aparalelamente al orientalismo de la imaginación, comienza también en 
España el orientalismo que se basa en la más estricta realidad…un costumbrismo marroquí tratado con 
semejante proximidad con la que un pintor andaluz abordaría el costumbrismo sevillano, con sus escenas 
callejeras, mendigos a la puerta de las iglesias, escenas pastoriles y agrarias, pero trasladado al Norte de África” 
(15).!15!“Así, paradójicamente, la Guerra de África renovó el orientalismo español, despertando un gran interés por 
Marruecos a la vez que aportaba dos visiones del mundo marroquí bien diferentes y contrapuestas. Por un lado, 
con la nueva visión que proporcionaba el arte de Fortuny, cercana, costumbrista e intimista en general, apoyada 
por su técnica preciosista y luminosa, constituyendo un lenguaje que rebosa entusiasmo por un mundo que le 
cautivó y le maravilló” (Arias Anglés 19).!
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of Morocco. These confrontations, causing great political commotion in Spain, were nothing 
but a pretext for the Spanish military led by General O’Donnell to declare war on Morocco, 
an action approved by the Cortes on October 1859.  This conflict ended up provoking a war 
that would end with Morocco acknowledging the Spanish sovereignty over Ceuta and Melilla 
in exchange for the recently captured Tetuán. If before this event Spain had a general image 
of Morocco as a geographical term equivalent to the Orient, the appearance of popular 
cultural referents, such as Mariano Fortuny and Pedro Antonio de Alarcón, proposes both a 
new and ambivalent cultural and political dynamics between the two territories.16 What is 
important to acknowledge at the same time is that the perception of the Spanish public reader 
is divided between various types of information that complement each other. The figure of 
well-established writers becomes more associated now with the war reportage, journalist and 
traveler in the case of Morocco. The Spanish public becomes more aware of its orientations 
towards a different cultural demand, closer to popular culture.  In all cases, even if limited 
from an economical and political point of view, the Spanish victory in Morocco constructs a 
new image of this space in which traces of war become a new touristic path, equivalent not 
only to a victory of this conflict, but also the main and perhaps only remaining inspiration for 
the construction of a new colonial discourse: “Así, la gran mayoría de viajeros y viajeras que 
realizaron la ruta prototipo--de Tánger o Ceuta hacia Tetuán--recorrieron lo que fue el 
campo de batalla, y por tanto, de forma constante en todo el período de análisis, 
rememoraron la fructífera y suculenta victoria militar” (Cerarols Ramirez 221). The war 
therefore transforms Morocco into a new area where Spaniards could go not only to !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!16!Enrique Arias Anglés also points out the commodification tendency regarding the paintings inspired by the 
Moroccan reality: “el éxito artístico y comercial que obtuvieron los cuadros de temas marroquíes de Fortuny fue 
causa de la excesiva proliferación de pinturas de este tipo durante la segunda mitad del siglo XIX, generalmente 
de escasa calidad y menor información etnográfica, realizadas muchas de ellas por pintores mediocres que no 
vieron Marruecos ni desde esta orilla del Estrecho” (24). 
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remember the past, but also to confirm the present Spanish presence and influence within this 
space.17 It also means being aware of the new modern mobility related to tourism and the 
desire to create such a specific space for Spain. 
 Pedro Antonio de Alarcón and Benito Pérez Galdós offer contrasting representations 
of the same conflict of 1859, as they were written within different timeframes: Diario de un 
testigo a la Guerra de África in 1860 and Aita Tettauen in 1905, the latter also written as a 
response to Alarcón’s Diario. These two works, taken together, are the most representative 
texts illustrating the Spanish-Moroccan conflict,18 providing an extended testimony of the 
war’s development across time and in relation to contemporary anxieties about Spanish 
nationalism and nationhood.19 Besides providing the possibility for a comparative analysis, 
both works illustrate Spain’s ambivalence regarding Morocco and its general colonial stance. 
Alarcón and Galdós were inspired to write their stories by professionally motivated journeys, 
without being able to establish their own itinerary. The freedom of choice regarding the 
travel destination is one feature that also stands out in comparing these works with other texts 
in this dissertation. However, the concept of tourism proves itself to be as important for this 
time and place, anticipating its increasing importance for modernity: the role of the tourist 
inspires the ruta prototipo traveled by future Spanish tourists (Cerarols Ramírez 221). At the 
same time Alarcón and Galdós’s stories also become a model for other Spanish writers who !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17!Later during the 19th century organizations such as Congreso Español de Geografía Comercial y Mercantil 
(1883) and Sociedad de Africanistas (1885) would reiterate the Spanish interest in this territory. 18!Another writer for example who describes the Moroccan conflict is Victor Balaguer but, as one of my 
purposes in this dissertation is to offer a comparative analysis of Morocco and Italy described by the same 
authors, I did not include Balaguer’s work in this category. 19!Among studies comparing these two texts, José Schreibman in “ Pedro Antonio de Alarcón y Galdós: dos 
visions de la Guerra de Africa (1859-60),” offers a canonical interpretation: “Alarcón, voluntario en esa Guerra, 
posromántico, lleno de fervor patriótico, capta el espíritu de la época. Galdós, al contrario, incluso basándose en 
detalles y descripciones del propio Alarcón, pinta el ambiente físico y moral de esa guerra como un episodio 
más dentro de su meditación sobre la historia y el vivir  hispánicos que se encuentra tanto en sus Episodios 
nacionales como en sus novelas o drama” (539). 
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during the 1920s sought to recover the cultural ancestry of Al-Andalus in literary and other 
types of texts. Alda Blanco suggests that the ambivalence and complex problem of modernity 
in Spain in the middle of the 19th century is well reflected in the texts referring to the 
Moroccan conflict: “Participating in this war meant not only becoming part of a modern 
colonial project, but also entering modernity” (Blanco 406).  The metropolis and its colony 
both will be connected through the same purpose, progress, a key notion for European 
modernity (Blanco 407). 
Modernization, as a material feature of modernity, is a practical and concrete element 
that finally connects the metropolis to its subordinates: “la colonia y la metrópolis quedan, 
así, enlazados bajo el signo del progreso, una de las nociones claves de la época moderna”      
(Blanco 407). There is then the necessity of a “misión civilizadora” in Africa (Blanco 408).  
Nevertheless, in Spain there also existed other perspectives regarding the war in Africa. One 
is presenting Spain’s involvements as simply a problem of reinstating its honor before the 
European imperial powers. As a consequence, the war and its battles were often exaggerated 
in their representation, especially by the stories sent home regularly by journalists such as 
Alarcón or Núñez de Arce. 
 
Constructing Spain’s modernity from outside:  Diario de un testigo a la Guerra de África  
There were several chronicles updating the Spanish public about the development of 
the Moroccan conflict,20 however none of them were as popular as Alarcón’s war 
correspondence. Alarcón’s travels to Morocco were initially planned as a civilian trip, as an   
aficionado, in order to cover this first modern “media war” (Martín-Márquez 51). However, !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!20!Alda Blanco mentions Víctor Balaguer who follows the chronicles of writers and journalists such as Pedro 
Antonio de Alarcón: “la Guerra que en la actualidad sostiene en Africa nuestro país, siempre y siempre grande, 
es una verdadera y admirable epopeya”(405).!
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later he changes his status to a dual one, as soldier-journalist, sending his travel impressions 
almost everyday to be published in Spain in the illustrated Museo Universal. Alarcón’s 
Orientalist perspective prevails when he travels to Morocco even if later in his work he states 
that his “youthful motivations for crossing the Strait of Gibraltar were later superseded by his 
preoccupation with Spain’s decline after the expulsions, and with the possibility that the 
nation’s true destiny might lie precisely in Africa” (Martin-Márquez 105). Even though 
Alarcón’s purpose is not that of a tourist per se, his almost daily impressions of Morocco sent 
for publication are quests for authenticity of a territory that is related to Spain, written with 
an impulse of Romantic irrationality (as opposed to Galdós’s Aita Tettauen, which was 
written as an answer to Alarcón’s text).  
Alarcón symbolizes, therefore, the modernity of a colonial desire by using a direct 
discourse of war or “una escritura de Guerra.”21 Following this trope of war, the author 
explains his authority for writing this book in terms of his connection to the past, but also his 
personal authority to speak about these territories:  
habiendo pasado mi niñez en las ruinas de alcázares, mezquitas y alcazabas, y 
acariciado los sueños de la adolescencia al son de cantos de los Moros, inspirado por 
su poesía, quizás bajo los mismos techos que cobijaron sus últimos placeres natural 
era que desde mis primeros años me sintiese solicitado por la proximidad del África y 
anhelarse cruzar el Mediterráneo para tocar, digámoslo así, en aquel Continente, la 
increíble realidad de lo pasado (7). !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21!Nil Santiáñez writes: “En el Diario, la tropa y el tropo, articulados en la retórica de una escritura 
de guerra, guardan objetivos paralelos: la tropa pretende la conquista de un territorio real, mientras que el tropo 
forma parte de una toma de posesión simbólica del mismo territorio. Estos dos tipos de conquista son 
complementarios y, de hecho, se necesitan mutuamente: la conquista bélica de un espacio colonial se apoya en 
una narrativa cultural, y el dominio simbólico del espacio colonial es indisociable de las estructuras de poder 
(administrativas, militares, económicas) que lo controlan. La escritura de guerra de Alarcón es, por ende, una 
escritura belicosa que reduplica la agresividad y los objetivos bélicos y políticos 
del ejercito expedicionario español” (77). 
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His vision of Morocco is that of the past22 and traveling to this place can therefore be referred 
to as a travel in time, mandated by a strong sentiment of belonging but also by the desire to 
re-create a tradition23. He associates Morocco with a glorious imperialistic past that has now 
the opportunity to be re-envisioned within this conflict.24 His work and the tourism industry 
deriving from this conflict allow a further “reinvention” of the relations between Spain and 
North Africa. Eric Calderwood25 refers to this “reinvention” as a remarketing idea of 
convivencia during the Romantic rediscovery of the Alhambra by writers such as Washington 
Irving in the beginning of the 19th century. It was the first phase of a process of 
Orientalization of Spain, continued now in Morocco, outside Europe. The process of 
imagination accompanies Alarcón’s views of Morocco, even if he does not acknowledge it 
first and declares the objectivity of his reporting: “Yo vengo aquí como la generalidad de mis 
compatriotas, libres de prejuicios, desprovisto de datos, decidido a no subordinar mi criterio 
al ajeno, dispuesto a observar por mi propia cuenta, a creer solamente lo que vea y toque” 
(195). The next passage captures however a nostalgic narrative as it imaginatively revisits a 
time and place now lost to the traveller:  
Recuerdo además que mi imaginación de niño se forjaba a los Musulmanes y su vida 
y costumbres de un  modo determinado y preciso, cuyos componentes eran: trajes !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!22!Susan Mártin-Márquez argues that the author’s perspective is defined by a traditional Orientalism and that 
traveling to this space measn traveling back in time (131). 23!Here I am referring to Eric Hobsbawm’s “invented traditions”, “a set of practices, normally governed by 
overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate certain values and 
norms of behavior by repetition, which automatically implies continuity with the past” (Hobsbawm 1).  24!“Fue el ver tan claro como la luz del sol que la política exterior de la Nación española debía reducirse a una 
constante expansión material o moral, guerrera o política, comercial o religiosa, civilizadora, en una palabra, 
hacia aquel Continente que se percibía desde nuestras costas y en el que teníamos asentada la planta; fue, por 
último, el temor de que, en otro caso, Francia o Inglaterra, o las dos juntas, nos arrebatasen esa misión 
providencial, dejándonos bloqueados entre lo mares y el Pirineo y privados de todo horizonte en que 
desenvolver la actividad de nuestro pueblo--que no siempre ha de estar condenado a destrozarse en guerras 
civiles (Alarcón 8). 25 “The Invention of Al-Andalus: Discovering the Past and Creating the Present in Granada’s Islamic Tourism 
Sites.”  The Journal of North African Studies 19.1 (2014): 27-55.!
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blancos, talares; rostros atezados; ojos de fuego; barbas negras; lujosas armas; 
indolentes posturas; muelle existencia; voluptuosas danzas; techos calados; 
columnatas aéreas; blandos cojines; frescos patios; agua bullidora; silenciosas 
mujeres; humeantes pebeteros; aire cargado de terror y deleite; calor, silencio, 
puñaladas, caricias…Averiguar si en pleno siglo XIX puede la realidad corresponder 
a tanta poesía, tal es mi curiosidad en África, tal el empeño de mi imaginación, por 
más que mi corazón de español y de soldado persiga ideales más severos (195). 
The Romantic imagination is accompanied by the writer’s view of the same space 
constructed by literary texts. Alarcón becomes in this way the precursor of the modern 
tourist, according to Luis Fernandez Cifuentes in “Los viajes de Alarcón.” In this situation 
the act of traveling cannot be equalized with authenticity and it is just “un descubrimiento de 
segunda mano” (16).  
In his work “The Semiotics of Tourism”, Jonathan Culler argues that there is no 
“authentic” place that can be experienced in a way that is not influenced by a literary or 
historical association. The place is already marked thus as important and it has established its 
place on a touristic itinerary. According to Culler, the tourist needs an experience, or sight, to 
be marked authentic--for example by postcards--to perceive that what we are experiencing is 
indeed authentic. However, that which is marked lacks the authenticity of the “unspoiled” 
(164).  Tourism perpetuates then the loss of authenticity through commodification. The 
tourist looks for some kind of proof that his souvenirs are indeed “authentic” crafts produced 
by certified natives, and not mere copies. Yet, once those markers are present, the thing they 
mark no longer feels unmediated or “unspoiled”, and thus seems authentic. Tourists need, 
then, preconceived notions for them to think of the experience as authentic. 
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The problem of authenticity informs Alarcón’s ambivalence regarding Morocco: he 
wants to be recognized as the official war correspondent who edits his articles from the 
middle of the battle, but at the same time constructs this space accordingly through a time 
travel. He realizes he cannot see them through the same light by connecting the past to the 
present, therefore he focuses on daily life.  
The visual features complementing his travelogue are the most important proof of 
authenticity for Alarcón, as he aspires to describe precise photographic images. He wants to 
establish a precedent of a new way of seeing and recording these sights through a modern 
instrument. The writer, however, is not the one who actually takes the photographs, but is the 
one who decides where his interest lies: “Cábeme la gloria de que aquel aparato fotográfico, 
llevado por mi al Imperio de Marruecos, fuese el primero que funcionara en él, así como 
tengo a dicha el haber sido yo también el primero que utilizó en aquella tierra el nobilísimo 
arte de la imprenta, publicando, como publiqué, un periódico en Tetuán, según se refiere más 
adelante” (200). This task proves to be unsuccessful due to the weather, but Alarcón realizes 
now that a travel account or war reportage is not enough by themselves, because a new 
public reader emerges in Spain demanding something unique in his reporting. It is the first 
time that he brings up technology, as an element needed for his truthful and more 
sophisticated reporting. It is the same war background as Spain was used to, but the public at 
home will see and read something different through the images he captures.  
His attitude towards this new modern technological instrument is one of attraction  
and rejection at the same time: admiring specifically its precision in capturing the images, he 
finally rejects it not necessarily because of its temporary impracticality but because he favors 
the images seen through a literary text. Susan Mártin-Márquez captures the ambivalent 
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features of Alarcón’s use of language when referring to photography,26 which according to 
him cannot be the same as a literary description. Alarcón’s ambitions of a photographic 
objectivity are often interrupted by imagination: “Rompe esta página incongruente y loca y 
vuelve a figurarte que tu cronista de la campaña de África es un aparato fotográfico, sin 
sentimiento propio […] Mas, sin querer, me vuelvo a la poesía, a pesar de haberte prometido 
alejarme de ella.” (Alarcón 183).With or without the camera, Alarcón still feels he has the 
power to interpret for the public at home his experiences in Morocco for the public at home. 
Besides constructing an image of Morocco as a Romantic reinvention of Spain, 
Alarcón raises the question of Spain and Europe’s fluid borders, capable of changing. The 
military action is also seen as a way to compete or seek approval from the other European 
military powers and this aspect is directly acknowledged after a confrontation that had the 
goal of taking over Cabo Negro. In the beginning of his journey, his vision of Africa is that 
of a territory whose disconnected geography from Europe translates also into a difference 
from a social or cultural perspective: 
¡Estoy en África! Es decir no sólo me encuentro fuera de España, sino fuera de 
Europa; en otro Continente […] al sentir bajo mis pies la tierra africana, no ha podido 
menos de surgir ante mi imaginación la disforme grandeza de esta Parte del mundo 
[…] para la Lingüística, que desconoce en ella más dialectos que idiomas conoce en 
el resto del mundo. (28) 
The shared common history with Spain ceases to exist and Africa is defined through its 
difference from Europe, following an Orientalist logic. According to Edward Said, 
Orientalism is a concept that created and perpetuated the notion of an essential difference !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!26!Susan Mártin-Márquez mentions that Alarcón uses metaphors while referring to photography in order to 
describe that travel narrative cannot exist without the literary influence (141). 
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between Westerners and the “Other” in other to legitimize European colonialism (3). The 
contradictions between Alarcón’s interpretation of Morocco as both sharing a common 
history with Spain but different at the same time reveal a concept of modernity closely 
related to a modern imperialism.  
 The re-invention of Morocco and with it its connection with Spain is based especially 
on an aestheticization of this space, starting with the landscape. The construction of 
landscape as a social product serving a modern colonial project, is particularly important 
within the colonial process because it can emphasize any form of looking at this space.27 For 
Alarcón, the Moroccan landscape’s singularity lies in its vastness but also in the exoticism 
brought in this case not by its inhabitants but by the different species of plants, including 
several that Alarcón says he had never seen before “en nuestra Europa” (50). 
Alarcón purposely situates himself within Europe and his vision of this space is that 
of a Westerner, by referring to “nuestra Europa.” His ambivalence is a result of connecting 
this territory to Spain and then converting Spain into a hybrid region. The writer and 
journalist draws imaginary cultural and social fluid borders between these territories.  
The aestheticization of this territory becomes excessive later in the text, sometimes even with 
grotesque elements. Nature’s manifestations in Africa are according to Alarcón directly 
contrasted with Europe’s:  
Yo creía haber visto llover en los años que llevo sobre la Tierra; pero estaba muy 
equivocado. En Europa no llueve: cuando más, llovizna. Una deshecha tempestad de 
verano, de esas que nos parecen ahí el fin del mundo, es apenas blando rocío en 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!27!“Toda la diversidad de elementos naturales y socioculturales se interrelacionan entre sí a la vez que quedan 
sometidos a diferentes cánones estéticos e ideológicos. Al mismo tiempo, cuando este proceso de 
transformación coincide con la práctica colonial, la revisión paisajística se convierte en un valioso instrumento 
de análisis para examinar los aspectos culturales del colonialismo” (Cerarols Ramírez 220). 
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comparación del aguacero que ha caído sobre nosotros. ¡Bien decía yo el otro día! 
¡Todo lo perteneciente al África tiene un carácter descomunal, atroz, enorme, como 
su estructura! (75) 
The pretense of objectivity of the writer disappears at this point when elements of excess in 
the description of a foreign place ultimately inspire fear in the reader: “el paisaje aunque sea 
una realidad física también es la representación que culturalmente hacemos de ella […] 
aparece un tangible geográfico y a la vez, su interpretación intangible” (Cerarols Ramírez 
226). Through Morocco, Alarcón evokes all of Africa as a space that cannot fathom a 
comparison to Europe. The excess of description of these landscapes acquires increasingly 
grotesque features when this apparently inhabited place outside the cities is filled with bodies 
of Moorish soldiers: 
De aquellas empinadas rocas habían caído o sido precipitados los Moros cortados en 
la carga a la bayoneta, y allí estaban sus ensangrentados cadáveres; unos, colgados 
por los jaiques de los picos y matorrales de la ladera…¡Era el cuadro de mayor 
desolación que nadie haya contemplado nunca! ¡ Sobrepujaba en horror al mas 
angustioso naufragio!... Sorprendía desde luego la variedad de tipos, y aun de razas, 
que se veía representada en cuarenta individuos segregados al acaso del Ejército 
Marroquí. La mayor parte eran indudablemente rifeños, a juzgar por sus pardos 
jaiques rayados de blanco y por sus cabezas afeitadas escrupulosamente, salvo un 
largo mechón que conservaban hacia el occipucio, como los chinos. Pero los había 
también de raza árabe, y negros y mulatos. (103) 
Morocco is no longer described as an empty landscape but through a plurality of races. The 
grotesque details of the images of the dead soldiers on the empty beach convey a disturbing 
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image not necessarily of the war but of North Africa. It becomes a space associated with 
death, with the grotesque and the unknown. Alarcón’s vision changes again: as his 
visualization of a territory different from Europe consisted in its emptiness and exoticism, 
now the same image is determined by a multitude of races. This attitude also transfers to his 
ambivalent view of the war.28 From a somehow idealistic view of war, Alarcon’s discourse 
changes towards the grotesque side of the conflict, an image that continues the 
dehumanization of the natives fighting this war.  
At the same time, the ambivalence towards Morocco is revealed in Alarcon’s attitude 
towards this place in terms of its re-inventing just as Andalucía was re-invented as an exotic 
place where the European tourist could travel across time to a desired past.29 The image of 
the Moroccan soldiers is equivalent in the end to that of a monolithic group without 
individuality, characterized only by the fear they inspire. They are the inhabitants of an 
apparently empty landscape and are described first in terms of their aggressiveness as well as 
the mystery that surrounds them.30 From a perspective of the Moorish seen only as the 
enemy, again Alarcon changes to their association with the figure of the “Other” as exotic. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!28!“De hoy no pasa sin que refiera toda la verdad. La he ocultado hasta aquí en este mi Diario por evitar a mi 
familia horas muy amargas; pero, habiendo leído en los periódicos que en España son conocidas nuestras 
penalidades, voy a describirlas francamente. ¡Ah! ¡bien lo dijo, bien lo anunció el General O’Donnell en su 
primera proclama! ¡La campaña que hemos emprendido es la más ruda y penosa que haya hecho ejercito 
alguno! Primeramente, nos encontramos, no sólo en país extranjero, sino en país deshabitado” (80).  29!Eric Calderwood argues the following: “It is not a coincidence that Andalucía was the site where the Spanish 
tourism industry was born, nor is it a coincidence that the Romantic invention of al-andalus was a product of 
travel writing. In fact, these two phenomena are deeply intertwined. What drew the Romantics to the Alhambra 
and the other monuments of Spain’s Islamic past was the promise of alterity, of escaping Europe and entering a 
sphere of exotic difference--indeed the promise of transcending itself” (31). 30!“Al ver aparecer a los Moros, no se sabe sino que están allí; que lo mismo pueden ser un millón de hombres 
que una guerrilla de ciento; que la tierra que pisamos los cría, y que nuestra presencia los levanta de sus 
madrigueras; que vienen contra nosotros, como vinieron ayer y como vendrán mañana, sin que tantas derrotas 
consecutivas los desalienten, no tan enormes pérdidas los aminoren, ni nuestra superioridad los intimide, ni 
nuestro valor los acobarde. Tales pensamientos me inspiraron a primera vista aquellas gentes, que nos revelaban 
su existencia con su hostilidad. Su número se aumentaba entre tanto de una manera prodigiosa. Cada mata, cada 
piedra vomitaba uno de aquellos seres fantásticos; los bosques se cuajaban de ellos; descolgábanse de las 
cordilleras cual copos de lana; surgían como niebla del fondo de los valles; erizaban materialmente la línea del 
horizonte. En seguida desaparecieron a nuestro ojos, corriéndose sin duda por ocultos barrancos” (Alarcón 59). 
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He perceives a group of Moorish soldiers who surrounded the Spanish troops as characters in 
an Oriental tale and not as the enemy: “¡Era un cuadro maravilloso! ¡era el espectáculo 
soñado por todos los que han divertido su fantasía con héroes orientales! (Alarcón 89). 
The particularity of Alarcón’s Orientalism is in the way he focuses on the description 
of urban space. If the landscape, nature and the tendency to classify it appear before in 
various colonial texts31, Alarcón converts the urban landscape into a space where lay the 
Spanish colonial illusions, thus inspiring future writers to focus on the importance of this 
territory regarding Spain.32  There is not a proper concept of the city in his text, or the idea of 
flâneur, as it is a war reportage after all. However, the multitude of individuals that normally 
creates a modern metropolis is not mentioned in his text.   
One of the first cities he travels to, Ceuta, also allows him to paint a different image 
from Europe of the Northern African territory, an image of a Moroccan town where he re-
discovers the diversity of Spain. This is the only manner in which the author is referring to 
the concept of a modern city. The public reader is presented with an imaginary scene of a 
multitude of characters as in a theater play.33 This description of Spain as formed of different 
dialects and territories comes to contradict his monolithic view of the same country in its 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!31!For example Aspects of Nature in Different Lands and Different Climates; with Scientific Elucidations 
(1808) by Alexander von Humboldt. 32!Authors such as Boada describe Tetuán for example “para dejar explícita el ideario colonial de transvasar el 
flujo migratorio español de las Américas a las Áfricas. En este sentido, es altamente significativo y destacable el 
recurso literario utilizado para transmitir este ideario: la personificación de la propia ciudad” (233). 33!“Imaginaos una ciudad cuyas plazas cubiertas de hierba indican el reposo en que ha vegetado largos siglos; 
imaginaos diez mil hombres acampados en las calles; una indescifrable algarabía de músicas que baten marcha, 
y de cornetas que tocan llamada, botasillas, orden o asamblea; por una parte camillas de enfermos; por otra 
recuas enteras de acémilas cargadas de provisiones y víveres; por aquí fogones establecidos en el suelo, donde 
el uno guisa, el otro parte leña, este llega con agua, aquél se cose y se remienda… ¡Oh, es el cuadro más vivo, 
más animado, más pintoresco que puede imaginarse!¡Qué variedad de tipos, de caracteres, de dialectos, de 
uniformes! El catalán irascible, el sosegado gallego, el locuaz andaluz, el conciso y terminante aragonés y el 
serio castellano, cada uno con distinto acento, valiéndose de distintas interjecciones y muletillas, usando de 
diverso género de oratoria, peroran, declaman, votan, refieren, arguyen, se amenazan, se insultan, se 
reconcilian” (Alarcón 32). 
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quest for a modern colonialism. Alarcón acknowledges this aspect only a few times during 
his text, enough though to bring this element of subjectivity to his recording of the journey. 
The idea of being able to observe everything from above applies especially to the image, 
almost like a postcard,34 of the Spanish soldiers seen as a compact group. Still in Ceuta, he 
encounters an observation tower which dominates the city but also its surroundings:  
Contra la opinión de los médicos, he decidido levantarme hoy y hacerme subir a esta 
Torre, a fin de ver a nuestro Ejército en marcha. Esta mañana noticiáronme que, al 
amanecer, aquellos valientes abatieron tiendas y continuaron su camino hacia el 
Sur…¡Desde entonces no he podido dominar mi afán por verlos, aunque a tanta 
distancia, a fin de darles un adiós, que puede ser el último! ¡Oh! ¡Hellos allí! ¡ 
Adelantan! ¡ Se alejan ¡Con que amor y con cuanta envidia contemplo desde aquí 
aquella gran Caravana, aquella errante Ciudad española, aquel bando de águilas que 
vuela de monte en monte, en busca de la presa imperial que ha columbrado. (Alarcón 
151) 
Alarcón appropriates through this description and the act of seeing the space of the town, 
from the heights of which he observes a victorious Spanish army. As he provides detailed 
descriptions of Ceuta and its surroundings, Tetuán and the battlefields, Alarcón is 
constructing his work as a map of the Moroccan territory (Santiañez 78). Along with his 
impressions of the local customs, Alarcón describes in a poetic and exalted manner the 
advance of the Spanish troops: “¡Magnifica y sorprendente fue entonces la vista que 
presentaron aquellos diez mil hombres, escalonados en una interminable y no interrumpida 
línea, que seguía las revueltas ondulaciones del terreno, haciéndoles asemejarse a una 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!34!Or like Susan Mártin-Márquez’s observation on Mariano Fortuny’s painting.  
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larguísima serpiente de vivos colores y relucientes escamas!” (48) This authoritarian view of 
the writer can also be related to a type of literary and cultural conquest which completes the 
military one (Santiáñez 73).35 
As the narrative advances, so does the emphasis on the Spanish contribution to this 
territory, especially in converting the cities into Spanish urban spaces. The Spanish troops are 
building cities and transforming their surroundings in such a drastic way that even their own 
camp can be now considered as a small city:  
Salté, pues, de la cama, ansioso de luz, de aire y de calor; abrí mi tienda, y salí a la 
que todos no podemos menos de llamar la calle. ¡Qué animación, qué vida, qué 
regocijo respiraba el Campamento! Todas las tiendas estaban abiertas de par en par: 
camas, ropas, monturas, mantas, víveres, armas, municiones, todo se veía desdoblado, 
extendido, desparramado a la puerta de cada habitación de lona, a fin de que el sol lo 
secase cuando sus rayos adquiriesen fuerza. Unos se marchaban a lavar; otros hacían 
su toilette al aire libre, después de muchos días de irremediable incuria; estos 
describían con pintorescas frases el detrimento que el temporal había causado en su 
equipo; aquellos exclamaban, desperezándose y mirando su carabina: ¡ Hoy hace un 
buen día de Moros!... Ni más ni menos que los cazadores dicen en España:       ¡ hoy 
hace un buen día de liebres! (Alarcón 108) 
The gradual mention of the important features of Spain and his wish to implement them 
within the Moroccan territory reach now the element of religion.36 Alarcón writes his war 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!35!Nil Santiáñez writes: “Dicha conquista consiste en la apropiación simbólica de un espacio, unas gentes y una 
cultura mediante el despliegue de modelos literarios, culturales y epistemológicos europeos. La narración de la 
victoriosa campaña militar (nivel locutorio) y la conquista literaria (nivel ilocutorio) conforman la columna 
vertebral de Diario a un testigo a la Guerra de África” (73). 36 “Ya estamos acampados. Hace tres horas, este valle, denominado el Tarajar, y los dos montes que lo 
sombrean, eran una selva cerrada, silenciosa, perteneciente a la morisma, y donde apenas se veía huella de pie 
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correspondence in the middle of such a city, Ceuta, and, apart from the mention of the 
Spanish soldiers as the only inhabitants of the place, the city now reminds him of religious 
Spain:  
Escribo estas líneas en la Plaza de la Constitución de Ceuta. Son las ocho de la 
noche….Es decir, ya acabó este larguísimo, grandioso, inolvidable día en que ha dado 
principio mi vida de soldado--La plaza está llena de hogueras: dos o tres músicas 
tocan la retreta, y los soldados aplauden medio dormidos …¡ Ah! Se me olvidaba! En 
África los serenos dicen también <<Ave María Purísima>>, como en el Reino de 
Granada, antes de cantar la hora. (Alarcón 35) 
The religious perspective is another strategy used by Alarcón to contrast the two countries 
and also it is a way of he saw how Spain and its authenticity would ad within the Moroccan 
territory. The religious ceremonies celebrated during Christmas Eve are portrayed as infused 
with fear for the locals, mistakenly thinking they are rituals perhaps announcing an attack by 
the Spanish troops. The image of Christmas is further used by Alarcón to draw an imaginary 
scenario in which this celebration can be actually used by the Moors to attack them, taking 
advantage of the Spanish troops’ inattentiveness. In another episode describing the fury of 
Spanish soldiers over a group of five wounded Moorish prisoners, Alarcón emphasizes the 
importance of contrasting the “savagery” of the Moors and the superiority of the Spanish 
troops. We read:  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
humano. En este momento es una Colonia Española, una Ciudad Cristiana, deslindada y fortificada 
completamente, dividida en dos barrios separados por un arroyo, subdividida en manzanas, atravesada por 
calles, con su Fuente pública, su Lavadero, su Abravadero para los caballos, su Hospital, su Iglesia, su Palacio, 
su Boulevard” (Alarcón 47). 
 !!
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Cerca ya de los Castillejos encontré cinco Moros heridos, escoltados por Guardias 
Civiles, que los defendían de la cólera de algunos soldados rencorosos, quienes, 
recordando quizá la muerte de algún hermano o amigo, mostraban deseos de 
vengarla. Con este motivo presencié discusiones acaloradísimas entre los feroces y 
los compasivos, en que acababan siempre por triunfar los últimos; pues nadie se 
atrevía a contestar a las siguientes preguntas que hacían, llenos de nobleza: <<Somos 
nosotros tan salvajes como los Africanos? ¿no nos hemos de diferenciar de ellos? ¿Es 
hazaña propia de Españoles cebarse en un hombre indefenso, en un herido, en un 
moribundo? (Alarcón 130) 
Alarcón is not interested in discovering territories with their citizens that could be a real 
picture of life in Morocco. On the contrary, his focus shifts from the military perspective to 
the site of abandoned villages where he can imagine a story related to its inhabitants: “Para 
mí, que vivo de ilusiones, como suele decirse; que veo visiones, según otra frase vulgar, este 
asilo de una tribu de pastores árabes ofrece más interés, más belleza, más poesía que todas las 
capitales de Europa.” (215) He goes even a step further in giving names to certain places 
apparently discovered by the Spanish troops, an act of appropriation:37 “Río Azimir… Así se 
llama (según parece) el pantanoso valle que dominan nuestros Reales, y con tal nombre 
aparecerá toda la vida a la imaginación de los que han padecido o batallado en estos sitios.”    
(193) In this case the name pre-exists, however Alarcon appropriates it by re-inscribing it on 
a discursive map which contributes in its turn to creating an imaginary geography for the 
reader (Santiáñez 80). 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!37!Nominares, en términos generales, un modo  de apropiación y control con el que se clasifican y organizan las 
diferencias según una jerarquía de relaciones. El “nombre propio”, ha escrito Jacques Derrida, constituye la 
“archi-violencia,” es decir, la “violencia originaria que ha privado a lo propio de su propiedad”(Santiañez 80).  
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Alarcón’s Romantic approach to the description of these places undermines the 
emphasized objectivity of the text stated in the beginning of his travelogue. The focus is on 
his feelings and on what he saw filtered through his knowledge of history: “repito, no puedo 
menos de recordar mil solemnes escenas del Antiguo Testamento, los viajes extraordinarios 
por olvidadas regiones que leía o proyectaba en mi niñez, las mágicas leyendas de nuestro 
inmortal Zorrilla, y sobre todo, aquellos versos de Espronceda, que tanto han hecho soñar a 
los adolescentes de mi tiempo” (Alarcón 217). The same Romantic and exalted gaze is used 
to describe the first view of Tetuán. We read:        
Yo no he contemplado jamás, ni creo que haya en el mundo, ciudad tan vistosa, tan 
artísticamente situada, de tan seductora apariencia! Engarzada, por decirlo así, en dos 
verdes colinas de perezoso declive, ella las reúne y encadena cual broche cincelado de 
refulgente plata. ¡Nada atan puro como las líneas que proyectan sus torres sobre el 
cielo de la tarde! ¡Nada tan blanco como sus casas cubiertas de azoteas, como sus 
muros, como su Alcazaba!¡Parece una ciudad de marfil! Ni una sombra, ni una 
mancha, ni una tinta obscura interrumpe la cándida limpieza de su apiñado caserío. 
Desde aquí se la ve en perfecta silueta sobre el horizonte, trazando una larga y 
estrecha línea que ondula a merced del terreno. (Alarcón 249) 
The “city of ivory” reminds Alarcón of Granada and, with a sentiment of nostalgia: Tetuán is 
evoked and perceived through its similarity to the Spanish city and its history, “silenciosa, 
ignorada, dormida aún en la noche de los siglos, con la blanca bandera de Mahoma sobre su 
cabeza, como yacía Granada hace cuatrocientos años” (250). Further along, the city is 
presented through the eyes of Santiago, a Spaniard living in Tetuán and who is now returning 
with the Spanish troops to the city:  
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era que, como español, no podía menos de ufanarse de recorrer triunfante, dominador 
y libre, la tierra en que hace pocos meses pesaba el despotismo musulmán, y donde le 
trataban como de peor condición que un caballo o que un Judío; la tierra en que mil 
veces había oído insultar a su patria y desconocer su poder y grandeza; la tierra, en 
fin, donde antes se escarnecía impunemente la religión de Cristo. (258)  
The presence of this character gives even more authority to the text as Alarcón has the right 
interpreter for analyzing the “Other”. 
The distant image of the city is completed with the first description of the locals , 
apart from the military: “Las pobres Moras gritaban, bailaban, cantaban o corrían por la orilla 
del mar, agitando sus blancos mantos, como gaviotas que quisieran tender el vuelo y visitar 
otros horizontes. ¡Quizás habían oído hablar de que, a la opuesta orilla del Mediterráneo, la 
mujer era más libre, más querida y respetada, y soñaban con escapar de la tiranía de sus 
actuales, esquivos dueños!” (262). 
Spain is seen as bringing elements of modernity to Morocco, the same concept of  
progress and civilizing connecting the metropolis and the colony :  
Es la primera vez, según Santiago, que penetra en el Martin un barco de vapor. ¿Qué 
dirán los Moros al ver subir por el río esas columnas de negro humo? Nosotros 
contemplamos esta inauguración con patriótico regocijo, envaneciéndonos de que sea 
España la primera que despliegue en Marruecos el lujo de la cultura europea[…] Con 
todo, repito, nos entusiasma considerar que los Españoles hemos traído a este caduco 
y estacionario Imperio los más óptimos frutos de la civilización. (299) 
In this time, Spain can adapt to the modern times and still be a modern colonial power. 
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Pedro Antonio de Alarcón’s text is constructed as a performance of Spanish identity, 
in a time when the rediscovery of the Andalusi past coincided with the re-emergence of an 
imperial agenda in Spain. Traveling to Morocco allows for negotiations of power and agency 
necessary to the performance of modern identities in Spain. It is the representation of the 
Other in Spanish literature. The instability of the European frontiers starts during this time 
and continue until today. 
 
 Narrating Africa from Europe 
Aita Tettauen, a novel about Spain’s earlier involvement in Northern Africa written as 
an answer to Alarcón’s Diario, is part of a series that had been read as Galdós’s exploration 
of Spanish history: the Episodios Nacionales.  It is the story of Spain’s return to imperialist 
action in Northern Africa under the auspices of the liberal government led by General 
O’Donnell. From the first part that focuses on the climate of ardent support for the “Guerra 
de Africa,” the narrator follows Leoncio Ansurez and Juan Santiuste to Northern Africa 
where the former relishes his success in killing the enemy and the latter becomes 
progressively disillusioned with the war until he ultimately abandons the Spanish army.  
Together with Alarcón’s Diario de un testigo a la Guerra de Africa, Galdós 
emphasizes the importance of the war correspondent in the creation of public opinion              
(Mártin-Márquez 124). According to Santiuste, his friend Pedro Antonio de Alarcón, a 
character in the novel inspired by the real writer Pedro Antonio de Alarcón, as an answer to 
his Diario de un testigo a la Guerra de Africa, is that of a writer who, by travelling to Africa, 
has to re-tell the war stories in order to convince the people back home of its necessity:          
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“Eres aquí el poeta de la guerra. España trae artilleros para los cañones, y poetas que 
conviertan en estrofas sonoras los hechos militares, para fascinar al pueblo” (100). 
Even if first-hand observation in this text is no longer privileged, it is an action that, 
together with a reinterpretation of history, can re-define Spain. Once he arrives in Morocco, 
Santiuste, together with a number of Spaniards, climbs a cliff to observe a battle. From this 
vantage point, he shouts “Aquí está España mirándote” (Aita Tettauen 53). Santiuste 
witnesses the mass of Moroccan soldiers, who first emerge from the earth “como nube de 
moscas,” and then jump about the rough mountainside as if they were grasshoppers (Aita 
Tettauen 52). After this characteristic reduction of the North Africans to insects, however, 
Santiuste undergoes a metamorphosis. Although a friend attempts to guide Santiuste’s 
perception of the military spectacle by pointing out the heroic Spanish leaders, the Moroccan 
landscape does not allow for and hides this detailed view: 
—¿Ves cómo se despliegan en línea? Allí está la izquierda; la derecha nos la tapa esa 
loma, que no nos deja ver el barranco del Infierno.—¿Y tu general, dónde está? —
¿Echagüe? ¿Dónde ha de estar sino en el sitio de mayor peligro? Allí, en la derecha le 
tienes: no podemos verle. [...] ¿No ves a Zabala? Allí, junto a la loma que nos tapa la 
vista del ala derecha. (Alarcón 52) 
This conversation demonstrates how the colonial gaze over the Moroccan terrain is thwarted 
as the landscape defiantly obscures the desired view of Spanish heroism. Santiuste’s 
subsequent descent from the mountain parallels a “descenso de su entusiasmo,” as he 
wanders about the battlefields littered with dead soldiers. 
The objectivity of the war reportage is no longer an obsessive need in the text and the 
author contradicts directly this concept, so important for Alarcón: 
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Volvió  a su tienda el trovador, y se ocupó en escribir sus primeras cartas, lo que hizo 
con la prolijidad y cuidado de un primerizo en tales obligaciones. Aún conservaba el 
sentimiento de su deber, no turbado por el cansancio; aún hervía en su mente la 
ilusión de grandezas épicas, anunciadas por la voz inequívoca de los corazones, así 
como por la profética voz de los vates políticos y literarios. Dió Santiuste, en sus dos 
cartas, noticias desacordes: en una pintaba la realidad; en otra dejaba correr su loca 
fantasía. (Alarcón72) 
The idea of honor and modernity are closely connected in Aita Tettauen and they are the 
driving force regarding this war according to one of the main characters, Santiuste: “El ideal 
de la Patria se sobrepone a todos los ideales cuando el honor de la Nación está en peligro. 
Puede la Nación vivir sin riquezas, sin paz, y aun privada de los bienes del progreso puede 
vivir; pero sin honor nunca vivirá” (31). According to him, “del Pirineo al Atlas, todo será 
España” (32).  
It is a national re-evaluation of the conflict that inspired Pedro Antonio de Alarcón’s 
Diario de un testigo a la Guerra de Africa. Even if he opposes the conflict in Africa, Galdós 
adopts an ambivalent stance regarding Spain’s place in a new reconfigured modern world, 
but, just like Alarcón, he neglects the topic of regionalism:  
At the time when the action of Aita Tettauen takes place, Catalanism was far from 
being the force which it was to become at the end of the century. Even so, it is 
striking how little Galdós, writing in 1905, has to say about the topic By portraying 
the battle for Tetuán as a Spanish enterprise, he de-Catalanizes the confrontation, 
which was actually led by the Catalan General Joan prim and fought by many 
Catalans, making it a very popular war in Catalonia. (Ayo 225)  
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Galdós chooses to explore just Spain’s fluid cultural and geographical borders related to the 
outside, in an attempt to define what the nation’s true identity might be. 
Leaving Spain and travelling to another territory in order to bring something new to 
its country, even if this aspect is related to war, are two views prevailing since the beginning 
of the text: “Será un sueño llegar a África […] No quiero dormir. Temo soñar que no he 
salido, que me he quedado en Madrid. Pasaré la noche mirando los fantasmas del campo, el 
suelo de España que corre hacía atrás, como formas yacentes, y líneas acostada” (64). 
The idea of war is omnipresent from the beginning in Aita Tettauen and becomes the 
main topic in the Halconero family, including an original perspective of Lucia’s father on the 
connection between Spain and Morocco: “Otra cosa les digo, para que se pongan en lo cierto 
al entender de guerras africanas, y es que el moro y el español son más hermanos de lo que 
parece. Quiten un poco de religión, quiten otro poco de lengua, y el parentesco y aire de 
familia saltan a los ojos. ¿Qué es el moro más que un español mahometano?” (14). The 
popularity of the war dominated the first part of the novel, a conflict that is understood as a 
motif of national resurrection comparable to France’s. 
 The figure of the Moor in Galdós’s text is original in the sense that it is a hybrid: it 
alludes to Orientalist characteristics but at the same time distancing itself from colonialist 
approaches that were booming during that time.  
The concept of modern colonialism is seen through the eyes of young Vicente who 
reinterprets Spain’s colonialist past and connects it to the war in Morocco. Further, 
Santiuste’s first impressions of Ceuta do not correspond to his preconceived ideas about the 
Northern African space, as seen in the following descriptions:  
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Vio casas de desigual altura, unas con tejado, otras con azoteas; vio que por encima 
de algunas tapias asomaban palmeras y naranjos […] vio caras compungidas y caras 
risueñas […] Luego pasó por un conducto oscuro y estrecho, semejante a los túneles 
del ferrocarril; pasó por un puente levadizo, bajo el cual se extendía profundo foso 
vestido de hierba […] De moros no veía Juan ni rastro por ninguna  parte. (68) 
Travel to Africa and seeing the contrast between a pre-conceived image of the country and 
the reality, especially the reality related to war, changes Santiuste’s notion of what war 
meant: “Empezó a soplar aquel día Levante furioso, que por la noche trajo abundante lluvia. 
Vio Santiuste que el Africa se envolvía en nube de tristeza, y que los vivos colores de su 
suelo se desleían en un medio fangoso y opaco. Del mismo modo, en el alma del solitario 
joven se iba marchitando y desluciendo la ilusión de guerra” (78). 
Tetuán is seen first as an empty space by Santiuste on a morning stroll: “pasó junto a 
chozas que parecían abandonadas, junto a huertos con cerca de cañas, y ningún ser viviente 
encontraba en su camino… Llegó a un lugar apacible, como glorieta rústica formada por 
cipreses viejos y arbustos lozanos. Sentándose a reposar, contempló la bella Naturaleza que 
le rodeaba, y en tal contemplación sintió hambre” (172). The real Tetuán however is 
discovered by Juan Santiuste with the help of González Ansúrez who adopts the name of El 
Nasry after becoming a muslim: “Rodando por Tetuán, pudo apreciar el aventurero que si 
moros y judíos se peleaban por cuestiones de ochavos, nunca lo hacían por motivos 
religiosos: sinagogas y mezquitas funcionaban con absoluta independencia y recíproco 
respeto de sus venerados ritos” (281). Galdós explores here the identity of the Other from a 
peripheral position.38 The “Other” is seen through the eyes of war and in contrast with the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!38!According to Alvaro Ayo, both periods in Spain’s African colonialism, the mid-1800s and early 1900s had 
another important characteristic in common: “From the mid-nineteenth century onward, European imperialism 
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Spanish soldiers. The grotesque features so prevalent in Diario de un testigo a la Guerra de 
Africa, are replaced in Aita Tettauen with a desire to aestheticize this land and its inhabitants, 
even if in a time of war: “Vio en los moros caras muertas de pavorosa hermosura. Muchos 
contraían los labios con sonrisa de burla o de orgullo desdeñoso. Las cabezas rapadas, 
oprimidas por el lío de cuerdas de pelo de camello, al modo de turbante, tenían el color de las 
calabazas de peregrino; las manos, por fuera negras, amarillas por la palma, ofrecían con sus 
crispados dedos las más extrañas formas” (Galdós 76). 
The difficulty of understanding as well as communicating with the people of Tetuán 
is evident in Juan Santiuste’s description of the group of women he met during that morning. 
Even if the portrayal does not reach the point of the grotesque, the feature of the “Other” is 
evident in the “ figuras extrañas” that he encounters, to the point of doubting if these persons 
were men or women, bringing again into discussion the monolithic point of view of these 
territories. The image reminds thus the moment when the same Santiuste looks at the 
Morrocan soldiers form the top of a hill and sees “ nube de moscas”. They are seen as a 
uniform group and here, in the city of Tetuán, he finds the same image. The “Other” lacks an 
individual identity: 
Por un momento dudó juan si eran hombres o mujeres, las estantiguas que veía […] 
Rodeado por aquella caterva, que no le mostraba compasión, oyó Juan un lenguaje 
que para él no tenía ningún sentido; mas por los ademanes y el rostro de las feas y !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
imposed with more force and success then ever before an exclusionary system with Europe at the centre and the 
colonies at the periphery, a system whose discourse was based on the confrontation between self and other. 
With this in mind, the main European powers divided most of Africa and Asia amongst themselves. Spain was 
not included in this division; therefore, the Iberian nation had to scrape up the crumbs. In other words, a 
marginalized, de-centered nation seen as the other and even treated as a colony by more powerful imperial 
nations like France, England and Germany, was imposing a marginalizing system on another nation, which 
rendered the portion of Morocco Spain was allowed to conquer doubly marginalized, doubly other, twice 
removed from the center. By representing this peripheral position Galdós was able to create a space in which he 
could question the identity of his country in terms of otherness and sameness, within and beyond its political 
borders” (228). 
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vetustas mujeres comprendió que le reñían, que le increpaban, que le preguntaban su 
nombre, nacionalidad y condición. (Galdós 173) 39 
On his way home, Santiuste is the witness to the transformation of Tetuán  and to the re-
invention of a monolithic city into one recreating Spain: “Camino de su prestada vivienda, 
Juan pasó por España. España invadía las calles, pasadizos y rinconadas de Tetuán, gozosa, 
entusiasta, decidora, con todo su vigor de espíritu y toda la sal de su lenguaje” (312). Unlike 
Alarcón’s Diario de un testigo a la Guerra de África though, Galdós finally does not see 
Spain’s positive influence within this hybrid territory. Morocco’s parallel representation of 
image and text started in 1859 and continued with its focus on war reportage, reveal a new 
type of traveller: one who becomes interested in an itinerary off the beaten track and to 
whom the mission of “civilizing” different territories is related now to the idea of 
“modernizar.” Regarding the development of the travel book within the specific Spanish 
context, Mariano Fortuny’s specific “mundo costumbrista” from his paintings complements 
the Moroccan war travelogues and thus reveal a re-invention of the travel narrative demand 
for the Spanish public reader.  
Both writers respond to what they see in a way that becomes mostly transposed onto 
their own fictional work set or related to home in Spain and thus quite literally they 
domesticate the Moroccan sites. On the other hand, they express a desire to create a new 
modern mobility related to tourism specific to Spain. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!39!His later encounter with another group of local people brings a comparison with rural Spain, this comparison 
develops further and in even more detail the way European and Moroccan women dress: “Una de las hembras 
estaba en pie, las otras a gatas, arrancando hierbecillas de entre la espesa vegetación de un extenso prado que 
abrillantaban las gotas del rocío. En la misma actitud, cuchillo en mano, había visto Santiuste, en campos 
españoles, a las aldeanas cogiendo verdolagas y cardillos. La mujer que estaba en pies, más vieja que las otras, 
parecía también de superior categoría, aunque no se marcaba mucho la diferencia: las tres eran ordinarias, nada 




TEXTUAL AND VISUAL REPRESENTATION IN ALARCÓN AND GALDÓS: 
LOOKING AT SPAIN FROM ITALY 
 
 After the Grand Tour 
Most of the travel chronicles published by Spanish and European authors during the 
19th century focus on two particular destinations: Paris, as a paradigm of modernity, and 
Italy, embodying the origin of European culture and civilization. Towards the middle of the 
century though, especially in the case of Spanish authors, social, political and cultural factors 
produce a shift in this travel itinerary, available mostly to Europe’s nobility. These sights 
became conventionalized through travelogues and guidebooks, marking the gap between the 
figure of the “tourist” and that of the “traveler”: “el paso del aristocratismo del viajero a la 
democratización que impone la llegada del turista, puede considerarse como un signo 
característico de la modernidad” (Pera 507).  
Nineteenth century Spanish intellectuals critically examined organized tourism, 
which became more firmly entrenched during the middle of the century. This interest in 
traveling abroad brought more ambivalence to the Spanish cultural scene. In “Aceptación por 
rechazo. Sobre el punto de vista extranjero como  componente del costumbrismo” Joaquín 
Alvarez Barrientos remarks: “esta conciencia contradictoria del español ante cómo influye o 
puede influir lo extranjero en la formación de lo que se llama identidad nacional, y ante la 
posibilidad de aceptarlo que llega de fuera sin dejar de lado lo nacional que se considera 
positivo, resulta sintomático del nuevo rumbo que tomaba la sociedad y de la actitud de los 
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españoles menos castizos” (22).40 In particular Paris reinforced the cultural anxieties of the 
19th century Spanish readers who had immersed themselves in the new travel genres.  These 
texts accompany at the same time the emergence of the realist novel in Spain, which was an 
instrument for both nation formation and social critique.41 Along with the realist novel, texts 
about traveling abroad become increasingly more popular, complementing the appearance of 
photography in journals and magazines.42 
 All the aforementioned aspects accompany the hybridity of the travel narratives that 
are published by well-established literary authors in these journals for the consumption of a 
modern Spanish public. The authors are aware that their success also depends on the 
uniqueness of their stories, which must relate their own personal experience.43 Travelogues 
were often polyphonic texts that addressed also a wide range of public readers and their new 
interests, including Spain’s uncertain role in the West and the anxieties that this aspect 
triggered in Spanish society. This polyphony questions at the same time the supposition that 
the Spanish nation was defined by its differences from other nations particularly in its lack of 
modern features and surplus of traditionalism, a notion largely spread by foreign travelers 
and later exploited by the Franco regime.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!40!Alvarez Barrientos, Joaquín. “Aceptación por rechazo. Sobre el punto de vista extranjero como  componente 
del costumbrismo”. Le métissage culturel en Espagne. Aymes, Jean-René and Serge Sabaün, eds. Paris: Presses 
Sorbonne Nouvelle, 2001. 41!Jo Labanyi also mentions a negative homogenizing and standardizing process that can be found within the 
realist novel during the second half of the 19th century in Spain. 42!In “Modernity as Representation: The Self-Reflexivity of the Spanish Realist Novel”, Jo Labanyi emphasizes 
the consequences of a democratization of the press during that time, one of which is a leveling of culture 
through an increased appeal to the masses. 43!One of the first writers to criticize the excessive use of previous travelogues is Moratín: “Moratín está a favor 
del uso responsable de las diversas Fuentes de información que un escritor tiene a su alcance, pero critica el uso 
que de ellas hacen muchos viajeros, copiándose unos a otros sin examen ni reflexión, lo que era muy habitual, 
hasta el punto de pasar por auténticos libros de viaje que habían sido escritos sin salir de una biblioteca, 
transcribiendo fragmentos de distintos textos” (Arbillaga 757). 
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In this chapter I will address the transition of the Spanish travel practice during the 
second half of the 19th century from an Orientalist estheticized text to one designed to 
complement and encourage mass tourism. In the process, I will look especially at the  
interdependence  between the process of sightseeing and its literary representations in Italy, 
taking into consideration as a point of departure Pierre Bourdieu’s affirmation that “ the eye 
is a product of history, reproduced by education” (3).  
Pedro Antonio de Alarcón’s De Madrid a Nápoles (1861) and Benito Pérez Galdós’s 
Viaje a Italia (1888) expand the genre of travel writing by combining different features of 
Romantic and Realist literary traits in order to portray the various dilemmas of modernity 
discussed in the introduction of this dissertation. At a time when Italy becomes more 
interesting for the Spanish reader, the two authors transform this hybrid Western space into 
an object of scrutiny, while also negotiating their own positions of intellectual and cultural 
authority vis-à-vis Europe. At the same time both travelers position themselves purposefully 
inside European culture to claim European identity by using different strategies: Alarcón as 
an Orientalist traveler and Galdós as a tourist. Sightseeing as represented in both texts 
furnishes a discourse geared towards the domestication of European cultural spaces such as 
Italy’s. In this way, the travelers appropriate the old world by representing and re-inventing it 
to and for their public44. While Alarcón’s travelogue becomes the most widely read travel 
chronicle of its time, Galdós’s journey to Italy represents a transition from a typical 19th 
century travel text to a new way of conceptualizing this genre in the beginning of the 20th 
century.45 From a debatable European periphery and through their own representations and 
subjective recreation of their travel experiences, the authors re-interpret  some parts of the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!44!Or using Eric Hobsbawm term, they “re-invent” these aesthetic traditions for their own purpose. 45!Galdós no longer includes costumbrismo in his text; instead he develops it from a rejection of the foreign 
influence to a new way of conceptualizing Spanishness and its tangentiality with the foreign. 
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Italian destination of the Grand Tour. They focus on different aspects of the travel process or 
further emphasize the concept of Spanishness and Spanish history promoted as monolithic 
especially later under the Franco regime. The ambivalence between preserving Spanish 
values and increasing international cultural engagement has been an important problem of 
modern Spanish identity.  In both cases the two texts present written images that are not 
intended for passive consumption by the modern Spanish public. A closer look at the specific 
instances of the texts’ use of ekphrasis, for example, clarifies the way that the authors use 
them as both a way to reject the one way of seeing the past and to propose another but 
through a separation that never descends into a Manichean polarity. 
 
De Madrid a Nápoles 
Pedro Antonio de Alarcón’s 1861 travelogue was published a few years before the 
1868 revolution in Spain, when Spain’s image highlights its contrasts and confrontations 
between the old and the new, tradition and progress.46 
De Madrid a Nápoles is part of a larger puzzle where the public reader can find 
another Spain reflected in its image from abroad during a time when there were two apparent 
directions for its future: continuing to be faithful to its old traditions and to remain isolated 
from a modern Europe, or precisely following the same modern Europe by recognizing and 
accepting its foreign influence within the Spanish borders. Particularly for Alarcón, the 
travelogue to Italy comes as a complement to his successful text Diario de un testigo a la 
Guerra de Africa through which the writer also gained recognition as a war journalist during 
the African war of 1859. The references to war continue during the trip to Italy between 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!46!Historians refer to the concept of “las dos Españas.” 
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August 1860 and February 1861; however this time one confined within the European 
borders and referring to the Italian battle for unification. In this instance, the author chooses 
to act merely as a distant observer of this fight, without deliberately looking to be part of it, 
as he confesses in the first chapter of the book. As a journalist however, he finds a certain 
interest in documenting the unification process of a new state that could directly influence 
Spain. Italy, just like Morocco, is a place of rhetorical richness for journalists. Alarcón’s 
travelogue is a hybrid model that calls for innovative journalistic skills and literary patterns 
already experienced in classical travel writing. He emerges at the same time as a critical 
observer of the developing phenomenon of organized tourism, even if editorial tools such as 
tourist guides were increasingly used by travelers in the mid 19th century. 
 From the beginning, Alarcón conceptualizes his travelogue as a series of contrasts, 
beginning with the first chapter. The description of his visit to France in this chapter is an 
incursion into the future, with Paris being the model that 19th century Spanish society should 
aspire to. In the prologue, Alarcón addresses the idea of observing France in his travels as a 
model for Spain, the writer being encouraged at the same time by the spirit of the epoch of 
the Italian revolution and its unity as a future consequence for Italy.47 To this fixed 
destination represented by Paris, Alarcón contrasts the varied Italian itinerary as a sequential 
and highly ritualized visitation of a variety of metaphorically valorized locales.   
In August 1860, less than six months after his return to Spain from the African 
campaign, Alarcón left Madrid for Valencia where he was to board a ship for Marseilles. The 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!47!“La revolución de Italia--me dije yo con espanto--se parece a la prosperidad de Francia en que unos creen la 
aurora del gran día de la libertad y la felicidad de Europa, mientras otros la califican de crepúsculo de muerte de 
la actual civilización. Úrgeme, pues, tanto conocer la cuestión de Italia como el estado de Francia. Quizás estos 
do problemas se resumen en uno solo. La revolución de Italia es el volcán que revienta; pero su verdadero foco, 
el deposito de materias ebullicientes está en Paris” (Alarcón viii). !
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first impressions of the author concerning the proposed trip are recounted as he leaves Spain 
and heads for France. Nostalgia for Spain and his feelings of anxiety at the prospect of being 
a foreigner himself in another country are the aspects that concern the author as he arrives in 
France: 
En la cámara de popa venían muchísimos franceses, que, por lo que hablaban, me 
parecieron ingenieros, comerciantes y oficiales de ejército. Sobre cubierta hacían y se 
comían su rancho unos cien Zuavos, curtidos por el sol de África y vestidos de la 
manera teatral que todos sabéis. Toda esta gente formaba pintorescos cuadros, que me 
traían a la memoria mi recién vida de Tetuán, o sea los grandes espectáculos de 
nuestra guerra de África, terminada pocos meses antes. (Alarcón 8) 
Alarcón is including the Spanish public reader in his travelling experience and brings the 
image of a Morocco seen by the same public in his text as well as Mariano Fortuny’s 
paintings. Clearly the idea of travel is equivalent here with an authority and a mobility that 
reminds Alarcón of Morocco and his perspective of this space as “pintorescos cuadros.” The 
traveler wants also to perpetuate Spain’s image as the protagonist of great wars, such as the 
Moroccan war was according to him. Even taking into consideration the aspect of nostalgia 
evoked in his travelogue, Alarcón is a precursor of the modern travel narrative: “Alarcón es 
el paradigma de quien evoca con nostalgia el viaje romántico (de cuya caducidad tiene plena 
conciencia) y se amolda a la modernidad y a las ventajas que brinda la sociedad industrial, 
por más que lo haga, con desconfianza y lamentando que viejos estilos de vida hayan 
desaparecido de modo definitivo” (Canals 46). 
The initial description of a European city, Marseilles, is important to the extent that it 
indicates the manner in which the author will describe many of the places that he is to visit 
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during his travels to Italy. Alarcón presents a rather detailed picture of the two sections of the 
city, the old artistic city with its narrow, twisting streets, and the modern, beautiful city, 
which he refers to as the gateway to Europe. Another impression, which is to prevail 
throughout the book, is that the author prefers the atmosphere of the old, unhurried, artistic 
part of the city. The writer constructs his travelogue with the same opposing views: his 
sightseeing favors the past and is almost bothered by the presence of modernity.  
In the account of the trip from Marseilles to Paris, the author presents his point of 
view regarding the disadvantages of travel by train. Even if at certain moments he seems to 
appreciate modern travel technology, the romantic inclinations of Alarcón become more 
obvious by the calling out of the stations by the conductor. Places like Avignon, Vienne, all 
having some historical, religious or artistic significance, are passed by without any attention 
being paid to them and this aspect is a negative one for Alarcón. We are again given a 
preview of another aspect of the book, when he compares this trip by train to the rapidity 
with which we go through life saying: “¿Y esto era viajar?  ¿Esto es vivir? ¿Qué va a ser del 
mundo si continuamos andando tan de prisa?” (1200). 48   
From Paris and France, the next phase of Alarcón’s journey takes him through the 
Switzerland and then to Italy in Piamonte. The itinerary of his travels in Italy goes from 
Turin and Milan to Verona and Venice. After leaving Venice, the journey leads to Padua, 
Ferrara and Parma. From here the author goes to Genoa, to Tuscany and to Florence by way 
of Pisa and Lucca. There follows a considerable stay in Rome, which marks the highlight of !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!48!!Later on the author has a positive image of modernity in France: “los cuatrocientos o quinientos viajeros que 
constituíamos la población nómada del tren-correo, y que tan de mañana hacíamos aquella visita a los leoneses, 
descendimos á la magnifica estación en busca del desayuno, y en el soberbio salón del buffet se nos unieron 
unos cien pasajeros mas, que aguardaban allí nuestra llegada…En los viajes por ferrocarril es este un momento 
sumamente divertido. En la elegante Francia sobre todo, pásese un buen rato en ver tanto lujo viajera, tanta 
solitaria beldad, tanta pareja non-sancta, tanto gracioso capricho en los trajes, tanta limpieza y coquetería como 
dan de si el bienestar general y la arraigada civilización de nuestros sibaríticos vecinos” (23). 
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his travels through Italy. Between Rome and Naples, the trip is stopped by the guards at the 
border of Naples and he has to return to Rome before proceeding by train to Civita-Vecchia 
and from there by ship to Naples. 
The sightseeing practices in his text, as well as Galdós’s travelogue Viaje a Italia, 
share a concern with formulating and asserting a sense of national identity and cultural 
belonging in the process of travel to the sights of modern Western civilization and its 
classical past. Seeing does not presuppose mere vision, but is rather a socially, visually and 
textually constructed experience (McCannell 30). Spain becomes though a place of origin or 
reference in relation to which one can measure loss or gain during the travel process. 
Alarcón’s traveler has nostalgic visions of home writing Spain into the heart of European 
culture and providing a place where the traveler’s contemporary Spanish reader might begin 
to locate his own culture and history.  
In his travel writing, Alarcon uses the word “tourist” only once, denoting his aversion 
towards this direct product of mass culture (Cifuentes 14). At the same time, even if his 
travels did not take more than 300 days of his life, he writes during a time marked by the 
transition from exploratory travels such as Darwin’s and the beginnings of massive tourism. 
Cifuentes notes that his rhetoric is divided by contradictions regarding the old and the new, 
discrepancies that disorient the reader at the same time (Cifuentes 16). For Alarcón, 
according to Cifuentes, there is nothing new to be discovered in European travels but only a 
reinterpretation of what previous travellers have found before: “no buscará ya la sorpresa en 
las diferencias o las novedades sino en las semejanzas y la repetición: en Italia <<todo es 
idéntico>> a las antiguas ciudades españolas” (Cifuentes 17). 
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One of the most remarkable qualities of Alarcón’s travelogue is their pronounced 
emphasis on the visual Italian reality, especially on ekphrastic architectural descriptions49 
unlike in Morocco where he insists on a general visual novelty of Moroccan reality. The 
artist seems to perceive the new country as if it were a series of ready-made costumes, 
architectural details, and landscapes suspended and isolated in space and time, not having 
any other than purely aesthetic purpose or meaning. 
 With this travelogue, Alarcón is a precursor of the modern travel narrative, 
inaugurating a trend with a new textual format or writing technique different at that time, as 
Canals notes: “manifiesta rechazo a escribir una guía turística y busca en cambio la 
construcción de un texto en el que el lector quede atrapado, dándole la ilusión de estar 
acompañando al autor en su viaje” (Canals 50). Even so, the author  remains  influenced by 
the changing literary tradition from the 18th to that of the 19th century travelogues to Italy in 
which the author’s emotional reactions to  what he sees are more prevalent in the text.50 
In contrast to the large amount of critical literature on the European travelogue and on 
the Grand Tour, little attention has been paid to the scholarship of Spanish writers in Italy 
and Alarcón’s reporting needs to claim its authority regarding this aspect. The author’s 
excess of information is a proof of this authority and of the way he, as well as the other 
writers’ works I will be discussing in this project, inscribe themselves into the Italian visual !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!49!I am using the term “ekphrasis” as used by James A.W.Heffernan in his article “ Ekphrasis and 
Representation,” where he defines it as simply “ the verbal representation of a visual representation.” I am also 
following Idoia Arbillaga’s use of the same term regarding especially architectural representations. 50!“El influjo del siglo en que el que viaja el autor se aprecia en distintos  rasgos de estilo. Por un lado se 
observa la intensificación de la expresividad emocional del autor…El tono confesional y emotivo alcanza su 
extremo al principio del capítulo cuarto, cuando el autor explica los sinsabores que le ha acarreado siempre su 
transparencia emocional, su costumbre de transmitir sus alegrías y tristezas recién nacidas…Esta clase de 
confesiones no tenían cabida en las muestras dieciochistas del libro de viaje a Italia. Ni Montesquieu o 
DeBrosses en la tradición francesa, ni Addison o Knight en la inglesa, ni tampoco Goethe en la alemana 
incluyeron nunca esta clase de confesiones emocionales o espirituales en sus respectivas obras” (Arbillaga 387). !
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culture tour and the ramifications of their sightseeing. By the mid nineteenth century, 
however, the sights of the Grand Tour had become so conventionalized by travelogues and 
guidebooks that they became tourist attractions rather than exclusive experiences available to 
Europe's nobility. Moreover, the arrival of railroad transportation made distant places easily 
accessible to middle-class travelers and the Grand Tour gave way to mass tourism. As early 
as 1846 Charles Dickens complained about the proliferation of guidebooks and travelogues, 
which had buried Italian paintings, statues, and antiquities under a mass of paper and 
exhausted their potential for creative visual or literary experience.51 
In his work, The Tourist, Dean MacCannell examines the semiotics 
of sightseeing related to the modern phenomenon of mass tourism. MacCannell’s definitions 
refer to the general sightseer and to the Grand Tourist in particular, for they draw on the 
tourist's most essential and universal comportment and interactions--visiting 
and relating to a sight worthy of attention. The sight is constituted as a socially constructed 
relationship between the attraction (signified), the marker that singles it out as a sight 
(signifier), and the tourist (the perceiving subject).52 The first contact a sightseer has with a 
sight, MacCannell argues, is not with the sight itself but with some representation thereof 
(110). Just seeing a sight is not a touristic experience - the touristic experience involves 
connecting the sight to a marker and in particular connecting one's own marker to a sight 
already marked by others. "Seeing" does not presuppose mere vision but is rather a socially, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!51!Charles Dickens. Pictures from Italy (New York: Penguin Books, 1998). 52 Dean MacCannell, The Tourist: A New Theory o f the Leisure Class (Berkeley: UC Press, 1999), 119. 
Jonathan Culler refers to MacCannell’s ideas and looks at the semiotic procedures underlying 
touristic practices. In his essay “Semiotics o f Tourism,” Jonathan Culler (American Journal o f Semiotics, 
1:1-2,1981) analyzes precisely this construction of the tourist sight or attraction as a semiotic procedure 
in a quest for cultural signs. Culler, like MacCannell, understands tourism as an example of modernity; for 
MacCannell touristic practice exposes the social structures of society whereas for Culler, the quest for 
authenticity (for cultural signs) exemplifies the nature of semiotic structures. 
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visually, mobile and textually constructed experience as it certainly was for the Grand Tour 
traveler. As the sightseer progresses forward in space, his vantage point changes and they 
also allow different ways of seeing and accordingly, different narratives. 
 Alarcón’s journey rigorously follows a path of the Grand Tour, even if his words are 
looking for spontaneous reaction to the Italian social and political reality and therefore to 
bring a sense of uniqueness to his text. Observing the local culture, Alarcón constantly 
emphasizes the fact that a travelogue has to be the result of mixing attentive observation and 
imagination, the difference between study and sensibility being similar to the one between 
painting and photography: “la primera es más grande, más noble, más difícil; la segunda más 
viva, más verdadera, más exacta” (x). The features of this genre have to remain, according to 
Alarcón, its authenticity and only the result of his experiences: “yo no pienso contaros sino 
aquello que haya visto por mis propios ojos y tocado con mis propias manos” (x). The 
rejection by Alarcón of the commercial touristic guide whose popularity was emerging, 
seems to be complete: “manifiesta rechazo explícito a escribir una guía turística y busca en 
cambio la construcción de un texto en el que el lector quede atrapado, dándole la ilusión de 
estar acompañando al autor en su viaje” (Canals 51). The importance of the “ I”, “yo” and in 
the end the subjective observation of the Italian society seems to be predominant within this 
constantly changing style. Even if Alarcón uses the first person while writing his travelogue, 
he does not follow the format of a diary, as Galdós does.53 However the text repeats its 
predominant Romantic desire to return to a glorious past, complicated by modernity.54 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!53!“En cuanto al estilo y al desarrollo del discurso, en sus memorias de viaje Alarcón da usualmente 
preeminencia a la primera persona del plural. Alterna el discurso descriptivo con el narrativo y el dialogístico, si 
bien, según procede en el género, la función descriptiva siempre resulta predominante. La flexibilidad adquirida 
por la retórica del género del libro de viaje a lo largo del siglo XIX también se aprecia en la composición del 
libro de viaje a Italia español” (Arbillaga 345). 54!He will utilize the same tone in his travelogue from Spain, La Alpujarra (1873). 
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The journey also holds a pedagogical value for Alarcón. There are frequent passages 
where he suggests to the reader that what he/she is looking at is a work in progress and one in 
which the reader is participating and learning in the writing of this book. Due to this feature 
of the text, Alarcón anticipates a backlash to his travelogue, as his work will be looked at by 
modern critics “como una protesta contra el espíritu del siglo” in a Spain described as 
“huerfana, adolescente” (vii). The author considers that he will be criticized for his work as 
he will be recounting only the true impressions of his travels and constantly comparing these 
territories to Spain. What the public does not realize is that, even if he intends to publish this 
text as a journalist, he is still a literary author, describing another culture in a conscious way 
as “the narrative renderings of the spaces of travel consequently often turn out to be complex, 
particularly for a form of writing that so often proclaims its own stylistic transparency” 
(Nunelly).55 The author uses the historical present tense in the story, which has more the 
characteristics of a novel rather than of a travelogue, as compared to Galdós’s text.56 The 
poetics of travel narrative prove to be less strict at the end of the 19th century. This aspect is 
seen when Alarcón brings different voices into his text besides his own: “a la polifonía de su 
texto contribuye también la incorporación de otros muchos materiales que observa a lo largo 
de su viaje: la reproducción de un cartel que anuncia un espectáculo teatral, palabras que 
escucha al azar en sus paseos por las callejuelas de Venecia” (Canals 43). The polyphony of 
his texts also brings voices from Spain, as the story always has in its background Spain’s 
history and the wars which dominated its past: “¡Cuántas invasiones ha rechazado España 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
55 “Writers manipulate the representations of travel experience in multiple ways and with implications that span 
both the literary and the cultural and that affects the construction of both the foreign Other and the sense of 
personal and national self” (Nunelly 18). 56! “La fórmula del presente histórico siempre acentúa la sensación de verosimilitud y otorga cierta intensidad a 
la lectura de la obra, es una de las formas más efectivas de lograr que el lector se sienta implicado con el 
aspecto momentáneamente referido” (Arbillaga 385). 
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hacia el Norte y hacia el Mediodía […] ¡Qué diferencia entre nosotros y aquellos pueblos que 
yo iba a visitar, que pasan o han pasado años y años bajo el yugo del invasor, subordinando 
su espíritu a la ley de la fuerza” (14). 
Not only the narrative of personal experience, but also the costumbrista descriptions 
included in De Madrid a Nápoles show a willingness to experiment with a new writing 
strategy: “Alarcón no busca agradar a los lectores por sus méritos descriptivos, sino que le 
basta con que se embelesen ante la realidad que ha quedado plasmada en las páginas de su 
obra” (Canals 43). Idoia Arbillaga considers Alarcón’s style as totally opposite to the modern 
way of living but still embracing some of its features: “Por otra parte, en De Madrid a 
Nápoles se aprecia el intento del autor, más que de ofrecer un retrato objetivo y frío de la 
nación, de brindar impresiones sucesivas y más o menos organizadas de la Italia por la que 
viaja. En sus fugaces cuadros de impresiones se parecía al Alarcón que boga tímidamente por 
el Realismo literario” (Arbillaga 388). 
 Alarcón’s viewing practices are informed by two features: one animated by emotion 
and imagination in the face of natural landscape and artworks and another one which strikes 
the reader as an objective and detached approach to works, museums and galleries. At the 
same time, the beginning of the travelogue expresses an emphasis on traditional values, 
based on a classical education.57 While France is represented through symbols of modernity, 
Italy has to be what the writer could imagine from literature and portrayed at the same time 
through a classical point of view in ekphrastic-like descriptions: “Oh! Si…aquella es 
Italia!...Aquel cielo turquí; aquel fulgurante sol, aquella riente campiña cruzada por plateados 
ríos, aquellas verdes colinas coronadas de blancos palacios, aquellos olivares oscuros, !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!57!“empezamos a hablar un italiano de libretto y de poema, que no nos sirve para pedir un palto de sopa”      
(139). 
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aquellas praderas de esmeralda, aquellas graciosas quintas, todo aquello es lo que yo me 
imaginaba desde niño!” (140). 
Travelogues develop at the same time with the transforming images from magazines 
in order to appear more refined, ideal, and the author wants to capture in his writing what a 
photo might capture with its image. In this way, he is following the style found in touristic 
guides as his reports will also be published in magazines read by the exact same modern 
public who reads these guides: 
Quisiera yo al llegar a este punto poseer la sagaz observación de un diplomático 
inglés, y una máquina fotográfica en lugar de un lápiz y una cartera, para coger y 
reproducir todos los pormenores y accidentes de la entrada del viajero en Venecia- Y 
es que yo os creo dominados del mismo vivísimo deseo que yo había alimentado toda 
mi vida de conocer tan extraña y célebre ciudad, y os supongo grandemente 
interesados (ya que habéis tenido valor para seguirme hasta sus puertas en verla tal 
cual es, en experimentar la crítica emoción del primer encuentro, en sentir lo que yo 
he sentido; en figuraros que lo sentís vosotros (Alarcón 296). 
Unlike the English aristocratic tourists he encounters, Alarcón visits Italy to display his 
knowledge of the old continent and not only to record mechanically what he encounters. He 
adopts and excels in demonstrating European civility, but he also mocks the established 
stereotyping of his homeland and ridicules the “educated” Europeans who endorsed and 
promulgated it.58 The vision of Europe is already filtered through his expertise in its literature 
or on his general knowledge. Alarcón then builds the cities not only through his ekphrastic-
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!58!“De las preguntas y observaciones que me hizo, deduje yo que el insigne comerciante creía que en nuestro 
país no se usaban pantalones, que su población se componía de frailes y toreros, que solo se viajaba en él á 
caballo y en grandes caravanas, que la guerra de África había consistido en que el emperador de Marruecos se 
creía con derechos á la corona de Isabel II, y otras muchas cosas por el estilo, que siento no recordar ahora” (21).!
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like descriptions but also through the association to literature, such as the example of Verona. 
The writer is drawn towards this particular town by the power of fiction that creates for him a 
physical space: “¡ y bien sabe Dios que si pienso hacer alto en Verona, Shakespeare tiene la 
culpa! ¿Cómo no visitar el nido de los amores de Romeo y Julieta?” (280). 
However, literature is not the only element present in his description of Verona, but 
also a comparison to Spain from a political point of view: “la esclavizada Verona reproduce 
en mi imaginación todos mis sueños de conspiraciones, luchas, cárceles, tormentos y 
patíbulos. Aquí reina un despotismo serio, dramático, pavoroso. Así eran la España de 1809, 
invadida por Napoleón, y la España de 1824, dominada por el absolutismo. Tal se encontraba 
la Francia en la época de Terror” (286). While meditating in the garden of palacio Giusti, the 
author identifies the palace and the city itself through the works of literature they evoke: 
“Imposible parece que Shakespeare escribiera su gran tragedia sin haber venido a Italia, sin 
haber estado en Verona, sin haber visto este palacio. En estos jardines, llenos de fúnebres 
cipreses y rodeados de altos muros, se respira no sé que romántica tristeza semejante a la que 
domina a todos los personajes de Romeo y Julieta”. (Alarcón 287)According to Alarcón the 
literary inspiration in the city comes specifically from the rebelliousness Venice displayed 
while being under the control of the Austrian empire. The traveler/tourist again appropriates 
this old world by representing it to and for his public reader and making it accessible at home. 
The observations on mass tourism in particular make Alarcón a critic against a 
cultural commodification represented by the figure of the tourist. Classicism and modernity 
therefore are ambivalently represented within De Madrid a Nápoles: he expresses nostalgia 
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for the past, rejecting this instrument of modernity and modern travel but later embracing it 
indirectly.59 
The narrator encounters European culture through its cities, texts and people so that 
poets and artists acquire significance as worthwhile sights along with cathedrals, museums 
and theaters. At the same time, Alarcón constantly draws parallels with Spain and in 
particular Andalucía, such as in the following description of the town of Novarra: 
una viejísima ciudad defendida por un castillo. Tendrá de quince a veinte mil almas. 
Su catedral fue construida en el siglo V; pero las restauraciones la han arrebatado 
completamente el noble sello de tan venerable senectud. En el Bautisterio o capilla 
bautismal, se ve representada la Pasión por unos grupos de esculturas pintadas, que 
tienen tanto renombre entre la gente lega en artes, como poco merito a los ojos de los 
artistas. Aquellos son los famosos Santos de Novara, de que se oye hablar desde los 
Alpes hasta Sicilia. En los pueblos de Andalucía se veneran también grupos de 
imágenes por el mismo estilo, las cuales son llamadas generalmente Pasos de Semana 
Santa. (Alarcón162) 
Alarcón’s idea of the city thus evolves from its relationship to Spanish cities and towns, 
especially favoring examples from Andalucía. Sightseeing therefore is not mere sighting but 
rather it includes literary re-creation together with the discursive, cultural, national 
implications that this re-creation carries. If this action of seeing brings for the writers 
dilemmas of modernity, in Italy the urban description focuses on detailed descriptions not of 
the most important touristic representations, but on interesting aspects for the author, such as 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!59!“Tal actitud equivale al rechazo a la estandarización del viaje que la guía impone a todos los viajeros que de 
ella se sirven, en lo que coincide con Enzensberger cuando advierte que el viaje se ha transformado en 
mercancía. No quiere ser confundido con un ramplón autor de guías, y, sin embargo, a menudo este género de 
textos se hallan presentes a lo largo de su viaje” (Castels 45)!
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the previous example where the traditional Andalucian songs are related to another culture, 
contributing to a cultural aspect worth mentioning in this travelogue. 
The description of this foreign space is further complicated by the presence of Jusuf 
as he represents the Other. Now Jusuf was traveling in Europe with Alarcón’s friend José del 
Saz who brought Jussuf to the continent in order to work as a “picador.” Alarcón sees 
therefore Turin through the eyes of the Other and as a consequence transforms this space into 
an object of scrutiny. He negotiates his own position of authority and effectively subjects 
Italy/Europe to the Spanish Orientalist gaze.60 Travel has always involved seeing, 
encountering and negotiating novelty and difference, but Alarcón is doing this not only 
through his own experience but also through the eyes of Jusuf. 
Even if he praises the modern changes he encountered in Italy, Alarcón in the end 
expresses negative feelings towards these features, which come to disrupt Italy’s classical 
and glorious past projected into a somehow decadent present. The only positive association 
with these structures is in its connection to Spain. One of the most modern cities in Italy, 
Milan, reminds him of Seville: “El primer aspecto de Milán, al menos por este lado, recuerda 
en cierto modo a Sevilla. Las casas son grandes, y entre una y otra se ven a veces magníficos 
jardines. Las calles limpias, bien empedradas, pero estrechas y torcidas, buscan 
indecisamente un centro. La ciudad es completamente llana” (239). The traveler’s 
sightseeing practices involve walking or contemplation of single art or arquitectural works  
and the mobile look allows different views of Europe’s cultural treasures. By filtering them 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!60What is more important, his guide in understanding the plan of the city similar to a military order, is Jusuf: 
“Con auxilio del plano y algunas explicaciones de Jusuf, me enteré en un momento de la estructura y 
orientación de la ciudad, así como del lugar en que yo me hallaba y de los caminos que debía seguir para 
regularizar mis excursiones” (168).!
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through his “history”, Alarcón builds a rhetorical gesture of appropriation through seeing, a 
possession of Europe’s cultural space through genre, literary language and national history. 
By constantly drawing parallels to Spain, the traveler’s story is two folded. First, the 
fragmentation of the story by these non-linear references to history and to other geographical 
spaces reveals an anxiety as opposed to a monolithic point of view. Secondly, Alarcón 
portrays himself as an aristocratic traveler still belonging to a Grand Tour tradition, who 
went abroad searching for a discourse rather than picturesque views or scenery. 
The nineteenth century saw an extensive transformation in the way in which an 
observer found his place in a wide range of social practices and domains of knowledge. 
Optical devices became means for detailing the observer’s changed status. Jonathan Crary 
notes in Techniques of the Observer that nineteenth-century optical devices operated as 
“points where philosophical, scientific, and aesthetic discourses intersect with mechanical 
techniques, institutional requirements, and socioeconomic forces” (Crary 40). Crary relates 
the observer’s changed status to the conditions of modernity when he is presented with new 
fragmented urban spaces influenced by the temporal dislocation of railroad travel, tindustrial 
production, and visual information. Even if Alarcón tends to represent his figure as that of a 
traveler with rare references to tourism, a search and confrontation with modernity is a main 
objective of his voyage. As an example, his arrival in Venice is also a contrast between the 
old and the new and between the modern and everything else that constitutes a traditional 
past Venice. It is not the space he imagined but one in constant changing and movement, just 
as his previous observations from the railway station: “VENECIA –leo yo en el muro de la 
estación. Y por donde quiera que miro, solo veo mozos, polizontes, empleados, carbón de 
piedra, reverberos, máquinas, coches, el buffet, el café, las oficinas, el despacho de billetes, el 
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salón de equipajes, y otras cosas por el estilo. Esto me desespera” (Alarcón 295). The 
traveler is confused, as he cannot find the pre-existent markers that tourists look for while 
visiting places such as Venice. Suddenly he is presented with another city, not one isolated in 
space and time, purely aesthetic. Only the reference to the symbol of the gondola, a marker 
belonging to the past, brings back for him the possibility of finding the past again in Italy. 
Alarcón further criticizes the commercial aspect that is present in Venice.61 The 
tourist is forced to see the culture through the eyes of people who do not really appreciate the 
city’s past glory and who form a collective gaze focused on cultural consumption: 
he desoído o rechazado estoicamente la fingida devoción artística con que los 
comisionados de los hoteles y los ciceroni me ofrecían tal o cual alojamiento, situado 
en frente del palacio Foscari, en la plaza de San Marcos, en la Riva degli Schiavoni, 
en esta o la otra calle, con vistas sobre el Gran Canal, cerca del Puente de los 
suspiros… El falso entusiasmo con que pronunciaban estos nombres, y el comercio 
que hacían con la belleza de su patria, me producían muy mal efecto. Yo no quería 
probar las delicias de Venecia por medio de terceros o corredores. Prefería buscar a la 
deidad por mi mismo, aun riesgo de que, desdeñosa, me ocultase al principio su 
hermosura. (Alarcón 297) 
Within this commercial environment, even the traditional means of transportation in Venice, 
the gondola, has suffered changes and has adapted to the touristic demand and modernity: 
“La góndola ómnibus, recientemente inventada con permiso del gobierno, es mas grande y 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!61Alarcón criticizes also the modern aspect of European imitation, which he could see in certain streets in Rome: 
“La desilusión provenía del aspecto vulgar de la dicha calle; del aire moderno, europeo, insignificante de las 
casas; del corte parisién del traje de los transeúntes…” (517). 
 !
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menos bella que la góndola propiamente dicha, y solo pueden usarla las empresas de 
ferrocarril o navegación” (299). 
The space of the city becomes in Alarcón’s vision one where the contrast between the 
public and private, past and present is omnipresent: 
Hay dos Venecias, comprendidas mutuamente la una en la otra: la Venecia exterior y 
la Venecia interior; la alta y la baja; la oscura y la luminosa; la italiana y la tudesca; la 
del agua y la luna y la de los brillantes aparadores, en que resplandece el comercio; la 
de los palacios y la de las tiendas; la solitaria y la poblada; la de las góndolas y la de 
los ambulantes. Y resulta también que desde una Venecia no se adivina la existencia 
de la otra. (Alarcón 306) 
The autoreflexiveness, the temporal and spatial interruptions of the text corroborated by a 
constant excess of information are symptoms of a narrative of crisis. In the following 
example of his arrival in Venice, we read: “Huyamos pronto de esta realidad prosaica. 
Busquemos la soledad en las lagunas. Entremos en Venecia a nuestro modo. Y mientras 
hablo así, el reloj de la estación marca las siete de la noche… En Madrid serán las cinco y 
media de la tarde… Esto es ya estar en Oriente” (295). The temporal marker constructs the 
image of a Spain from outside Spain, a hybrid territory that belongs both to the Orient as well 
as to Europe.  
 The frequent interruptions of the story help to build a counter-discourse that centers 
on disorder and the problematic of subjectivity. This subjectivity is present since the 
beginning at the moment of border crossing, an action that brings into focus once again the 
traveler’s status as a foreigner.62 Again in Venice the story is interrupted to remind the reader !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!62!“La frontera austriaca pasa por la estación que tiene el ferrocarril a las puertas de esta ciudad. Aquí ha 
establecido la policía una especie de torno, como el de los conventos de monjas, en el cual entra el viajero para 
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of the formalities which come with modern travelling. The traveler is asked again for his 
passport and the scrutiny of the border control positions him as a foreigner without a 
trustworthy status. Alarcón’s text evokes the idea that Spanish means foreigner in Europe and 
the feeling that even though it is a former colonial power, it does not have the right to travel 
free within the European borders.  
Even if the artistic topic dominates the text, it does so in a unique manner considering 
that Italy is a space defined by art. The author offers complete exterior descriptions of 
architectural works of art as well as of street plans. His voice tends to be original, contrary to 
what a tourist guide would advise to look for in these places. For example, specific historical 
features influence his description of St. Peter’s Basilica. Therefore it ceases to be seen by the 
traveler as simply a touristic marker, an emblematic work of art that needs to be visited if you 
go to Rome, and becomes the author’s own interpretation:  
Esto pensaba; y ante tales ideas, la gran Basílica me pareció mezquina, pobre y enana, 
a causa de sus mismas soberbias pretensiones y de su portentosa magnificencia 
terrena; esto pensaba, y ante tales ideas nada encontré alrededor mío  que representase 
directamente el sacrificio de las vanidades de la tierra hecho por el alma cristiana 
sobre el area de la tumba a la esperanza de otra mejor vida. (Alarcón 546) 
Alarcón is very selective in his ekphrastic arquitectural descriptions, choosing only the ones 
that seem to be of most importance for the public reader, such as the cathedral in Milan, a !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ser prolijamente examinado y requerido. Una vez reconocidas la formalidad de su pasaporte, la legalidad de su 
equipaje, la inocencia de su historia y la honradez de su fisionomía, se le hace pasar al otro lado de una especie 
de mostrador, o como si dijéramos, se le da media vuelta al torno, y nuestro hombre se halla en territorio 
austriaco. Yo acabo  de sufrir esta humillante inspección, este interrogatorio, esta pesquisa en mi pobre saco de 
noche, y hasta ciertas miradas a mis bolsillos, que creía iban a tornarse en un registro grosero, y me encuentro 
ya en el cuadrilátero, en la cárcel de un pueblo ilustre, en el fiero presidio que fue la república de Venecia. Mi 
pasaporte se halla aun en manos de la policía, acompañado de la declaración que acabo de prestar acerca del 
objeto que me trae a este país, del tiempo que pienso permanecer en el, de mi procedencia y de mis intenciones. 
¡milagro es que no me han preguntado por mis ideas y sentimientos!” (Alarcón 282). !
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monument that combines both popularity and arquitectural refinement: “Sin embargo, hay 
creaciones privilegiadas, que son a un mismo tiempo sublimes y populares, y cuya hermosura 
afecta de igual manera al perito que al profano--Tales son por ejemplo, el palacio árabe de 
Granada, el San Antonio de Murillo y el grupo de Laocoonte. Y tales son, en otro orden de 
ideas, el Quijote, Napoleón el grande y el Barbero de Sevilla. Puesto esto precisamente 
acontece con la catedral de Milan” (243). 
The wish to have a panoramic view of the cities in particular brings even more a 
unique character to his interpretations. The specific exterior descriptions also have to be 
complemented by a panoramic view:  
No satisfecho todavía con la gran vista panorámica de Roma que disfruté esta mañana 
desde lo alto de la cúpula de San Pedro, he pasado después toda la tarde corriendo de 
cumbre en cumbre y cebando mis ojos en la contemplación de la ciudad eterna, cuyo 
aspecto general quiero grabar en mi alma con indelebles caracteres antes de descender 
al estudio interior y observación minuciosa de sus iglesias, palacios, museos, ruinas y 
demás monumentos que la decoran. (Alarcón 549) 
As he arrives in Turin, he confesses that “lo más urgente para nosotros era buscar una altura 
que dominara á todo Turín, a fin de contemplarlo a vista de pájaro y formar una idea de su 
aspecto general. No nos bastaba el plano: necesitábamos la perspectiva” (177). Idoia 
Arbillaga notes in Estética y teoría del libro de viaje the idea of “ perspective” related to 
Alarcón’s viewpoint, the necessity to concentrate on the exterior of a work of art and to 
contemplate and analyze it from a distance. The vantage point from which one can see the 
entire city is one of the most important architectural features Alarcón seems to look for. The 
bell tower is such a place and its importance for Alarcón is obvious through the details he 
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uses in describing it. It is situated in an isolated space in the city, from where it can survey 
the city.63 The connection between the idea of perspective and surveillance is particularly 
important in Venice. The city offers a strategic geographical position and with it, the 
opportunity to build both a modern and an original vision of the Orient:  
¡El mar!... Detrás del Lido descubríamos sus agitadas olas, perdiéndose en la 
inmensidad del horizonte… Su verdoso color contrastaba con el apacible azul de las 
aguas en que se copia Venecia. Aquel era el Adriático; el mar italiano, dálmata, turco 
y griego; el escondido golfo en que se miran frente a frente y se reflejan su poesía dos 
civilizaciones hermanas, que ya se reconocen apenas, pero que se reconciliarán algún 
día; Roma y Bizanzio; Oriente y Occidente; las dos iglesias; los dos imperios. 
(Alarcón 312)  
An important factor of this travelogue is the description of the arrival in each city and the 
panoramic view of the cities.64 The space of Venice for example, is seen through three 
touristic markers but from far away:  
Muchos antes de entrar en Florencia, se han visto ya tres de sus principales maravillas, 
que son: la alta y esbelta torre del Palacio Viejo ó de la Señoría; el maravilloso 
Campanile (que desde el primer momento hace olvidar aquel tan extraño y bello que 
acaba de admirarse en Pisa), y sobre todo la audaz y gigantesca cúpula del Duomo, !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!63!“El Campanile de San Marcos es un edificio aislado, contiguo a la catedral, que se levanta solo, en un 
estremo de la plaza, a la manera de un obelisco […] El Campanile se empezó a construir a fines del siglo IX, 
destinándosele principalmente a torre de vigía, desde donde se descubriese el Adriatico y pudiera prevenirse a la 
ciudad siempre que apareciesen velas en el horizonte. ¡ Era ya Venecia tan poderosa y tenia tantos enemigos!” 
(Alarcón 310). 64!Idoia Arbillaga mentions the importance of the arrival in Italy in particular: “La llegada a Italia es celebrada 
como el más interesante momento del viaje, lo que no deja de ser significativo. Estas exaltadas descripciones de 
la llegada al país son más propias del XIX que de los siglos precedentes, y Alarcón es coherente con su siglo. A 
diferencia de los autores dieciochistas, Alarcón prolonga el momento de la llegada y relata la impaciencia 
experimentada ante la interminable sucesión de cumbres alpinas, describe la intensidad de su emoción al 
vislumbrar suelo italiano, etc.” (377). 
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llamada Cúpula de Brunelleschi, del nombre de su autor. Estas tres obras maestras, 
solitarias reinas del aire, hacen adivinar al viajero todo el esplendor de la ciudad que 
se extiende debajo de ellas. (Alarcón 463) 
The traveler’s quest for a general panoramic view of a classic European cultural landscape is 
opposed to a conventional travelogue characterized by sightseeing. The anticipated 
observation of the European sights and tourist markers is prevented by the traveler’s quest for 
a general picture. Conversely, the search for a panoramic view on the other hand causes the 
traveler to be less aware of the established itinerary and to become more aware of Orientalist 
discourses regarding these spaces. Vision is no longer associated directly to the experiences 
of travel, a rhetorical device that allows the author to transcend the particularity of the 
European sights and to look at Spain from abroad. It uses more importantly a geography of 
ideas rather than a geography of sights. 
In its turn, the arrival in Rome focuses on the religious aspect by constantly referring 
to the “metrópoli del catolicismo.” However, the influence of the Orient then continues to be 
observed within the architecture of the city and churches in Venice:65  
Las cúpulas de San Marcos se destacaban sobre el cielo. Estas cúpulas son de un 
estilo muy particular, medio árabe, medio chino, quizás algo moscovita, 
completamente extraño a cuanto yo había visto hasta hoy. Su amplia cimbra, su 
hinchazón, su misma estructura recuerdan los kioskos, las pagodas, las glorietas !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!65!The description of Orientalist features of the city continues with a focus on other architectural examples: “Ni 
son estas cúpulas la única reminiscencia oriental que ofrece Venecia. La mayor parte de sus palacios, 
construidos de manera que las grandes masas solidas se levantan sobre huecos, esto es, sobre galerías de 
columnas; las torres de sus iglesias, muy parecidas a los alminares moriscos; la línea horizontal de los techos; 
los arcos de las ventanas; una total ausencia de simetría; lo angosto de las calles; lo apiñado de las casas; el 
esplendor del cielo…todo contribuye a dar a la ultima ciudad latina un carácter levantisco, musulmán, semi-




orientales, y sobre todo traen  a la imaginación la iglesia de Santa Sofía de 
Constantinopla, que todos conocemos, gracias a la fotografía, y que, al decir de los 
críticos, sirvió de modelo a la basílica de San Marcos. (Alarcón 316) 
Venice and Geneva are particularly important for Alarcón’s text, as his travel develops 
further from a description of the architecture of the cities to that of the importance of the 
Orientalist past reflected in their panoramic view. Geneva is an important example in this 
sense: “La ciudad en que entráis es Génova la Soberbia, emporio del comercio europeo 
durante muchos siglos, la que compartía el dominio de los mares con Venecia y pisa, y las 
combatió y las venció; la que llevó a los cruzados á Orient […] Génova, en fin, la patria de 
Cristóbal Colon…!” (320). Geneva’s most important touristic marker is a symbol of the 
colonial, a sculpture of Columbus.66 Alarcón points out the harm that the discovery of the 
American territory brought to the old city.67 The author compares and contrasts Geneva and 
Spain in terms of the presence of Columbus within their space:  
Y sin embargo, Génova tributa homenajes y alabanzas y erige monumentos a su 
inmortal hijo. Entre tanto, España, que debió un mundo al peregrino de la Rápita; que 
le debió tantas riquezas y tanto poderío, no ha levantado todavía una estatua, una 
sencilla piedra, un testimonio material, cualquiera que sea, de su gratitud y su 
admiración a aquel grande hombre! ¡Verdad es que ya le pagó en vida tantos 
beneficios, cargándole de cadenas y encerrándole en una prisión! ¿Qué mayor 
recompensa que el martirio para el bienhechor de la humanidad? ¿No había echado él !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!66!“¡Cristóbal Colon! La primera cosa que vimos al entrar en la ciudad (en una pequeña plaza que se encuentra 
al salir de la estación del ferrocarril) es un monumento, empezado hace muchos años y que ahora se trata de 
concluir, en honor del infortunado y sublime descubridor del Nuevo-Mundo” (430). 67!El descubrimiento de América acabó por ser tan perjudicial a los genoveses como antes lo había sido a los 
venecianos, según hemos dicho en otra parte. El señaló la hora  de la decadencia a las dos republicas 
comerciales de Italia; él arruinó el tráfico de Oriente….” (Alarcón 430). !
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sobre sus hombros la Cruz de Cristo y la había llevado de un continente a otro? ... […] 
¡Oh hidalga España! ¿Cuándo será que tu noble orgullo se traduzca en obras? 
¿Cuándo recobrarás el concepto de ti misma? (Alarcón 431) 
The traits of the city of Venice that he admires the most are present also in Genoa. The 
author offers a detailed description of the city and its inhabitants as if the reader would 
contemplate a painting: 
Ya os he dicho que esta ciudad está construida en anfiteatro; y de tal manera es esto 
cierto, que hay en ella calles que se cruzan en el aire; otras que suben desde la orilla 
del mar á una inmensa altura; palacios escondidos entre miserables viviendas; salones 
edificados allá en las nubes, en los que se ven relucir por la noche lujosos dorados, al 
fulgor de mil bugías, mientras que resuena en ellos el compás de la música y del baile, 
y se ven cruzar voluptuosas figuras al través de las artísticas ventanas… Durante el 
día, la animación de la ciudad es extraordinaria. Ya supondréis que en esto no sigue 
pareciéndose a Venecia. Los genoveses son alegres, decidores, entusiastas. Las 
mujeres se parecen a todas las hijas del Mediterráneo: graciosos andar, talles esbeltos, 
morenos rostros muy descoloridos, noble perfil, hechiceras miradas… he aquí sus 
principales caracteres, propios de Venecia como de Málaga, de Marsella como de 
Valencia. (Alarcón 431) 
Alarcón’s observations refer not only to art and architecture but also to people, such as in 
Novarra, the town that resembles Andalucía. His travelogue is not a simple transcription of 
urban scenes. Every time he describes people on the street he must also include some kind of 
judgment on them: 
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la lentitud y majestad con que andaban señoras y caballeros; las conversaciones casi 
al oído que mantenían entre si las jóvenes hermosas; las escoltas de galanes que las 
seguían, y los diálogos, saludos y miradas que se  cruzaban de la calle a los balcones, 
daban perfecta idea de la vida de provincias,-donde todos se conocen […]Las damas 
de Novara iban en cuerpo y llevaban también mantillas negras de blonda, que no les 
cubrían sino hasta la mitad de la espalda, dejando ver unos talles largos y esbeltos, 
flexibles y voluptuosos como los de las hijas de Valencia. Este traje tan sencillo, 
compuesto solamente del vestido y de la mantilla, cuadraba perfectamente á la 
elevada estatura, á los negros cabellos y al descolorido rostro  de aquellas beldades un 
tanto novelescas. Muchas de ellas hubieran podido servir para heroínas de melodrama. 
(Alarcón 163) 
The ekphrastic portrayal of society continues in Turin also, as these features are part of the 
space of the city:  
una elegantísima dama, de singular hermosura, coronada de flores y envuelta en un 
lujoso capuchón blanco, la cual iba precedida de un criado con luces y seguida de un 
lacayo muy compuesto. Era una duquesa florentina que volvía del teatro ,y cuya 
habitación se halla debajo de la nuestra. Yo me inclino á creer que la aparición de esta 
beldad aristocrática en semejante momento-cuando llevamos tantos días de rodar por 
valles y montes, lejos de los artificiales encantos de la sociedad,-habrá contribuido en 
gran parte a hacerme ver o adivinar a Turín al través de un prisma tan optimista y 
lisonjero-Es tan fácil de engañar nuestra loca imaginación. (167) 
In Milan, the portrayal of women is directly related to a work of art as the art of viewing 
directly implies that people may be observed and described as if constituting works of art. 
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Further in Verona, the portrayal of women is related to literature as well as the topoi of 
tempus fugit. The traveler then also pays attention to other sights such as human faces, 
adding a more personal feature to the travelogue.  
Alarcón ends his travelogue by emphasizing the idea of belonging to Europe where it 
is important to realize the common glorious past uniting different countries.Seeing the sights 
denotes not only the tourist’s visual practices but also the remapping of the city into 
recommended itineraries, walking tours or routes which are in turn performed by the avid 
sightseer who searches the city for “authentic” experiences. In this sense, Alarcón creates the 
city anew but still within prescribed and predictable parameters. He still follows the Grand 
Tour “script” functions as such a set of parameters or cultural code that stipulates certain 
visual practices. Through the ways he focuses on his descriptions and evades the specific 
behavior expected from a tourists associated with the Grand Tour, the author starts building a 
counter-discourse to the concept of “tourism” that centers on disorder and the problematics 
of subjectivity. The same idea of disorder is to be continued during his return to Spain during 
the Carnaval: “ayer, el 11 de febrero, lunes de Carnaval, llegué a esta villa y corte de Madrid; 
que me vestí de máscara y te busqué en el Prado; que te hablé y no me conociste” (652). 
Alarcón provides to the reader different ways of looking at an apparently fixed 
touristic marker such as Italy: one that is isolated in space and time and another one, related 






Viaje por Italia 
Benito Pérez Galdós’s travel narratives abroad represent the writer’s less known and 
studied work, in the context of critics being drawn by the density of topics found in his major 
novels or essays on representations of Spain.68 At the same time, works related to historical 
popular places that were part of the Grand Tour, such as Viaje a Italia (1888), are even for a 
writer such as Galdós “una impresa de mayor empeño y más arriesgada que hablar sobre 
Portugal o Inglaterra” (Návarro González 20). This aspect does not relate to his observational 
skills but are connected rather to a previous abundant corpus of writings dedicated to Italy, 
such as those of modern writers (Goethe, Byron, Lamartine). Other writers use Italy as a 
locus for stories or dramas, such as Moratín, Martinez de la Rosa, el Duque de Rivas or 
Zorilla. In his article “Relatos de viajes de D. Benito Perez Galdos,” Alberto Návarro 
González believes that of all these writers “quienes más presentes deberían estar en la mente 
de Galdós a la hora de escribir sus impresiones de este viaje serían Moratín (único al que cita 
pasar por Bolonia) y Pedro Antonio de Alarcón” (139).69 
  Galdós uses the diary form in constructing his text, writing his travel impressions 
from memory.70 The literary transcriptions of his sightseeing are filtered by a fifteen-day 
temporal gap, which seems to transform the text into a fictional story. His text comes ten 
years after his essay “Observaciones sobre la novela contemporánea” and eighteen before his 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!68!He wrote three major works related to his travels, excluding Viaje a Italia: Cuarenta leguas por Cantabria 
(1879), Excursion a Portugal (1885) and La casa de Shakespeare (1890). 69!As Moratin’s work does not belong to the time frame and purpose of this work, I only briefly mention his 
connection to Benito Perez Galdós and his work on Italy. 70!“Galdós, que visita Italia con 45 años, tiene el acierto de no desear competir con los dos citados escritores 
españoles. El escritor canario que, a diferencia de Moratín y Alarcón, no redacta<<in situ>> sus impresiones 
sino en Santander quince días después de haber salido de roma, rehúye voluntariamente la forma de diario 
dividido en <<cuadernos>>o en capítulos con títulos”( Navarro González 139).!
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speech at the Real Academia Española where he emphasizes the importance of a national 
novel “de pura observación.” 
The traveler is careful not to repeat themes previously mentioned by other writers in 
their depictions of Italy, as well as not following a certain order in writing about the cities he 
visited, “sino ateniéndose al que caprichosamente le dicta su memoria” (Návarro González 
140). The author realizes this textual strategy might appear as double faced to certain critics 
and wants to emphasize even more the apparent transparency of the text, aiming to prove that 
there is no actual secondary purpose to its writing.71  
Galdós’s and Alarcón’s travel narratives are published at a time when this genre starts 
becoming more and more popular among the European public.72 This genre therefore proves 
its hybridity by this association with products of mass culture such as newspapers or 
magazines and the desire of well-established writers such as Alarcón or Galdós of shifting 
their own works towards such a public. Even with this idea in mind, both writers prove to be 
contradictory as both at a certain point in their works address a critique towards the 
developing of mass culture and newspapers, even if both of them use it or its features in order 
to promote their work, especially regarding travel narratives.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!71!“No me propongo describir las ciudades de la península, pintada de diverso modo por tantos viajeros. Italia 
es conocida aun por los que no la han visitado, y las representaciones gráficas y descriptivas de sus 
monumentos son, digámoslo así, del dominio público. ¿Quién no conoce las lagunas de Venecia, la logia de 
Florencia y la plaza de San Pedro? Se ha escrito tanto de Italia, que es difícil y temerario añadir nuevas 
descripciones a las tan conocidas hechas por las plumas mas hábiles de todos los países. Únicamente intentaré 
presentar algunos puntos de vista, resultado de la observación personal, y así estas cartas contendrán 
apreciaciones artísticas e históricas enlazadas con los nuevos aspectos que ofrece la moderna Italia transformada 
por la unidad” (Galdós 1616). 72“Numerosos libros y memorias de viajes obtuvieron una cálida acogida por parte del público de mediados del 
siglo XIX. Es subrayable en este sentido la aceptación lograda por textos como: Viajes de Fray Gerundio por 
Francia, Bélgica, Londres, y Madrid de Modesto Lafuente; el Manual del viajero español de Madrid a Paris y 
Londres de Antonio María de Segovia; París, Londres y Madrid, de Eugenio de Ochoa. De igual forma, las 
impresiones de viajes poseían secciones independientes en las revistas y periódicos de la época, como en el 
Seminario Pintoresco Español, El laberinto, La Abeja literaria, El Álbum Pintoresco Universal, El Álbum de 
las Familias, El Museo Universal” (Arbillaga 376).!
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Even if during that time the majority of intellectuals seems to be interested in 
everything related to France, according to Idoia Arbillaga, in Spain Italy is becoming a more 
popular topic for travelogues, and Alarcón’s De Madrid a Napoles is published exactly at 
this time. The same critic emphasizes Alarcón’s mix of both Realism and Romanticism in 
this work, transforming this text into the most read travelogue of the XIX century in Spain: 
“Estas correspondencias entre la idiosincrasia de ambas naciones y las abundantes analogías 
de todo tipo que pueden ser constatadas hacen que todavía resulte mas justificable y 
comprensible que España mostrara tan marcado interés por esta nación y que supiera 
incorporarse a la tradición literaria del Viaje a Italia” (403). 
Both Galdós and Alarcón’s travelogues are mostly devoted to descriptions of Italian 
cities through different points of view and ultimately, both draw upon the dichotomy 
tourist/traveler. The two texts are also an example of the way this hybrid genre changed from 
a perspective echoing more an aesthetic of the Romantic writers in Alarcón’s case, to 
features echoing Realism in Galdós’s.   
The apparent transparency of the text related to the arbitrariness of his observations is 
mentioned again when Galdós recounts his visit in Verona: “No me será fácil observar un 
orden metódico en esta reproducción de lo visto, observado y sentido en Italia. Solicitado por 
la caprichosa arbitrariedad de la memoria, que comúnmente es enemiga del método, me 
aparto ahora de las magnificencias del Vaticano y doy un salto de Roma a Verona” (1622). 
In the first pages of his Viaje a Italia, Galdós deplores the influence of newspapers on the 
development of literature:  
Los demás ramos del arte literario si florecen allí; pero no sería aventurado afirmar 
que el considerable desarrollo del periodismo perjudica la producción literaria. La 
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vida política es absorbente. La práctica de la libertad, después de largos períodos de 
oscuridad, quietismo y opresión, debilita, sin género de duda, las energías de la 
inspiración literaria, lo que prueba que la libertad constitucional no es el mejor de los 
Mecenas. Pero el arte, en una forma u otra, siempre vive, aunque no se manifieste, y 
de pronto surgen inesperadas formas y aspectos del mismo. (Galdós 1617) 
The view of mass culture as threatening the traditional values of society embodied here by 
secular art appears frequently in Viaje a Italia. From the beginning of the text, Galdós refers 
to high culture and its culture represented in terms of art history, by emphasizing the main 
attraction a tourist/ traveller can find in Italy:  
La principal atracción de Italia consiste en las riquezas artísticas que guarda. Lo poco 
que de Grecia nos queda allí esta; la arquitectura civil de Roma tiene aquí sus 
modelos mas admirables, y por fin, las artes florentinas y venecianas de la Edad 
Media y del Renacimiento enriquecen aquel suelo privilegiado. Lo que mas asombra 
en Italia es que el arte existe allí como en su terreno natural.  (Alarcón 1616) 
Galdós insists on the main theme related to art and how to be contemplated by a tourist 
/traveler, destroying at the same time this present dichotomy between high art and mass 
culture through the idea that a tourist can learn how to appreciate such art. After all, 
according to Joan Ramón Resina, “travel guides are often in fact moral codes for tourists, 
that is the description of duties of tourists in relation to certain places” (35). 
 Jo Labanyi notes in her article  “Modernity as Representation: The Self-Reflexivity 
of the Spanish Realist Novel” that Benito Perez Galdós’s view of modernity in general is 
constituted by representations and his “love of unreliable narrators, who introduce an explicit 
self-reflexive dimension, making readers aware that what they are reading has at best a 
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dubious relation to the real.” This aspect of self-reflexivity can be seen in Viaje a Italia, 
contradicting at the same time, just like in his realist novels, his claim ‘to be the chronicles of 
contemporary Spanish life’” (Labanyi 239). 
The contrast between his description of Verona or Rome or Venice lies especially in 
the fact that from the beginning Venice is presented through the eyes of a tourist, starting 
with the mention of the popular tourist guidebooks used in that period:     
Los que en la edad presente tenemos afición a los viajes, los que no dejamos pasar 
ningún año sin hacer una correría por esta vieja Europa tan interesante y tan bella, 
hemos contraído una amistad tan cariñosa, a la cual debemos consejos discretísimos y 
fiel amena compañía. Me refiero a las guías de Baedeker, esos libros inapreciables 
que vemos en las manos de todo viajero, ya sea ingles o alemán, español o italiano, y 
que son modelo de imparcialidad, de método y de rectitud. (Galdós 1626)  
Through his praise of these guidebooks, Galdós shows ambivalence between an attitude of 
acceptance and rejection of tourism and mass culture. This attitude can reflect the concern 
manifested in the Spanish realist novel regarding the idea of imitation arising from the 
growth of consumer capitalism. Galdós does not realize that by guiding the tourist towards 
certain areas of the city, these products of mass culture offer a fragmented aesthetic of the 
city: 
Baedeker tiene la inmensa ventaja de que solo aspira a dirigir los pasos del viajero, 
limitándose a indicarle los lugares y obras de arte que merecen visita, sin anticiparse a 
la admiración con entusiasmo hiperbólicos. Posee el arte exquisito  de clasificar las 
cosas, distinguiendo admirablemente lo principal de lo secundario, para evitar que la 
atención del viajero se fatigue. Los que tienen costumbre de manejar el Baedeker 
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entienden fácilmente las categorías que sabe establecer, y acomodan su tarea al 
tiempo de que disponen. (Galdós 1626) 
One entire section is dedicated to the description of the Baedeker guides in general and in 
ironic terms the author emphasizes its practicality, especially its criteria of selection 
regarding art as the final artistic judgment being left to the traveler:  
El criterio artístico de estos libros es aceptable en general. Suele poner al frente de 
cada guía paginas de critica de algún afamado escritor alemán, las cuales no siempre 
están en armonía con las ideas dominantes hoy en estas materias: pero en la parte 
descriptiva, Baedeker es muy sobrio en sus juicios, y no quita al viajero el placer de 
juzgar por si mismo lo que ve. En lo que principalmente descuella, en lo que no tiene 
igual, es en todo lo concerniente a informaciones de carácter practico. El viajero 
necesita vivir y vivir lo mejor posible con arreglo a sus recursos. (Galdós 1616) 
These types of guides respond directly to the previously mentioned idea of consumer 
capitalism, as they tend to address different types of travellers, according to their social and 
material status. At the same time, travel guides are often in fact moral codes for tourists, that 
they offer a description of the duties of tourists in relation to certain places: 
Desea encontrar comodidades y no ser estafado. Baedeker previene todo lo que a esto 
se refiere, atendiendo con igual solicitud a los ricos que no escatiman gastos y a los 
modestos que disponen de limitados recursos; se ocupa con la preferencia 
conveniente de indicar los hoteles y restaurantes, los medios de comunicación; 
regatea las propinas, que es uno de los renglones mas dispendiosos y molestos; 
anticipa mil noticias útiles concernientes a los cambios de moneda, al clima, a las 
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costumbres del país que visita y a las exigencias de los cicerones, guías, cocheros y 
demás individuos con quien el viajero ha de estar en contacto. (Galdós 1627) 
Benito Pérez Galdós  addresses directly the material importance these guides have acquired 
over time as they are practical especially “por el arte con que en ellas se procura cerrar en 
breve espacio materias tan varias y extensas, y por el sistema de signos empleados para 
abreviar y facilitar la inteligencia del texto” (1627). The tone of the writer here seems to be 
ironic as it contradicts his previous affirmation on the decadence that mass culture brings to 
high art in Italy. Guidebooks are a newly developed concept which is directly related by 
Galdós to the idea of mass culture in terms of consumerism but still necessary for the larger 
public to understand high art. The writer emphasizes the idea that the guidebook’s publisher 
is almost a corporation in a sense and Galdós finds it important to show the public reader 
how this entity started:  
Baedeker no existe; mejor dicho, no es una persona, es una entidad […] Las actuales 
guías se forman en la casa editorial de Leipzig con referencias de comisionados, las 
cuales son ordenadas por persona muy perita, sin duda, en viajes y muy conocedora 
de la Europa monumental y artística. La dirección cuida especialmente de la verdad 
de los datos, de la imparcialidad estricta de las informaciones. Solo así se consigue 
dominar al publico y acreditar una publicación hasta hacerla insustituible. 
(Galdós1627) 
Besides Baedeker, Galdós also mentions another example of capitalism within the tourist 
industry by referring to the practice of organizing tours, and the figure of Cook. Only at the 
end of the section dedicated to Baedeker and Cook and this new way of conceptualizing the 
practice of travel, does Galdós state his real feelings about the consumerist feature of travel: 
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“Pero tales excursiones me parecen incómodas y no tienen más ventaja que su increíble 
baratura. Los expedicionarios que van en ellas se ven obligados a comer, a dormir, a 
divertirse y a admirarse con arreglo a un plan invariable, bajo las ordenes del cicerone mayor, 
siempre juntos, siempre llevados y traídos de prisa y corriendo en la mas cargante de las 
fraternidades” (1627). One can detect here the mass use of the travel experience as a 
important contributing factor to cultural decay, even if its practicality seems to be a positive 
factor at first sight. 
According to Idoia Arbillaga, Galdós is the author who brings his own subjectivity to 
the text through his descriptions, his travelogue becoming a transitional one within this genre 
in Spain. His goal is to reveal a contemporary and changed Italy but through the lenses of its 
old cultural status.73 
By citing a distinguished Italian poet, Leopardi, Galdós wants to emphasize the 
importance of high art, as a defining feature of a cultural unity. A representative of high 
culture such as Leopardi is the figure who should inspire “unidad del pensamiento.” Even if 
Galdós seems to be favor a great divide between high and mass culture, he emphasizes 
certain features of modernity which can help view old art in a modern manner:     
Los que hace veinte o mas años visitaban la península, sin otro móvil que admirar el 
arte que ilustra sus gloriosas ciudades, y vuelven hoy anhelando renovar las dulces 
impresiones y refrescar el recuerdo poético de las edades pasadas, encuentran una 
transformación completa en el país que tales riquezas atesora. Y como depositaria de 
tantos tesoros artísticos, Italia no ha perdido nada; al contrario, ha ganado mucho en 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!73“Sin embargo de la predilección que Galdós presenta por mostrar el presente histórico italiano y la saludable 
manera en que esta nación se ha incorporado a la modernidad, no olvida que el patrimonio artístico italiano es 
probablemente el mayor de sus bienes. Lamenta que no exista en el presente el mismo brillante desarrollo para 
las artes que en el pasado” (Arbillaga 401).!!
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el método de conservación de aquellas preciosidades y en las facilidades que ofrece 
para que el mundo las admire (1615). 
The railway is a symbol of modern transportation and Galdós sees it as a way of unifying 
different geographical regions but also a way on bringing together cultural differences: “la 
afluencia de viajeros en todas las estaciones del año exige mayor rapidez y comodidad, para 
lo cual urge el establecimiento de la doble vía, reclamada también por razones de un orden 
político y militar. (Galdós 1615) The writer is aware of the practicality of marks of modernity 
such as the railway and his traveller’s observations go beyond its utility for tourism: 
“Últimamente se ha demostrado que, si Italia tuviera que movilizar su ejercito en pocos días, 
no podría hacerlo por insuficiencia de sus medios ferroviarios. Le falta vías dobles y carece 
de material suficiente. Pero, aun sin contar con las exigencias de una Guerra, el movimiento 
ordinario de viajeros reclama una completa reforma en los ferrocarriles italianos” (1615).74 
Galdós is therefore advocating for technological progress, equal in some modernists views--
such as Walter Benjamin--with cultural decline as technology can make fiction and other 
cultural products more widely available. This aspect contradicts his comments about the 
negative aspect of the proliferation of newspapers and journalism in Italy, a way, as Galdós 
sees it, of contributing to the country’s cultural decline or oblivion regarding its glorious art 
history. Technology allows at the same time for the importance of a general or panoramic 
way of seeing, specific to the railroad journey, as Wolfgang Schievelbusch put it, “the rapid 
motion of the evanescent landscape made it possible to grasp the whole and get an overview” 
(61). !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!74!Wolfgang Schivelbusch’s study The Railway Journey: Trains and Travel in the 19th Century finds a 
connection between the contexts of the railroads and modern military: “Structurally, the train passenger is 
analogous to the soldier in the mass army in being conditioned by the unit in which he functions as an integral 
part. The conditioning of the individual in a military context can now be seen as the earliest model of all 
subsequent and similar conditioning in the civilian economic world” (152).  
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 This connection between the modern symbol of the railway and technology’s 
importance in the commercial development of the printed word, can be seen as extremely 
important, as it provides the basis for national consciousness by creating a unified way of 
communication and understanding among individuals. 
Another important aspect emphasized at the beginning of Viaje a Italia is the 
similarity between Italy’s fragile and new unity, its political situation abroad and Spain’s 
own unique place among the European nations. This consideration comes after Galdós 
evokes the similarity between the Spanish people and the Italians:  
Los españoles nos encontramos en Italia como en nuestra propia casa. No se que hay 
allí de común. La raza, sin duda, la lengua, las costumbres. La semejanza entre ambos 
idiomas es tal, que mas fácilmente se hace entender un español en Italia que en 
Portugal…Al propio tiempo hallamos paridad tan grande entre las ciudades del 
mediodía de Italia y las nuestras, que a ratos la ilusión es completa. (Galdós 1615) 
He deplores the fact that together with the renaissance of the political unity, there is a sense 
of decadence in arts, including in literature, a phenomenon also present in Europe in general.  
Galdós starts his text mentioning the last city he visited, Rome, as a symbol of the 
newly unified Italy, whose grandiose appearance is found in its arquitecture. For Galdós, 
Rome is the symbol of the newly found political unity in Italy: “Todo se subordina a la 
unidad, conquistada no hace mucho, y el temor de perderla acalla las pasiones y quita al 
poder publico multitud de estorbos. En los países donde la unidad esta asegurada, como en 
España, donde nadie piensa en ella, el poder publica vive azarosamente, en constante 
peligro” (Galdós 1614).  
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A special part of his trip to Rome is also dedicated to visiting the Vatican and 
observing the special relation between the papacy and the Italian state. The author insists 
however on the impression the Sixtine chapel can offer the traveler:  
Generalmente se llega a Roma después de haber estado a Florencia y Venecia. El 
viajero lleva su espíritu saturado, digámoslo así, de emociones artísticas. A fuerza de 
ver perfecciones produjese en el una especie de empacho, y no es de extrañar que 
sean miradas con indiferencia algunas obras capitales. A pesar de esto, la 
contemplación de la capilla Sixtina y singularmente de su incomparable techo, 
confunde y anonada. Es una de las obras mas asombrosas que ha producido el ingenio 
del hombre, una verdadera creación en el sentido mas concreto de la palabra […] Es 
la mas hermosa pagina teológica que se ha compuesto en el honor del dogma, y todas 
las literaturas de los Santos Padres palidecen ante esta inspirada composición 
simbólica. (Galdós 1619) 
This self-reflexivity however breaks with the constant one in his realist novels where topics 
such as fashion are a key theme. In these novels Galdós focuses on the importance of 
appearance in 19th century Spanish society and on the idea that value is not inherent but 
determined by market relations. In Italy, the writer promotes a modernity that is not based 
solely on an imitation related to consumer capitalism, as it is for example in the case when 
citizens are encouraged to imitate the latest fashion.  
Benito Pérez Galdós refers to Michelangelo’s paintings and their original depiction of 
the Final Judgment:  
El Juicio final nos muestra una concepción extraña del terrible dogma. Allí Miguel 
Ángel se aparto brusca y gallardamente de la tradición y de cuanto habían hecho sus 
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predecesores. ¡Que diferencia entre esta pintura y las de igual asunto que decoran el 
campo sano de Pisa! En estas la misa ingenuidad les da un sentimiento dramático y 
humano que las hace mas comprensibles. En el Juicio de la capilla Sixtina, la 
composición es mas abstracta y la ciencia del diseño y escorzo esta má en armonía 
con el concepto teológico del asunto que se representa. (1619) 
The traveler is not preoccupied to describe in detail the artwork he sees, but to emphasize 
that similar concepts can be represented in art from different points of view, and that the 
traveler has to know that one dose not have to follow a fixed itinerary while traveling.  By 
displaying his knowledge of different visual practices, the writer is a traveler who positions 
himself purposefully inside European culture to claim European identity. 
Even if in the beginning the traveler tries to convince his readers of his random 
choice in visiting the Italian cities, Galdós finally relates it to the desire to see up close the 
place that until then he could find only in Shakespeare’s work: Verona. The writer considers 
this to be a sufficient reason for visiting a city which, compared to Florence or Venice, does 
not have so much to offer from an art history point of view:   
Algún escéptico dirá: << Romeo y Julieta no existieron. Son creaciones de la fantasía 
de Shakespeare>>. Pues, aun así, están tan vivos estos seres en la mente de la 
Humanidad cual si realmente hubieran existido. El poder de la idealización poética es 
tal, que sus creaciones tienen tanta fuerza como los seres efectivos; su memoria 
iguala, si no supera, a la de los individuos históricos de indudable existencia. Mas 
conocidos son en el mundo Romeo y Julieta que Cesar y Alejandro. (Galdós 1623) 
Galdós emphasizes the preconceived ideas about Venice, found again and again in different 
materials, as its importance is diminished because the traveler already has the impression he 
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knows everything about it : “Por muchas noticias que se tengan de una ciudad  y por mucho 
que se la haya visto pintada, ya en cuadros magníficos, ya en las tapas de las cajas de 
guantes, siempre la contemplación real de la misma nos hace rectificar ideas e imágenes. El 
natural da siempre tonos e inflexiones que nadie prevé” (1628). 
Venice is a unique city which preserves its old aura even if it is situated in a modern, 
changing world: “La vida es en aquella ciudad como un paréntesis. Así como Venecia no se 
parece a nada, así los días  que allí se pasan vienen a ser una interrupción de las condiciones 
normales en que vive toda la Humanidad civilizada” (1628).  The city seems to be still one of 
the few places where the old world can be found and the tourist does not have to think about 
it as a preconceived space as it still can be discovered. Still, in most of the pages, Venice is 
described by Galdós almost like a painting where the artist is the one who has to emphasize 
its beauty: 
las enormes masas de agua que la rodean y atraviesan por todas partes, reflejando la 
arquitectura, producen un partido admirable para la pintura. Este partido se aumenta 
extraordinariamente con la pureza y diafanidad del aire, casi siempre sin nubes, con el 
azul intenso del cielo, con la bella arquitectura civil y religiosa medio gótica y medio 
oriental, con el color de los materiales de construcción (mármol blanco y ladrillo rojo) 
y, por fin, con esa patina de tonos severos y simpáticos que el tiempo y la humedad 
han puesto allí sobre todas las superficies […] Todo allí es colorido, armonía de 
masas y líneas, y a los que no conocen las dificultades del arte, les parece que en 
Venecia los cuadros se pintan solos y que no hay que quebrarse la cabeza para 
encontrar la composición del paisaje. Por desgracia, para los artistas débiles no es así, 
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y en Venecia, como en cualquier parte, la bondad del modelo ayuda al artista, pero el 
artista es quien verdaderamente crea. (1628) 
Galdós mentions a Spanish artist who lives in Venice and who brought an element of novelty 
to the artistic movement there: “El gran paisajista español Martin Rico tiene allí su residencia 
hace muchos años, y puede decirse de el que ha creado un nuevo genero veneciano. Sus 
obras se distinguen por la gracia picante, por el acento de verdad, por un estilo encantador, 
personalísimo, que es la desesperación de sus imitadores” (1629). 
For the writer the architecture and the city seem to be important if related to the past 
and because of the way it reflects that past:  
El gran Canal es la sala más lucida de aquel museo de admirables cuadros que 
participan del país y de la marina; pero los canales pequeños que surcan la ciudad en 
todas direcciones tienen un encanto pintoresco, un misterio y poesía que a nada es 
comparable. Parece que revive en ellos la historia de la República aristocrática y 
comerciante, su tenebroso gobierno y el vivir dramático de los venecianos de la Edad 
Media y del Renacimiento (1629). 
Just as it is necessary for the traveler in Verona to know about Shakespeare’s works 
and its characters in order to understand and appreciate the city, Florence, the next city 
visited by Galdós, also has to be seen through the eyes of another writer: Dante Alighieri. 
 Machiavelli and Galileo are other examples of famous people in Florence, and the 
architecture is once again emphasized in the text:  
Las fachadas de Santa Croce y del Duomo muestran de que modo tan singular 
adoptaron los toscanos la arquitectura ojival, desvirtuándola y acomodándola a su 
genio y tradición artística. Este arte hibrido que tiene por padre el espiritualismo y por 
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madre la musa pagana, es lo mas característico de aquel país en construcciones 
religiosas, así como en las palatinas tiene la especialidad incontestable del estilo 
severo y rudo inspirado en la arquitectura militar. (Galdós 1633) 
From Florence, the next city to visit is Padua, a place which owes its celebrity in part to a 
strong religious influence: “Al salir de Venecia no es posible dejar de hacer un alto en Padua, 
ciudad célebre en las ciencias y en las artes, más célebre aún porque su nombre sirve como 
de apellido a San Antonio, el más popular de los santos del cielo, al menos en los pueblos 
latinos” (1634). The figure of Saint Anthony is important for Padua but also for Spain: “En 
España es aún más popular que en ninguna parte, sobre todo en Andalucía. No hay casa 
pobre donde no esté su imagen, en tosco barro, tal como la iconografía Cristiana le 
representa, llevando en brazos al Niño Jesús”(Galdós 1635). 
  Galdós once again emphasizes the differences between the two cultures, even if just  
paragraphs before he was mentioning the illusion of similarity especially between Spanish 
and Italian cities.75 
Bologna is the next stop for Galdós, and the first element emphasized by the writer is 
its educational system and its university. However, from a touristic point of view, the view of 
the city might be different: 
La vida moderna resulta allí disonante, y, sin embargo, Bolonia no es una ciudad 
muerta, ni mucho menos. Ha entrado con brío en la vida moderna, desarrollando su 
actividad en todas las esferas, conservando al propio tiempo su actividad en todas las 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!75!“Pero hay que reconocer que el tipo de San Antonio que nos ha transmitido Murillo y que en España no 
podría alterarse sin comprometer la popularidad del Santo, no concuerda en modo alguno con verdadero y 
auténtico retrato del mismo que se conserva en el coro de la basílica de Padua, y que observé detenidamente, 
notando su desemejanza con la figura tan conocida de las clases pobres de nuestra época y tan popular entre 
ellas” (Galdós 1635). !
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esferas, conservando al propio tiempo su tradicional estructura, como el prócer que, 
sin renegar de las novedades que trae el progreso, respeta la casa de sus mayores, 
conservándola como emblema de su alto abolengo. (Galdós 1637). 
Even in this city, the author finds a connection to Spain or an element appealing to the 
Spanish tourist: “Para los españoles, lo más atractivo e interesante en la antigua ciudad 
universitaria es el colegio de San Clemente, fundado en el siglo XIV por el célebre cardenal 
don Gil de Albornoz, uno de los españoles más eminentes que figuran en la historia de Italia” 
(1637). The first impression of Naples is the presence of the Spanish influence:  
Nápoles ostenta en todos su monumentos, en sus calles, plazas y fuentes los vestigios 
de la dominación española. Cuantos edificios notables hay en aquella grande y 
risueña ciudad, obra son de los virreyes. Los municipios contemporáneos, llevados de 
un amor propio inexplicable, han intentado borrar las huellas de nuestra dominación, 
empleando el recurso pueril de variar los nombres de las calles y de cubrir las 
inscripciones de los monumentos. (Galdós 1639) 
The city tells the story of a space that once belonged to Spain: “El pueblo que sigue dando a 
la principal vía de la ciudad el nombre de calle de Toledo, aunque ya oficialmente se llama 
de Roma. Muchas inscripciones de edificios, que fueron borradas, han sido restauradas con 
buen acuerdo, y los ediles napolitanos comprenden ya que, no pudiéndose variar la Historia, 
de nada vale ocultar sus páginas escritas” (1639). The architecture of the city is 
predominantly Spanish. We read: 
Español es el magnífico pórtico o arco triunfal del castillo, tan semejante, por su traza 
y ornato, a diversos monumentos de nuestra Península, que el parentesco no puede 
negarse; español es también el Palacio Real, antes residencia de los virreyes; español 
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es el museo construido por Osuna para fines muy distintos de los que hoy tiene; 
españolas las fuentes públicas, las fortalezas de San Telmo y del Huevo; las iglesias, 
en su gran mayoría, y, por fin, la pintura que descuella en aquel país fecundo y le 
imprime carácter, es la de nuestro Ribera, conocido en Italia por el apodo de El 
Españoleto. (Galdós 1639) 
Spanish cities are present within the space of Naples not only in the architecture but also in 
the way of “inhabiting” the city: 
La ciudad misma, no sé si por efecto de la ocupación secular o por semejanza de raza, 
suelo y condiciones físicas, se parece tanto a las de España, que, si no existiera la 
lengua para diferenciarlas, aquella tierra y el Mediodía de nuestra Península 
parecerían un mismo país. Por la configuración de las casas y lo irregular de las 
construcciones, Nápoles se parece a Málaga y Sevilla; por la luz vivísima que lo 
inunda y el colorido del mar, parécese a Cádiz, y por la alegría de sus habitantes, el 
bullicio de sus calles y el constante aspecto de fiesta que en ellas se advierte, tiene 
gran semejanza con Madrid. (Galdós 1639) 
From emphasizing the similarities between the Spanish and Italian cities specifically on their 
arquitectural features, Galdós continues by mentioning differences between the people from 
Andalusia and Naples:  
Los napolitanos difieren de los andaluces en lo supersticioso. En esto no hay 
quien les gane. Nada tenemos aquí que pueda compararse a las infinitas 
consejas que perturban el espíritu de aquellos a quienes no vacilo en llamar, 
ya que no hermanos, primos o parientes muy próximos. Tampoco añadiré 
nada a lo mucho que sobre este particular se ha dicho y escrito. (Galdós 1639) 
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The figure of the people occupying the space of the city is the most important for Galdós76.  
The inhabitants of the city are not the same as those that can be found in diverse literary 
representations of different world writers. We read:  
Los infinitos escritores de todos los países que escribieron de Nápoles y de los 
napolitanos han creado un tipo especial de la ciudad y de algunos de sus habitantes. 
En la realidad, nótase ahora extraordinaria falsedad en tales pinturas, ya porque en 
ellas había exageración, ya porque el tiempo ha variado un poco las costumbres. El 
tan decantado tipo de lazzarone no existe ya, o al menos se ha corregido, pues si bien 
viven en Nápoles, como en toda ciudad de la Europa meridional, muchos holgazanes, 
estos no hacen alardes de su indolencia cínica, ni constituyen un tipo local que 
caracterice las masas populares. (Galdós 1641) 
The traveler pays attention to other sights while traveling, such as the inhabitants of these 
places, and by doing so, again diverts from a fixed visual practice of touristic tours that 
started with the Grand Tour.  
The unity of the country brought the development of new industries, however the 
industrial progress does not overshadow the old times reflected in the beauty of the city.77 
Such an example is the Vesuvius, an integral part of the city, “El forastero le contempla 
extasiado y anhela subir a su ardiente cima, lo que puede hacer fácilmente y sin ningún !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!76!“Es, en suma, Nápoles el pueblo donde se oyen más gritos callejeros, donde la vía publica está más obstruida 
por vendedores chillones, donde se ven más colorines y donde la clase media vive más en contacto con el 
pueblo. El pueblo es allí como el principal dueño de la ciudad, hecha a su imagen y para su comodidad de 
recreo, pueblo que parece contento de su suerte, indiferente a la política y poco cuidadoso de los problemas 
sociales, que poco o nada le afectan. Sus necesidades son escasas por la bondad del clima y feracidad del suelo, 
y sus aspiraciones no pasan del pan de cada día, que jamás le falta” (Galdós 1641). 77!“Este progreso no impide que Santa Lucía sea bastante pintoresca, que las familias, instaladas a todas las 
horas del día y parte de la noche en la delantera de las casas, presenten grupos de grandísima originalidad y 
escenas en extremo picantes. Lentamente, con los adelantos de la urbanización y la mejora del puerto, todo esto 
va desapareciendo,   porque los boteros se fijarán en otra parte, los puestos de mariscos tendrán un local más 
higiénico, y Nápoles ganará en aseo y cultura lo que pierda en carácter y colorido” (Galdós1640). !
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riesgo, gracias a los medios de locomoción establecidos para explotar la ascensión como una 
lucrativa industria. El Vesubio produce a Nápoles una buena renta. No hay en parte alguna 
mina más beneficiosa que este volcán, célebre por sus estragos” (1641). 
One cannot really understand a culture or see a space until one has experienced a real 
proximity to it. The guidebooks or modern technologies cannot really describe or reproduce 
the aura of a certain space, just as the aura of a piece of art cannot be reproduced: 
Por mi parte, puedo decir que cuando vi a Pompeya parecíame que la veía por 
segunda vez o que, al menos, no era cosa enteramente nueva para mí. Esto con 
respecto a la parte puramente arquitectónica de la ciudad desenterrada; pero en cuanto 
al espíritu que encierra, a las sombras que en ella moran, recuerdo o expresión 
misteriosa de una vida anterior, la visita a Pompeya fue para mí fuente de emociones 
enteramente desconocidas. (Galdós 1643) 
What is most interesting, according to Galdós, it is the modernity of the city of Pompey, a 
city that even if it is associated with a very distant past, evokes a modern space. Pompey is 
presented in the same manner, as Florence or Rome, giving the impression to the reader that 
it is still part of contemporaneity: “En todos los sitios de la ciudad encontramos puntos de 
vista de admirable belleza. Los trozos de arquitectura jónica, las columnas truncadas del foro, 
los templos sin techo, las hileras de casas forman decoraciones majestuosas, en cuyo fondo se 
destaca orgulloso y siempre amenazante el Vesubio” (1645). In this situation, Nature comes 
to help the man create and preserve this modern space through the volcanic eruption as a 
positive element, which helped in its turn preserving the architecture of the city and its art. 
The past works as recuperation of Italy from the margins of Europe and this process of 
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recovery can be well compared to that of Spain. The “real” and “original” Italy is 
automatically part of Europe as its past and glory cannot be duplicated in the present. 
 Away from the accelerated pace and sensory excesses of modern Western life, both 
writers encounter sightseeing and walking as a way of creating and connecting with a 
specific place. Following an itinerary closer to the Grand Tour in Alarcón’s case and 
transitioning further from it in Galdós, in both texts there are scenes of intense aesthetic 
contemplation that operate as strategies of appropriation of a European cultural space. At the 
same time, their choice of travels reveals both an independence of spirit as both reject fixed  
















                                                               CHAPTER 3 
 WOMEN WRITERS AND NINETEENTH-CENTURY REALITIES:  
CARMEN DE BURGOS 
 
Carmen de Burgos: from flâneuse to journalist abroad 
As the first Spanish female war correspondent, journalist, writer, Carmen de Burgos 
(1867-1932) played an active part in the Spanish political, social and cultural context, giving 
voice to and synthesizing in remarkable ways the key anxieties of her time not only regarding 
gender, but also race and national identity. Known for essays such as El divorcio en España 
(1904) or La mujer moderna y sus derechos (1927) and controversial at times both for her 
works as well as for her personal figure of a working single mother,78 the author challenges 
topics related to women’s role and limits within Spanish society, emphasizing at the same 
time in her discourse an important feature of modernity: the increasingly blurred division 
between high art and mass culture79 as well as an imagined utopian modern Spain, grounded 
in Spanish society and Western modernity.  
Characterized initially as “escritora ama de casa” (Simon Palmer 130) and together 
with other women writers of her time such as Emilia Pardon Bazán, Carmen de Burgos 
breaks the pattern followed by the feminist scholars who were forced to a great extent to 
remain outside the canon. Her success and popularity are greatly related to essays analyzing 
everyday life in Spain and they were mainly published in well-known journals, a !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!78!En Carmen de Burgos Colombine en la Edad de Plata de la literatura española, Concepción 
Núñez Rey emphasizes the author’s achievements:“En enero de 1903 se convirtió en la primera mujer 
redactora de un periódico, del naciente Diario Universal. Su director, Augusto Suárez de  
Figueroa, concedió a Carmen esta oportunidad histórica confiándole la columna diaria «Lecturas para 
la mujer».Fue un acontecimiento repleto de significados para su vida: alcanzaba la solidez profesional 
en el periodismo, su principal vocación, abría un cauce permanente, diario, para hacer "oír su voz, y 
se convertía por primera vez en pionera (lo será mas veces) ejerciendo como periodista profesional” 
(55). !79! See Andreas Huyssen’s After the Great Divide: Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism. 
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consequence of the increasingly popular culture, which was becoming more accessible to all 
levels of society. Apart from discussing topics strictly related to feminism, the author is also 
concerned with Spain’s advancement from a political, economical, cultural and social point 
of view, features related to modernity but also to feminist issues. 
Partly due to limits imposed on women writers within the Spanish cultural domain, 
Carmen de Burgos often addresses all these previous mentioned issues only indirectly within 
her writings. Starting with analyzing the space of the city as an invisible flâneuse and 
continuing with journeys abroad as a journalist, travel becomes a way for her to escape a 
marginalized situation of expression for women authors, a way to have access to the public 
sphere, even if in a limited way as well. At the same time, Carmen de Burgos also suggests 
that travel is linked to Europeanization and modernity in general, even if, again, for women 
there are differences and prohibitions against entering the public sphere.  Her symbolic 
journey of contributing to the Spanish cultural environment starts with an analysis of Spanish 
society within the urban space, a paradigm of modernity. Her observations emphasize 
Spain’s marginal position with respect to modernity, especially in relation to one important 
aspect, gender.80 Carmen de Burgos’s works reveal that the persistent association between 
their figure and tradition or the domestic sphere always frames women’s participation in 
modernity. She tries to break this pattern by escaping the space of the city related to the idea 
of limitation and by traveling abroad.  
This chapter investigates how Carmen de Burgos’s texts interact in order to produce 
an analytical framework of Spanish modernity and at the same time to interrupt a fixed 
interpretation of Spain as liminal both to Europe and modernity. The readings of these texts !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!80 Michael Ugarte writes: “differences between men and women in the city reveal the tensions between the 
public and the private, as well as the vigilance and fear of the other, the danger of the city, and the self-
consciousness of the body” (Madrid, 187).!
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focus on a notion of rupture in this representation instead of a homogenous representation of 
Spain as travelers from other countries, such as Theophile Gautier, described it.81 
Madrid is the example of Spain’s marginal position vis-à-vis modernity as its urban 
space was a limit to women writers’ censored role in society which did not allow her to 
freely wander the city and analyze it. As Janet Wolff mentions in her article The Invisible 
Flâneuse: Women and the Literature of Modernity, the solitary and independent life of the 
flâneur, a symbol of modernity, was not open to or associated with the figure of the woman, 
who had to be active and visible in other ways in the public arena (148). Carmen de Burgos’s 
example confirms her role of invisible flâneuse within the Spanish public sphere and as a 
consequence the author’s need to use a technique that Maite Zubiaurre refers to as “double-
writing,” looking at the same time for other possible models of modernity outside the 
Spanish borders. In order to walk within the male-centered metropolis Madrid, Carmen de 
Burgos had to hire a male escort “whose sole task was to accompany her to the quarters of 
the Diario Universal, where she had to submit her daily contribution” (Zubiaurre 59). It is 
interesting that she could later find more freedom in traveling alone abroad, which apparently 
posed no threat to the established order, than within the space of the former metropolis, 
Madrid. Finally, the Spanish public sphere remained a masculine dominated space while at 
the same time the experience of “modernity” remained for the most part equated with 
experience in the public arena.  
Her authorship as a traveler starts therefore with her limited invisible role of flâneuse 
within the space of Madrid. This role is directly related to that of her contribution to turn-of-
the-century Madrid feminism through her reading of the city in different ways, an important 
one being to “articulate invisibility and the tensions between two colliding realities: on the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
81 Theophile Gautier. Voyage en Espagne. Paris: Charpentier.1845. 
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one hand the cultural mainstream that asserts women’s absence and on the other, the tangible 
presence of women’s bodies” (Ugarte 84). 
 Travel became important for Carmen de Burgos in order to escape from the limits 
imposed by Spanish society on her not only as a woman but also as an author. It is the 
common denominator of her two works En la Guerra (1909) and Por Europa (1916), two 
texts that belong to the hybrid genre of travel writing. Carmen de Burgos is experimenting 
with this hybrid form mixing various genres such as war reportage and fiction.82 These two 
works were initially intended to be published in journals and be accessible to readers 
belonging to different classes. This aspect is important as it represents an attempt to present 
in an accessible manner a foreign cultural space such as Italy and Morocco to middle class 
Spanish readers in ways that are directly related to the anxieties regarding Spanish 
modernity. 
Even if the two novels reveal the protagonist’s experience within a new culture, Italy 
and Morocco respectively, the author chose different frameworks for each of them, a 
reminder of the close relationship between novel and travelogue and their reliance on each 
other.83 Por Europa belongs to the most popular and accepted form of travel narrative, the 
letter. At the same time, by addressing the reader directly, this form of travel writing seems 
to be more transparent as it promises to present a new space and culture just as photography 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!82!From poems to autobiographies, travel narratives however “can be found in a number of atypical, even 
surprising forms” (Adams 44). As a conclusion in general regarding the reciprocal relationship between 
narrative fiction and travel narration, “prose fiction and the travel account have evolved together, are heavily 
indebted to each other, and are often similar in both content and technique” (Adams 279). 83!“Travel narrative, the récit de voyage, is not just a first-person journal kept by a traveler. Nor it is simply a 
photograph in words of what a traveler observes. As the patient reader of this book will perhaps see, the 
traveler, like the “noveler”, has a thousands forms and formulas from which to choose when writing the account 
of a trip, whether he intends to publish his account or not” (Adams ix). !
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does.84 On the other hand, En la Guerra is presented as a fictional form of travel narrative 
and it fits the form of a simple narrative, another framework adopted by this hybrid genre.85  
During the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century, Western travel 
narrative in general accepted  “ideal” travelers, male, privileged, possessing the leisure and 
means to tour Europe. Their travelling and reporting were an importance reference existing 
during that time and Carmen de Burgos had to take into consideration this existing corpus of 
travel writing and its popularity. As a consequence, she had to negotiate conventions of travel 
literature in resistance to and in compliance with generic expectations, creating hybrids that 
drew on popular archetypes, such as guidebooks, which would appeal to a larger public. 
 
Carmen de Burgos on Italy: Por Europa 
Por Europa (Impresiones) is the result of Carmen de Burgos’s travel originally taken 
in order to analyze the European educational systems, funded by a grant from the ministry of 
public education. At the same time she served as a foreign correspondent for the newspaper 
Heraldo de Madrid and her reports were published as articles, an example of her role as 
mediator between high and popular culture through her writings. This travelogue contains 55 
letters directed to José Fernandez, a journalist writing for El Pais, and they are presented as 
unmediated impressions of her travels. The letters have specific dates and places and as a 
consequence the reader can easily follow the trajectory of the writer and her first person 
narrative. The first edition of this book also stands out through the importance it gives to !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!84!“One of the three most prolific kinds of travel narratives, whether informal or formal, has always been the 
letter…one of the best of letter writers, Mme de Sevigne, traveled throughout France but especially Brittany and 
Provence in the late seventeenth century and sent back her literary masterpieces to her daughter and friends” 
(Adams 43). 
85 “By no means always written in the first person, it customarily gives dates and names of places, normally 
leaps and lingers while moving inexorably forward with the journey, and often includes an essay on the nature 
or advantages of travel” (Adams 44).!
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visual culture, as it contains images of the places Carmen de Burgos visited: “Hay que 
destacar también en Por Europa la belleza de la edición, que se completa con una enorme 
cantidad de ilustraciones, fotografías, grabados y reproducciones de los lugares visitados y de 
un gran numero de obras de arte descritas y mencionadas. Se incluye casi una ilustración por 
cada una de las quinientas tres paginas de que consta el libro” (156). 
The association between journalism and the figure of Carmen de Burgos is 
particularly important as it comes at a time when critics analyze the blurring boundaries 
between a traditional bourgeois high culture and a commercial mass culture as an important 
part of the culture of modernity. As a representative of modernity, French culture exercises a 
great influence over this concept and its divisions. Emilia Pardo Bazán’s travel narratives86 
for instance address this perpetual comparison with France and Carmen de Burgos follows in 
her path, referring especially to the cultural production: “Viene a mi memoria la frase de 
Larra« Escribir en Paris es escribir; escribir en Madrid es realizar un monologo»” (68). 
The cultural comparison with France is part of a Spanish tradition and it is evident especially 
in the form of cultural imports from France.87 This aspect however does not apply to France, 
as Spain is not an important client for France in the exportation of books in Spanish. In fact, 
their number declined between 1890 and 1920 (Botrel 582). The great influence of the 
French book market in the Spanish culture88 and modern cultural capital becomes an uneven !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!86!Emilia Pardo Bazán. Al pie de la torre Eiffel (1889) and Por Francia y por Alemania (1890). 87!“El grado de dependencia respecto a Francia puede apreciarse, a nivel institucional, a partir de indicadores 
tales como el numero de traducciones o de adaptaciones, las importaciones de libros y de impresos en general 
franceses y también castellanos, la presencia de intereses franceses en el sector de la librería y de la edición, el 
consumo de bienes culturales diversos, desde las noticias de Paris hasta los patrones de moda, o la actividad 
mas o menos autentica de agentes de Francia, diplomáticos, corresponsales de prensa, libreros y otros 
intermediarios culturales” (Botrel 543). 88!“Entre los cuarenta y cinco libreros existentes en Madrid en 1861, tres pertenecen a franceses o están 
dirigidos por ellos… ¿ Se trata de una casualidad? Son los únicos libreros que insertan publicidad en la 
publicación de donde hemos extraído la información y de ese modo rompen, con sus practicas, con la 
mediocridad casera de la librería madrileña y española de la época” (Botrel 545).!
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modernity in terms regarding gender or political freedom. Women did not have equal access 
to the public sphere but even so, female illiteracy decreased from 71.4 % in 1900 to 43.5 % 
in 1920 (Botrel 309). Women’s access to these texts became more open with the appearance 
of the novela por entregas between 1850 and 1870. These texts belonging to mass culture 
made print texts available to readers at a low cost spread over time (Botrel 112). Travel 
narratives come to complement these texts but at the same time forced nineteenth century 
writers to confront their relationship with mass culture “as they tried to find a role for 
themselves in a society where old and new existed in tension, and where modernization was 
not accompanied by political freedom” (Sieburth 22). There was always the fear of becoming 
a cheap copy of Europe and “an identity crisis has occurred in which tradition is no longer 
viable, but new values to replace it are nowhere to be found” (Sieburth 233). 
From the beginning of Por Europa, Carmen de Burgos establishes both a symbolic 
and a physical division between Spain and the rest of Europe. She describes what it means to 
travel within a European space, emphasizing the change of times in a modern world when 
physical frontiers are no longer important:  
Confieso que al salir de Madrid no he sentido la tristeza de dejar la patria. Hoy las 
fronteras se conservan para la vida política de las naciones; pero el espíritu que nos 
anima es cosmopolita, las facilidades de los viajes, la difusión rápida de las noticias 
telegráficas por medio de la prensa y lo universal de las obras literarias, forman esta 
hermosa fraternidad que nos hace encontrarnos en los países extranjeros tan a gusto 
como en aquel donde nacimos. (de Burgos 9) 
Carmen de Burgos has experienced what it means to be a foreigner within the space of Spain 
and now underlines the diverse divisions which can form inside the borders of the same 
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cultural space, but where she could find another home finally: “la familia que me aguarda en 
un pequeño rincón de Andalucía y a los amigos de ese Madrid tan cariñoso y expansivo, 
donde era forastera hace pocos años y hoy tengo mi patria de adopción” (10). While crossing 
the border to France, the author stresses the importance of the frontier, this space which 
clearly delineates the differences between Spain and France: “pero no hay tiempo de 
reflexionar; ya se divisa la frontera. Acude a mi mente, con rapidez cinematográfica, toda la 
historia de esta nación vecina, grande sobre toda grandeza, porque de ella han partido los 
vientos benditos de libertad que vivificaron al viejo mundo, derribaron tronos y tiranos y 
estremecen aun a las naciones” (18).At the same time, this concept of frontier is brought up 
only in the beginning of her journey, while crossing the space from Spain to France and 
while travelling by train, a modern transportation system. The author emphasizes the fact that 
Spanish cultural export does not have any value in the modern space of France: 
En Hendaya está la Aduana francesa que ha de reconocer nuestros equipajes. Me 
habían prevenido de las incomodidades que el registro proporciona; pero, en honor de 
la verdad, debo decir que no encontré ninguna molestia. Todo fue pura formula; se 
limitaron a preguntarme si llevaba tabaco o aguardiente, sin poner en duda mi 
negativa. Verdad es que al abrir los baúles y verlos llenos de libros, el aduanero hizo 
un gesto de extrañeza y no sintió deseos de revolverlos. Los libros españoles son 
mercancía que pasa poco la frontera. (de Burgos 19). 
Carmen de Burgos never mentions the concept of passport associated with crossing the 
frontier, as this material object implies a limit, a loss of authority in the traveler, the loss of 
the ability to write the journey, to travel without restriction, exactly the opposite of her 
traveling purpose. 
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  The first contact with the French towns brings along a reminder of the geographical 
closeness of Spain. In Bayonne the writer emphasizes the Spanish influence in this space 
which contains elements of the modern and old, similar to Spain:“la influencia española se 
deja sentir mucho en esta ciudad, los dueños de fondas y restaurants son por lo general 
españoles, y se escucha más nuestro idioma y el vascuence que el francés. Después de 
recorrer  la población, mezcla de lo arcaico y lo moderno, fuimos a ver la catedral” (22).  
The archaism of Spanish society is related to an economic aspect and it is more 
accentuated through a constant comparison to France. Spanish people, Carmen de Burgos 
suggests, do not know how to make the most of a new modern economy and remain in the 
past. This aspect may be an allusion not only to Spanish economy but also to the former 
colonies and the attempt to inscribe an authority over these spaces: 
Son franceses ricos que viven en España, donde tienen una gran empresa minera; 
extranjeros que trabajan nuestro suelo, porque los capitales españoles se conservan en 
su mayoría por hombres acostumbrados a esconder las monedas dentro del calcetín en 
el fondo del arca. A semejanza de las viejas de aldea viven al día, sin aspiraciones, 
incapaces de esfuerzo, contentos de engordar con su grasiento cocido, cuando lo es, y 
ocultando el dinero como si sintiesen instintiva vergüenza al poseerlo, igual que el 
mayordomo perezoso de la parábola que no supo hacer fructificar la hacienda que se 
le confiara (de Burgos 24). 
Within a space which represents progress in Carmen de Burgos’s opinion, Spain has to 
escape its reputation abroad, not only from an economical point of view but also culturally: 
“Nuestra literatura más conocida en Francia mantiene la leyenda, que explotan desde el 
modesto paisajista, pintando abanicos y panderetas al gusto del extranjero, hasta Zuloaga, un 
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pintor nebuloso, que goza de gran fama y presenta sevillanas con mantón de Manila y 
sombrero calanes, fumando en las puertas de sus casas” (36).  
The writer recognizes the gaze of the tourist representative of a metropolitan culture 
which is used to negate the Other: “Cuando la dueña de la casa nos presenta, suele escaparse 
una exclamación de asombro a algún buen alemán o americano que nos examina con 
curiosidad impertinente, como si fuésemos ejemplares raros. Uno me ha preguntado si había 
ya trenes en España, y otro si viajo para ver al Papa” (236). Now Spain is identified with a 
negative space, similar to Morocco. It is no longer considered to be part of Europe, but is 
associated with the South, and is thus an “Other” even though geographically it is part of a 
European space. The author uses an ironic voice while confronting other tourists ignorant 
about Spain’s situation vis-à-vis Europe. While asking them if they ever visited Spain, their 
answer that they have been only to Morocco prompts her to respond “es casi lo mismo” 
(236), thus ironically reinforcing Europe’s vision of Spain. Beyond this specific situation, De 
Burgos is ironic towards their inability to observe and reflect independently of the scripted 
journey. 
While emphasizing its positive features, Carmen de Burgos admits that this new 
modern world can have negative, even grotesque connotations, such as it is symbolically 
reflected in French fashion. We read: “los sombreros tienen aquí algo de carnavalesco que 
nosotros no conocemos, pero cuanto más veo los sombreros en París, más amo la mantilla 
española” (48). In an ambivalent representation, this new modern world is seen at times as a 
superficial space which does not have the same cultural value, or has a different cultural 
capital than the one found in places evoking antiquity, such as Italy: “La gran fama de Paris 
consiste en las facilidades que para divertirse ofrece. Se va a Italia para admirar, a Inglaterra 
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o Alemania para aprender, a Grecia o al Extremo Oriente para soñar y a Paris para divertirse” 
(55). Before starting her journey through Italy, Carmen de Burgos does not seem to accept 
the idea of progress as reflected in the modernity in France: “En cuanto a la gente elegante, 
no puede usted imaginar cuanto se inventa para procurarles emociones nuevas. ¿Será esto 
progreso?” (57). 
As she enters Italy, the first image Carmen de Burgos presents of the country is from 
the port in Genoa, in the North: “Se alzaba el sol del mar envuelto en la luz rojiza y dulce que 
permite mirar el gran disco sin quemarse las pupilas, como un tirano de Oriente, que al 
despertar del ensueño se deja acariciar por las odaliscas y las rechaza brutalmente cuando la 
energía sacude su enervamiento” (171). The description is an example of a poetics of excess 
used by the author in order to describe these new places. The images related with this space 
reinforce the idea of North, as the author remembers Columbus and its association with 
Spain: “Al paso por las calles, he visto varias estatuas sobre magníficos monumentos; uno 
muy notable, al salir de la estación, dedicado al descubridor de América. Lo saludé como si 
fuera un hijo de España hallado en tierra extranjera” (174).  
From Geneva, Carmen de Burgos visits Rome in order to see how the past glory and 
the political fragmented present can mix: “No es el ser capital de la monarquía italiana; no es 
el ser la sede del Orbe católico lo que impresiona a los que no podemos figurarnos ya a los 
Lamas y a los reyes sin plumas en la cabeza y collares de dientes. Son su arte, sus recuerdos, 
su gloria, la historia de sus Cesares y sus Repúblicos” (213). The author emphasizes she does 
not want to go back in past, but that she is looking for a way to reconcile the same glorious 
past with the present: “Sí, yo no amo la Roma del pasado, ni lo que ha quedado de el en el 
presente; amo la Roma que renace, la Roma moderna, la capital del Estado italiano, 
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emancipado de los Pontifices, floreciente, unido y libre” (214). Similar to Alarcón, the 
traveler claims European identity by identifying with the historical and present knowledge of 
this space.  
While in Rome Carmen de Burgos rejects the signs of the modern, capitalist world. 
Her goal is to find a space which is not affected by industrialism and where an earlier age      
“had not yet lost its power to imagine other futures,”89 an anticipation of her nostalgia at 
visiting the ruins of Pompey: 
Pero a mi me ofenden estas calles modernas, estos palacios restaurados, las luces 
eléctricas, los coches, los automóviles y todos estos hombres y mujeres vestidos por 
el patrón universal de las modas francesas. Yo deseaba ver la otra, la Roma que 
llevamos en la imaginación; la de los repúblicos, de los cónsules y de los cesares, o 
siquiera la de los pontífices-reyes, poderosos e impúdicos que paseaban entre esbirros  
sus mancebas (de Burgos 302). 
The author then reconciles the “Othering” of Spain by the French by rejecting French 
concepts of modernity mentioned earlier. She also claims the same authority as any other 
European tourist over these territories as she perceives her cultural belonging within this 
space. 
Carmen de Burgos uses even more her authority as traveler abroad when she analyzes 
the architecture and the mix of cultures and influences the tourist can find especially in 
religion, offering a different perspective on this issue:    
Hay un admirable consorcio del paganismo con la religión católica; es el arte el que 
realiza este milagro. En este reducido espacio se guardan espinas de la corona de 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!89!See Andreas Huyssen. “Nostalgia for Ruins.” Grey Room. 23 (Spring 2006): 6-21.!
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Jesús y preciosos relieves de Neptuno y de asuntos mitológicos. Ya antes se ve la pila 
bautismal con atributos del Dios Baco. En Italia vive siempre el paganismo y penetra 
hasta en los templos católicos (de Burgos 255). 
Her visit to the Vatican and the description of the Gabinete Secreto is a way to criticize the 
invisibility of the figure of women within the Catholic Church. The author with her 
credentials as a journalist can have access to all these places where religion would normally 
prohibit her the access: “Su entrada, prohibida a sacerdotes, mujeres y niños despertó mi 
curiosidad y he logrado que se abra su puerta para mi” (265).  
The author further dedicates a great part of her trip to the detailed description of 
Southern Italy, constantly compared and contrasted to Andalucía. In introducing this space, 
Carmen de Burgos associates it with the name of Alexander von Humboldt, known for his 
colonial travel observations during the beginning of the 19th century: “Humboldt ha dicho 
que solo tres ciudades en el mundo merecen serlo por su situación geográfica: 
Constantinopla, Lisboa y Nápoles. Pienso que no hay ninguna tan bella como esta ultima” 
(216). She is establishing therefore a type of framework she is going to follow in her 
descriptions, where nature description occupies an important space. Within the South, the 
author is connecting many spaces to Spanish history: “¡Caserta! Nombre funesto en nuestra 
historia. Mientras contemplaba su magnifico palacio real, iluminado por los primeros rayos 
de sol, he tenido la visión de los antiguos napolitanos, he sentido ya la proximidad de la 
alegre Andalucía de Italia” (214). 
The traveler is nostalgic for the time when southern Italy was part of the Spanish 
empire especially notable in “Carta XI: Recuerdos del pasado”: “Recuerdos de España hay 
aquí por todas partes: lápidas conmemorativas, monumentos y edificios levantados por 
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nuestros virreyes a los que se deben las mejores obras que posee Nápoles” (247). Carmen de 
Burgos makes observations not only about the description of space or nature but also 
regarding the cultural and social mix that forms the Southern Italian people: 
Es una mezcla extraña la del pueblo napolitano. ¿ Como no? Cientos de razas han 
dejado aquí sus huellas, desde las gentes escapadas del antiguo continente de la 
Atlantida, hasta cuantos pueblos conocidos cita la historia. Jardín del mundo, se 
comprende que los hombres lucharan desde muy antiguo por la posesión del suelo de 
Italia (de Burgos 219). 
The beauty of the city in a glorious past and its decadent present are emphasized through the 
contrast of the images representing the present way of living of people in Naples and the 
architecture of the city: “la miseria del pueblo de Nápoles es incomprensible, cuando se ve 
esta ciudad tan bella, tendida sobre sus colinas, dulce y perezosa como si arrullase el sueno 
de la antigua sirena de Partenope” (222). Her guide through Naples is a journalist, Giuseppe 
Gramegna, director of the journal Revista Franco-Italiana. The most important aspect is the 
legendary past and the nostalgia it evokes regarding its history: “Cuatro pasos mas, y 
encontramos la lápida que marca el sitio donde está la tumba de Virgilio. Si viniera un guía 
con nosotros, destruiría esta ilusión con razonamientos de sabios que lo niegan; pero hoy no 
estamos para escuchar la voz de la ciencia. Después de todo, ¿qué importa que no sea esta la 
tumba de Virgilio si su espíritu vive aquí?” (227). 
Even if she mentions Italy and Spain as a general comparison, the author focuses 
more on Southern Spain and Southern Italy: 
No puede a los españoles sorprendernos mucho Italia; hay, como ya lo he hecho 
notar, gran afinidad de costumbres y carácter con los de España. Quine conozca los 
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puertos andaluces, no puede admirarse de esta nube de gentes serviles que nos rodea 
ofreciéndonos centenares de baratijas, barcas, billetes para los vapores, albergos, etc. 
( de Burgos 205). 
Another way of presenting a culture is through its food. The traveler thus follows Alarcón or 
Galdós in paying attention to different sights rather than what the touristic guides cultural 
codes imply.90 The author refers to a lack of refinement, contrasting directly with France for 
example but tackling a subject, food, that has not been mentioned often before and that is an 
important part of a culture. In this sense, the European North, even with its power within the 
modern world, does not have the same rich cultural heritage as the South: “dejando la poesía 
por la realidad, aquí comemos la famosa sopa de pescado y mariscos con todo el perfume de 
las algas del mar; las otras del lago Fusaro y las frutas que celebró Enrique Heine, 
comparando el jugo de esta tierra de fuego, con la fría Alemania y sus manzanas… asadas” 
(233). 
The 8th letter, “La Andalucía Italiana” directly refers to Southern Italy as Andalucía, 
but seeing it from a different, modern perspective while travelling in a modern transportation 
system: “Amanece cuando el tren se detiene en la estación de la antigua señora del mundo. 
¿Se puede venir aquí con indiferencia? Me lo he preguntado con algo de secreta inquietud 
todo el camino, y al llegar he comprendido que es imposible no sentir la sugestión de la 
grandeza romana” (212).The author is emphasizing the impossibility of transparency of the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!90!“La pizza es una torta de harina de trigo asada en las brasas, sobre la que vierten una gotas de aceite y hierbas 
aromáticas o colocan un pedazo de tomate o de sardina. Lo curioso es verlos comer; nada de cucharas ni de 
mesas; de pie, introducen los dedos de la mano derecha en el plato que sostiene la izquierda, levantan la madeja 
dorada de los macarrones en el aire mas alta que su cabeza, abren la boca y van sorbiendo los amarillos hilos. 
En cuanto a la torta se hace un rollo y se la introducen en tan grandes pedazos dentro de la boca, que parece que 
se van a desencajar las mandíbulas. Si durante la operación se les mira, sacan la lengua y hacen un gesto. En ese 
momento son ricos, son señores, no necesitan nada…un instante después vendrán a sacudir el polvo del abrigo 
de su excelencia pidiéndole un sueldo para la otra comida” (de Burgos 220). !
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travel narratives, as there is always another voice related to the author’s preconceived images 
related to the places visited.  
 An important and nostalgic part of the travelogue, chapter 13, is dedicated to the visit 
to Pompey, evoking the origins and identity related to the past which is now in ruins: “Vivo 
ahora a muchos siglos de distancia de nuestra sociedad actual. Contemplando todos los días 
estas ruinas de Pompeya y Herculano y las antigüedades de los museos, nos transportamos a 
una existencia y unas costumbres distintas de las nuestras, que acaban por sernos familiares y 
queridas” (269). This sentiment of nostalgia and of the desire to be living in the past prevails 
along the description of this place: 
Hay momentos en que tengo la crueldad de alegrarme de la destrucción de Pompeya. 
De haber continuado su vida vulgar, sufriría como todas las ciudades de la antigua 
Europa, los efectos de las hordas cristianas que arruinaron su brillante civilización. El 
Vesubio vino a cubrirla con su manto de cenizas para guardarla como un libro abierto 
al estudio de la posteridad (de Burgos 269). 
Nostalgia can be seen as a longing for something in the past that is no longer accessible, 
represented especially by the symbol of ruins, which  “has accompanied Western modernity 
since the 18th century” (Huyssen 3). Carmen de Burgos’ desire to bring back the past is 
revealed within the desire to revive the space of the city of Pompey and its past glory and 
advancement: 
He recorrido cien veces estas calles con pavimento de lava donde están aun marcadas 
las huellas de los antiguos carros; he ido de visita de una a otra casa, como si se 
tratase de antiguos amigos. En algunos momentos parece que estamos en una ciudad 
habitada; circulan empleados, guardas, y viajeros sin cesar por las silenciosas calle; 
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las casas están reconstruidas con admirable acierto…las fuentes de mármol y los 
Hermes se levantan por todas partes, vuelve a correr el agua de los surtidores. 
¡Pompeya revive! (de Burgos 270). 
Another ideal of modernity Carmen de Burgos was looking for relates to commodities. The 
modern world does not have to be only practical, such as in the negative description of 
modern life in France. Modern life has to be something the old inhabitants of Pompey 
incorporated in all the sectors of their life, practicality as well as art: “¡Cuán vulgar y 
prosaica es nuestra vida! Aquí sabían unir belleza y sentido practico. Como no hay fábricas 
que hagan todos los objetos semejantes, se busca de continuo la originalidad, rivalizan en 
crear formas bellas” (280). The modernity of old life in Pompey is contrasted with the 
grotesque yet modern of the fashion in Paris: “La coquetería moderna no es más refinada que 
la antigua; botes llenos de preciosos aceites, un servicio de tocador con polvera, pinceles para 
las cejas, pulidor de unas, limpia oídos, hierros para rizar el cabello, carmín, afeites y 
esencias, todo como en el gabinete de una cocotte francesa o de una dama de la moderna 
aristocracia” (281). Modernity, apart from participating in a discursive colonial project, also 
relates to cultural and economic factors. Travel narratives best portray this synthesis of 
factors and Carmen de Burgos uses them to confirm that such a model of modernity is not 
completely possible within Europe if it is correlated to marginalized and liminal countries 
such as Italy or Spain. 
She criticizes tourists who do not have the curiosity to explore the past:“Son pueblos 
aficionados a viajar no por arte, sino por moda; para pasear su espleen y disfrutar más suaves 
climas. Lo ven todo como por obligación, guía en mano; se fijan más en si el suelo está 
limpio que en si el cielo es bello; y prefieren una chuleta a la mejor estatua” (236). More 
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precisely, this negative aspect can be seen as a continuation of the negative perception of 
modernity notable in her descriptions of France. 
 
Carmen de Burgos’s representation of Italy: The North/South dynamic 
Carmen de Burgos’s fictional texts and travelogues interact in order not only to 
produce an analytical framework of Spanish modernity but at the same time to question the 
basis of a Eurocentrism commonly related only to territories outside Europe. As in the case 
of Edward Said, travel studies take into account more French and British archives or travel 
accounts that observe foreign territories or colonies in opposition just with these two 
representatives of modernity. Instead of a dialectics of East and West, an opposition between 
North and South starts to be more obvious, with countries such as Spain and Italy belonging 
to a negatively charged south and with politically powerful northern countries such as 
England or Germany entitled to define borders and identities. As a consequence, Europe 
“arises as a structure of dichotomies or polarities: good versus evil, identity versus 
difference” (Dainotto 20). Italy, just like Spain occupies a different place within a canonical 
Eurocentric view: “The vision of Southern Italy as a liminal zone between Europe and Africa 
forms part of the consolidation of a Eurocentric world view between the mid 18th and mid 
19th century” (Moe 49).  
Especially in her works related to travel, Carmen de Burgos adopts a style of “double-
writing” to use Zubiaurre’s term (59), where she can relate to topics that apparently would 
pose no threat to the established male-centered order. Carmen de Burgos does so in a way 
that is unique: she chooses to portray the “Other” while coming herself from a hybrid 
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territory within Europe, at a time when Southern Europe, including Spain, is considered to 
belong outside Europe. 
Carmen de Burgos’s use of travel writing reveals the paradigm of Europe versus the 
Orient in a different way and away from its canonical status. The South and its culture is now 
seen as a deficiency of Europeanness, as its past which is used by modern political powers to 
configure a new order and a new idea of Europe. Roberto Dainotto notes in Europe (In 
theory) that the concept of colonialism is present within European borders and its mostly 
related to the Spanish one, an empire that has now collapsed and had to be put now under the 
supervision of Europe (97). 
In the view of writers such as Voltaire, France represents the modernity standard, the 
heart of Europe, while Italy is the equivalent of a paradise lost and “a memento of a time that 
no longer is” (Dainotto 98).  For other writers such as Rousseau, the South represented a 
positive utopia, a place of an original ancientness and of the past. Voltaire was against an 
“undesirable modernity,” against the attempt to transform women and men into Parisians 
(Dainotto 96). As a consequence, to reclaim the Europeanness of the South means also to 
theorize a Europe not simply as shaped in the image of Paris, but capable of including the 
Southern difference. Italy is an example of a place where history, not modernity, was the 
leading glory of the country: “archeological excavations of Pompeii and Ercolano not the 
modern marvels of Versailles, gave a sense of place” (Dainotto 99). 
During the 18th century the paradigm of Northern Europe hegemony was flipped 
upside down by writers such as Juan Andrés, with countries such as Spain depicted as “the 
very origin of all that is modern in Europe, the origin of rhymed poetry, of the roman and of 
modern theatre” (Dainotto 89). There was an attempt to decenter a profoundly Francocentric 
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Europe. For other writers such as Madame de Stael, modernity is a “European success story 
from which the Orient was once excluded” (Dainotto 90). A new definition of Europe begins 
to form from the new antithesis between North and South, as a spiritual progress from an old 
past to a modern North. 
Spaniards must be viewed as living in constant renewed history: carrying on their 
glorious imperial traditions without rejecting modern progress and realizing at the same time 
the importance of the European identity and its relation to the world beyond. The opposition 
between North and South is the equivalent of West versus East in modern day Europe. 
The South was a crucial category for analyzing the construction of Italian and 
European identity in the 19th century, as every national identity has taken shape in a 
comparative frame of reference and through cultural exchange with foreigners. The excess of 
description and imagination is specific for a description of this space such as one would find 
in the writings of Alexander von Humboldt for example: “Y frente a mí, sobre todo este 
cuadro, con una belleza suprema, como un Jupiter amenazante y protector, se alza el Monte 
Vesubio coronado por su penacho de humo y su diadema de llamas” (de Burgos 224). 
At the same time, key elements representing the South are used as reference for a 
return to the past, such as the panoramic view of the Vesuvius, one of the great landscape 
commonplaces in the 19th century European imagination (Moe45). Western Europeans 
sought in the South peoples and places that were closer to the origins of humanity understood 
both in terms of classical antiquity and nature. In this comparison between the North and the 
South there are two contrasts: nature versus society and glorious past versus decadent 
present. As a consequence, there is a metaphorical language used while describing reference 
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points in Italy, again in excess: “Estos museos de Italia son como el mar donde han venido a 
sepultarse los ríos del arte antiguo” (de Burgos 259). 
 Carmen de Burgos’s description of Southern Italy is directly related to her description 
of Morocco, as both these places symbolically belong to the South. If in the beginning, Spain 
did not recognize or want to be associated with different cultures such as the Moorish one, 
now one can witness a reinterpretation of its origins and history. Edward Subirats mentions 
that since 1492, Spanish national identity has been formed “through the rejection of the 
religions and cultures that populated the Iberian Peninsula” (20). However, beginning with 
the first decades of the 19th century there are efforts to recover that memory in movements 
such as the Spanish recuperation of the Andalusi past in the form of the neo-imperialist signs 
on the African continent. As a consequence, the end of the century anxieties can also appear 
in the form of an association between Spain’s historical recuperation of the African 
inheritance and Spanish colonial aspirations in Africa. Spaniards appealed to their 
geographical, historical, cultural and even racial affinity to Africa and Africans in order to 
argue that Spain was far better suited than other European nations to colonize the 
neighboring continent (Martin-Márquez 51). Spaniards seek now to legitimize their 
participation in the European colonial project by emphasizing their unique relationship to 
Africa. This relationship is described in Carmen de Burgos work En la guerra: “El 
Mediterráneo, tendido entre los dos pedazos de tierra hermana, era mas bien el lago que unía 
sus riberas que la línea divisoria de la frontera de los continentes. Tal vez el origen común de 
razas y el anhelo de iguales destinos históricos eran las causas principales de la rivalidad y 
del odio entre los pueblos español y marroquí” (177). 
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Both African wars were related to the idea of reaffirming Spain’s European identity 
by demonstrating that Spain, too, participated in the presumably Western practice of 
exoticizing and /or denigrating Oriental Others. Late 19th century Spanish colonial texts that 
centered on North Africa were frequently forced to negotiate the dramatic sociocultural shifts 
associated with modernity, such as the growing independence of women (Martin-Márquez 
30). 
Modernity and travel relate at the same time to participating in a modern colonial 
project, a new method to colonize from a discursive point of view, but where it is necessary 
for the colonizer’s metropolis to belong to a modern world.91 As a consequence, traveling to 
a territory such as Morocco where the action of colonizing was underway, proves for Carmen 
de Burgos to be important in two ways: as a woman author who is given access and power to 
be a direct witness in a war zone as well as a way to correlate Spain’s importance to the 
modern world by analyzing issues which had to be limited for her as a woman author until 
then. For Spain then, participating in the modern colonial project means entering modernity 
which means at the same time, from a world perspective, being the center of world history 
through various perspectives, such as military. 
 
Spain as Morocco’s North: Carmen de Burgos in Morocco. 
Carmen de Burgos was a war correspondent for the journal El Heraldo de Madrid in 
the fall of 1909 when she traveled to Melilla. Not only did she have to face strict censorship !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
91 “El que se argumentara que España debía expandir su territorio y asumir la misión civilizadora hacienda 
Marruecos una colonia española era querer integrar a España en el proyecto moderno colonial y ubicar este país, 
todavía en los albores del desarrollo capitalista, dentro del discurso colonial moderna. Es decir, ser un imperio 
que colonizaba era estar en la modernidad-por lo menos discursivamente-y, por lo tanto, ser equiparable a las 
dos potencias imperiales modernas que, a diferencia de España, no dudaban en conquistar y colonizar nuevos 
territorios” (Blanco 420). 
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of newspaper publishing, as during the Melilla conflict any expression of antiwar sentiment 
in the newspapers was considered unpatriotic, she also had to confront the social censorship 
of her gender. She realized though that literary texts were not subject to the same scrutiny 
and as a consequence she published her novella En la Guerra in El Cuento Semanal. It tells 
the story of Alina, who married to Luis, a captain in the Spanish army, and accompanies him 
in the 1909 campaign. Her role as a protagonist communicates a perspective that Burgos 
could not express in her articles sent to El Heraldo de Madrid. Contrary to her antiwar 
sentiments in the beginning of the novella, her ambivalence regarding the war is present in 
various places within the story: “la Guerra ofrecía arteramente un espectáculo seductor y 
épico” (175). Her critical sentiments on Spain’s place within the European culture are much 
more overtly expressed than in Por Europa as she refers to Spain as “un espíritu atávico, que 
indica los siglos de nuestro atraso, en relación a la cultura mundial” (267). 
Within a conflict related more to Spain’s new place in Europe, de Burgos finds it  
important to mention the presence of other economical and political powers in the modern 
world that were supporting Spain in this war.92 The author acknowledges that Spanish glory 
has passed, however the situation of the Moroccan war establishes the background for 
reliving this glory: 
Muchos de los ingleses y españoles llevaban el uniforme de soldados del ejercito 
español. Habían sentado plaza, deseosos de combatir por la vieja Iberia a impulsos 
del amor romántico que llevo a lord Byron a morir en la Helade, o por expansión del 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92!This international presence and its importance is seen in the following description of the military compound: 
“Un joven sueco, de gustos femeninos y aspecto de pastor evangélicos e había refugiado en el estruendo de la 
guerra de África para escribir una novela de costumbres rusas; un norteamericano, desconocedor de nuestro 
idioma, reunía datos a fin de documentar una historia yanqui de la colonización española, y un doctor italiano, 
enamorado de nuestra patria con el amor de los latinos a las antiguas glorias, ofrecía sus servicios lo mismo para 
curar heridos que para combatir contra los sectarios del Profeta” (de Burgos 166). 
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espíritu aventurero, propio de todos los pueblos fuertes, merced a cuyo influjo los 
tercios españoles se alistaron, en los tiempos ya remotos de nuestras glorias, bajo 
todas las banderas que simbolizaban alguna grande empresa (de Burgos 166). 
Cosmopolitanism is one aspect that is present from the beginning of the story, not only 
through the presence of characters belonging to different parts of modern and influential 
Europe, but also through a common feature which connects all of them, journalism. 93News 
about the war was coming from the metropolis: “Se esperaban los periódicos de la Península 
con ansiedad. A pesar del retraso, ellos llevaban a los campamentos lejanos detalles de los 
combates, episodios y noticias de la suerte de los compañeros” (195). The conflict was thus 
mediated not only through the newspapers but also through travel writing.  
De Burgos reached Melilla in August 1909, shortly after the military confrontation of 
Barranco del Lobo, when Spain, while fighting against France for the protectorate of 
Morocco, became embroiled in a fight with the rebel groups in order to bring peace and 
guarantee the protectorate. She sent her first article as a war correspondent on the 8th of July 
1909, while travelling to Melilla. Her intention was to give a photographic perspective of the 
atmosphere: “Desde ese momento, se dispone a visitar, ver y dar noticia de todo cuanto se 
organiza para la atención de los heridos, pero, contra su costumbre, no comenta, no analiza, 
solo aplica una lente fotográfica” (Núñez Rey 242). As a writer and journalist, Carmen de 
Burgos’s stated intention was to be “authentic” and for this reason she had to witness directly !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
93 “En la larga mesa, que ocupaba un ala del comedor, disputaban acaloradamente periodistas, fotógrafos y 
representantes de agencias telegráficas acerca del resultado de la campana. De todos los ámbitos de la estancia, 
salían palabras en idiomas extranjeros; había allí súbditos de todas las naciones; corresponsales de los 
periódicos mas importantes de Europa y América; curiosos y desocupados, que acudían a Melilla con el ansia 
de contemplar el espectáculo de una de las pocas guerras donde se encuentra la tradición salvaje del odio de 
razas, y gran numero de turistas, caprichosos, ávidos de emociones, algunos de los cuales matizaban el conjunto 
con una extraña nota cómica” (de Burgos 166). 
 !
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not only the war but also the culture of war: “Ir a Melilla, al campo de batalla, era el modo 
mas eficaz de vencer la censura militar, de conseguir un documento real de la guerra” (Núñez 
Rey 244). 
As the idea of authenticity was important for her both as a journalist and as a woman 
writer, it is addressed directly in the preface of En la Guerra: “Lector: he escrito esta novela 
en el campamento, con el mismo brazo que acababa de curar heridas de verdad…Por eso hay 
un raro temblor en ella…Tal vez no retrate en ella todo el horror que la guerra me inspira ni 
toda la tristeza de las cosas contempladas en la ciudad, en el hospital y en el campamento, 
pero algún día haré esa historia cruel” (164). 
From an Orientalist point of view, traveling means to explore the “unexplored”, 
places Europeans had not been before, and dominate them also from a discursive point of 
view. At the same time, colonized travelers played with these conventions by applying them 
to the over-explored, over-discovered Western metropolis, reversing the periphery and 
center. 
As she was concerned that her articles would be published in newspapers and her 
popularity depended on her texts, Carmen de Burgos had to take into account that tourists 
and general readers of travel accounts to Europe in particular, after 1815, they were tired of 
imitation.94 Travel texts written about the Orient, both literary and non-literary, have a 
similar intent and a similar effect on the general public reader, especially during Carmen de 
Burgos’s time. Another problem which Carmen de Burgos faces relates to the Orientalist !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!94!Percy Adams writes: “Readers in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries had access to and knew well the 
travel literature of many nations…As for the French, Mme d’Aulnoy, probably without ever going to Spain, as 
she claimed, was able to write realistically about it because of her reading…Not only then were people of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries travelling in their own countries, into other countries, and across vast seas 
writing generously of their experiences, but their knowledge of other languages permitted them to read books 
from other countries as son as they were off the press or failing that, to read them quickly in translations, not 
just in the many collections but also individually” (Adams 76). !
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discourse regarding destinations such as Africa, when there was no alternative to 
Orientalism: “the individual is not free to write against the discursive grain, but is bound by 
an already constituted system of utterances” (Porter 4). Travel is the best way for the modern 
colonial discourse to be inculcated in the minds of the public reader by being the “vehicle by 
which our knowledge of things foreign has been mediated” (Ugarte 3). 
From the beginning of En la guerra, there is an Orientalist tendency to portray the 
new space as different and especially contrary to the European space: “De un modo 
inevitable se observaba en Melilla la separación de castas, propia de los pueblos donde se 
mezclan tan diversos elementos étnicos” (174). The presence of the European contrast is 
visible in the description of a Sunday when the officials were going to Melilla: “era una 
diversión extraordinaria comer en el Hotel Victoria, en el Balneario y en Casa de Cabo” 
(180). The description of the dinner is closely related to Europe even if there is also present 
an element of exoticism: “se sucedían platos de carne, de huevos y de pescados, legumbres y 
exquisitos postres, sin que faltara el helado, el champagne y un café que hubiera sido 
exquisito sin el agua salitrosa de Melilla” (181). 
The space of the city in Melilla is not similar to that of a metropolis, even if it 
reminds her of a place in Europe. It is destined to become the center of a war zone through its 
specific framework: “La ciudad vieja se alza sobre las prominencias roquizas como un 
castillo feudal, que hace recordar el aspecto de fortaleza del Principado de Mónaco y de todas 
esas ciudades costeras de la antigüedad, cuya contemplación apena el animo, como 
testimonios escritos en piedra de la necesidad de protegerse contra los hombres” (172). 
The city was very close to the battleground: “parecían habitaciones de pueblos 
nómadas, aduares berberiscos bajo la influencia de un ambiente genuinamente africano, 
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repulsivo a todo exótico” (175). At the same time, there is also the connection between Italy 
and Africa through the description of nature: “La silueta pizarrosa del Gurugú recordaba la 
del Vesubio por la línea quebrada de la cumbre” (177). 
In the commercial district, the place reminds the author of a specific Orient: “veíase 
claramente el deseo de atraer a los forasteros con la evocación de las leyendas, que no podían 
subsistir dentro de su atmosfera europea. Aquellas tiendecillas eran verdaderos 
bazares…Evocaban las figuras de aquellos mágicos mercaderes de Bagdad, que vendían las 
alfombras y las pomas milagrosas de los cuentos de Sheherazada” (173). 
The description of the local children is again part of the author’s ambivalence  which 
is present throughout the text. Alina’s maternal sentiment towards the locals and Spanish 
soldiers is mixed with sentiments of their negation and opposition:  
Apenas acabo la comida, una multitud de pequeños moritos llego al campamento. Se 
acercaban sin miedo a los soldados para venderles tabaco y baratijas. Nada hacia 
recordar tanto las teorías del transformismo como aquellos muchachos; parecían 
animalillos ariscos, medio salvajes, feos, de facciones fuertemente acusadas y negra 
tez. La cabeza, llena de costras, iba pelada al rape toda menos la coronilla, que dejaba 
lucir en rededor una especie de borlón de cabellos semejantes a una flor de cardencha. 
(de Burgos 184) 
Alina discovers the new territory that is described through the eyes of a new traveler, a 
tourist, even if it is a war space after all, emphasizing the foreign local element and their 
belonging to the Spanish culture after all:  
A cada momento pasaban cerca de ellos grupos de soldados, cubiertas las cabezas con 
los modernos salakof, que les roban una gran parte de su aspecto marcial; asistentes 
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de los oficiales con grandes cestas, llenas de provisiones; moros de la policía 
indígena, de ojos estúpidos y movimientos solemnes, acompasados, ensenando los 
negros zancajos entre las sucias y colgantes vestiduras, con la fusila al hombro y la 
banda de los colores de España en el brazo (de Burgos 175).  
The description of the locals continues in the same negative manner, emphasizing their 
cruelty: “la ferocidad indomable de aquellos moros rifeños” (175). Their treatment of the 
Spanish soldiers is described in the same grotesque manner: “Todos presentaban bárbaras 
mutilaciones; las cabeza machacadas con piedras, las sienes atravesadas con palos; saltados a 
punta de gumia los ojos, los cuerpos, abiertos, rellenos de piedras y los brazos y las piernas 
cortadas. No contentos con todo esto, los cadáveres aparecían quemados” (214).  
  The traveler places the description of the locals in a European cultural context: “Sin 
sus vestiduras árabes, aquellos tres muchachos hubieran recordado las pastorales de Longo, y 
sin el sol ardiente del África, que traía entre sus rayos la visión de alcázares, califas y 
odaliscas a las tristes regiones del Rif, se hubiera pensado en los cantos escandinavos, la 
nebulosa poesía del Norte y las evocaciones wagnerianas” (186). 
Spain is still considered the metropolis and its past influence is still felt within the 
colonies: 
Al pasar el coche cerca de este barrio, se cerraban todas las puertas, las mujeres y los 
muchachos corrían a esconderse, temerosos de los españoles, y algunos viejos, cuya 
alta estatura se recortaba sobresaliendo de los bajos muros de las casas, murmuraban 
en dialecto mogrebino, mezcla de castellano y árabe, palabras que bien podían 
encerrar una maldición. (de Burgos 174) 
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While the descriptions of Italy are not followed by any real future description regarding 
Spanish presence and can be considered more a utopian space, the Moroccan space is directly 
described as belonging to a Spanish space:  
El hotel se hallaba enclavado fuera del primer recinto, en la gran explanada de casas 
que forman el barrio Reina Victoria, que con el barrio del Buen Suceso, donde están 
los pabellones de la oficialidad del ejercito de África, al abrigo del cuartel de 
Santiago, constituirán, no solo el ensanche de la población, sino la base de la futura 
ciudad española, cuando pueda vivirse sin el amparo de las murallas. (de Burgos 172) 
The relationship between the Spanish soldiers95 and their families, their wait for news from 
them and the imagination of telling the story of this war to their children is also an important 
factor to report from the war: “ Su ideal de gloria consistía en poder narrar a la familia a su 
vuelta, en las noches invernales, proezas realizadas en el Rif. Que los chicos los mirasen con 
la admiración que ellos sintieron un día cuando sus abuelos les contaban la campana carlista” 
(192). 
The future of the influence of the metropolis in Morocco is directly related to the 
children, who are raised to fit within the Spanish culture, such as in the following example of 
a child trying to speak to Alina in Spanish: 
La atención de la joven se reconcentro en un muchacho de diez anos, vestido con 
turbante y jaique de una tela finísima, parecida al velo de religiosa, de una limpieza 
poco común entre aquellos discípulos de Mahoma, cuyo sucio aspecto no estaba de 
acuerdo con las abluciones del Corán ni con su vieja poesía legendaria. Aquel 
muchacho debía ser hijo de un moro acomodado; calzaba babuchas de piel y llevaba !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!95!The Spanish soldiers are always seen positively: “los bravos hijos de España habían vencido una vez mas a la 
morisma y el horror de la lucha se olvidaba entre la embriaguez del triunfo” (213). !
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pendiente de la cintura una escarcela de vivos colores y una gumia en cuya 
empuñadura brillaban varias piedras preciosas. (de Burgos 185) 
The inhabitants of this territory, starting with the children and following with the soldiers, are 
constantly exposed to the Spanish culture, as the Spanish soldiers use it in order to evoke a 
sentiment of nostalgia for Spain: “Entre tanto los soldados se habían ido a otro extremo del 
campamento. Aquellos muchachos españoles, acostumbrados a llevar la guitarra al lado del 
fusil, empezaron a preludiar los aires nacionales, y la triste alegría de una malagueña vibro en 
el aire con la melancólica dulzura del alma añorante de Andalucía” (186). 
Contrary to the positive features of the landscape, the Moors are seen as traitors in a 
general description that uses an excess of negative connotations: 
No se veían sin odio todos aquellos rifeños, vestidos de pardas chilabas y sucios 
jaiques, con los zancajos desnudos, las facciones toscas, rudas, brutales, de un tinte 
cobrizo. Hasta los confidentes mas afamados inspiraban un movimiento repulsivo. Se 
veía en todos ellos a los traidores a su raza y a su patria, que se doblegaban 
arteramente, no por convencimiento, sino por interés (de Burgos 173). 
Another negative feature regarding the Moors is their refusal to use Spanish: “Los moros 
acomodados habían huido de Melilla y los kabileños que no figuraban en la jarca vivían en 
las alturas de Mezquita, Frajana y Benisicar. Una gran parte de ellos hablaba el xelha, un 
dialecto mexcal de árabe y fenicio, desdeñando expresarse en español” (174). 
If in Italy Carmen de Burgos emphasizes the different influences on Catholicism, in 
Morocco religion is seen as an important aspect of transforming this space into a positive 
place, related to home:  
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La ceremonia estaba empezada. Jamás Alina había experimentado una impresión de 
misticismo tan solemne. Era un misticismo panteísta. Aquellos campos estériles, 
polvorientos, que apenas ofrecían algún oasis de verdura en escasa huertas regadas 
con el agua de pequeñas norias, a pesar de hallarse cerca de la orilla de la anémica 
corriente del Rio de Oro, ofrecían cierta semejanza con los campos y los lugarcillos 
de la costa de Nijar; igual escasez de agua, y su condición salitrosa los hacia 
infecundos, los ahornagaba el mismo ardiente sol, y el siniestro Gurugu o Camaru de 
los moros, como todas las montanas de aquella parte de África, era una 
desdoblamiento geológico de nuestra cordillera Penibética separado por algún 
cataclismo. (de Burgos 176)  
 Just like in the texts of Alexander von Humboldt, nature is described using a poetics of 
excess. The description of nature, even if related to the war, contains an almost surreal 
atmosphere: “Pasaban los días en hacer instrucción en los campos cercanos. Todo aquel 
campo parduzco, terregoso, presentaba un aspecto pintoresco, épico; parecía la decoración de 
una gran opera wagneriana en el escenario del teatro de la Naturaleza” (195). 
Carmen de Burgos’s representation of women in the text refers first to their limited 
participation in the public sphere, a role that she is critical of and that still prevails in Spain at 
the time she wrote the text. At the same time, the author is associating this role with the 
tradition left in Spain by the Moors:  
Un comandante alto, moreno, de aspecto distinguido y luenga barba gris, cruzaba el 
salón, dando el brazo a una dama. El espectáculo era inusitado. Parecía que en Melilla 
cristianos, moros y judíos rivalizaban en ocultar a sus hembras. No se veían mujeres 
por las calles. Las señoras, retiradas en sus casas, apenas se atrevían a asomar el 
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rostro curioso por las entreabiertas persianas. En el mismo hotel, familias de 
escritores y de oficiales permanecían encerradas en sus habitaciones, sin presentarse 
en el comedor. Tal vez el retraimiento de las mujeres no era voluntario: las sujetaba la 
costumbre tradicional que dejaron los musulmanes en España, imperante aun entre los 
mismos que combatían a los moros en nombre del progreso. (de Burgos 167) 
The traveler though does not continue later with developing this concern that regards Spanish 
modernity.  She then portrays the local women in a negative manner, emphasizing their lack 
not only of beauty, but also of personality:  
No iban a la lucha por amor a los suyos, sino por ferocidad, por odio al enemigo. Las 
leyendas de su apasionamiento eran tan falsas como las de su belleza. Amaban a los 
hombres con amor de hembra, que se da por igual a toda virilidad y a toda fuerza. El 
señor, el amo, era mas temido que amado; inferiores a el, no sentían celos; su deseo 
de complacerlo era el medio de asegurar su favoritismo y bienestar ( de Burgos 211). 
Carmen de Burgos describes the local women as totally different from what Europeans 
would be accustomed to meet while visiting another European country from a physical point 
of view but also by adding their feature of mystery, which is specific for an Orientalist point 
of view: 
Dedicadas a los trabajos mas rudos, esclavas de los dueños que no se ocupan mas que 
de la caza en su vida de molicie, de zoco en zoco; prematuramente maduradas bajo el 
sol de llamas de aquel abrasador clima africano, las moras eran todas feas, 
deformadas, negras…La única belleza residía en los blanquísimos dientes y los ojos 
luminosos, negros, grandes, en los que había algo del misterio de los gitanos (de 
Burgos 211). 
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This opposition that exists between her being a mediator between key concepts of modernity 
such as race or gender and the “Othering” of the Moroccan women finally denounce the 
transparency of her writing. The lack of maternal instinct for the women in Morocco who 
would take better care more of the animals than their own children, is compensated by 
Alina’s sentiment of maternal love for the local children (“la ternura que inspiran los 
animalillos pequeños”) and for the soldiers, a sentiment which is closely related to her love 
for Spain: “orgullosa de haber nacido en la tierra española, con la superioridad innegable de 
una raza ennoblecida por la selección natural del sentimiento, única digna de tenerse en 
cuenta en el origen común de los humanos” (192). De Burgos consolidates the idea of Spain 
as the mother of Morocco and of all its former and possible future territories by associating 
Alina’s image with that of the Moroccan children. Alina is aware of her origin, seeing in it an 
obligation to take care of the way this space connected to Spain develops along its 
motherland.  
The traveller alludes to the past Spanish empire in Italy as well as to the current 
modern empire in Morocco. Both texts mention Spanish modern anxieties through the act of 
traveling abroad, however her rhetorical gesture of appropriation is evident in En la Guerra. 
While de Burgos also conveys her anti-war views in En la Guerra, the tension that arises in 
comparing the two narratives regarding her authority as a woman in presenting different 
aspects from abroad and her modern colonial perspective on Morocco, undermine in the end 





                    CHAPTER 4 
REMEMBERING ITALY: VICTOR BALAGUER AND VICENTE BLASCO IBÁÑEZ 
 
 
War reportage and Mis recuerdos de Italia (1892) 
 
In contrast to Benito Pérez Galdós and Pedro Antonio de Alarcón, who address Italy’s 
political problems as an important part of their travelogues while not making them the sole 
focus of their texts, Victor Balaguer is a direct witness to Italy’s war of national unity and 
this aspect informs the entire text of Mis recuerdos de Italia. The war reportage this time 
moves within European frontiers, even if into a hybrid territory96. A poet, journalist and 
politician, Victor Balaguer was a great admirer of Italy and travelled there on two occasions. 
The first time was in 1859, as a correspondent for the newspaper El Telégrafo, reporting on 
Italy’s second war of independence against Austria. The second travel opportunity was 
directly related to Spain, as Balaguer was part of a political delegation sent to offer the 
Spanish crown to Amadeo. Interestingly enough, it was not until 1892 that he chose to 
publish his memoirs regarding this journey to Italy, long after his travels and in a time when 
Spain was shifting its status from a European center to a periphery.97 
The hybridity of his text, which, like that of Pedro Antonio de Alarcón’s, combines a 
direct observation of a war within Europe and a justification for the publication of his 
travelogue: 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!96!As explained in the previous chapter, Italy is seen as the Southern “Other” in Europe. 97!As a consequence of the visit to Barcelona and Madrid of a group of Italian journalists in 1886, Victor 
Balaguer relives the moments of his journey to Italy: “la explosión de entusiasmo con que en arribas capitales 
fueron recibidos; las corrientes de cariño y de fraternidad que con este motivo surgieron, unidas á grandes 
manifestaciones de simpatía por una y otra parte; todo ello vino á enardecer mi vieja sangre, á despertar en mi 
corazón sentimientos que parecían dormidos y á evocar en mi memoria recuerdos qué nunca debiera haber 
olvidado” (5). !
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Debo comenzar por hacer una confesión á mis lectores. Soy muy poco entusiasta del 
presente, al que nunca, en ninguna época de mi vida, tuve gran amor. Cuando joven, 
soñaba en el porvenir y ahora, viejo ya, vivo en el pasado. Me place evocar mis 
recuerdos, y me place también escribirlos, sobre todo cuando creo que pueden ser útiles y 
de alguna enseñanza. (6) 
Balaguer then evokes all the important historical aspects he witnessed during this journey, 
but finally concludes that all he wanted to do was “escribir un libro de impresiones y 
recordanzas de Italia” (8). It is a travelogue describing a present place but written by an 
author who clearly favors the past as an example. 
The justification for this interest in Italy comes therefore as Victor Balaguer considers 
a common cultural and historical heritage between Italy and Spain. He follows further the 
Italian Risorgimento, focusing on an analysis of the figure of Victor Emanuel as a possible 
symbol of this political and social movement. While working as a journalist at the newspaper 
La Corona de Aragón, published in Barcelona, he makes sure to trace in his articles the entire 
Italian history from its origins leading to a future unification. He feels connected to the 
Italian people and culture and during Italy’s war with Austria, Balaguer describes all the 
patriotic events in Piemonte with such passion as if he were talking about Spain: “A todo esto 
creo haber olvidado decir que yo estaba ya en Italia. Era gran amigo mío en Barcelona el Sr. 
don Fernando Patxot, propietario á la sazón de un periódico titulado El Telégrafo, quien me 
propuso pasar al teatro de la guerra para escribir desde allí correspondencias á dicho 
periódico” (47). 
Memory plays an important part in the writing of this travelogue. By admitting that 
his travelogue has been filtered through memory, Balaguer undermines the reliability of his 
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own text. It is no longer an objective text, in spite of his solid background in the history of 
Italy: 
Es muy difícil que hoy, á mis años, y después de tanto como he pasado y visto, pueda 
expresar con naturalidad mis primeros sentimientos é impresiones al poner la planta 
en la tierra prometida que, en aquellos momentos, tenía para mí el gran atractivo de 
encontrarla ardiendo en guerras y con entusiasmos de libertad, lo cual la' presentaba á 
mis ojos y á mi espíritu más bella y grandiosa» más' agigantada y sublime. Apelaré 
sin embargo á mi memoria, recortaré las hojas de un álbum de viaje, por fortuna no 
perdido, y trataré de trasportarme á aquellos dichosos tiempos de mis mocedades y 
también de mis ilusiones. (Balaguer 49) 
 His text now ostensibly serves another purpose; it can no longer be considered a simple 
presentation of Italian history. Further, Balaguer juxtaposes the first political images of Italy 
with a dense evocation of its cultural and historical traditions:  
Y así fue como pasé por vez primera á Italia, mi tierra prometida, la Italia de mis 
sueños, la dulce y la noble Italia, con sus anales paganos y sus leyendas cristianas, 
con sus flores que eternamente se renuevan bajo cielos eternamente espléndidos, con 
sus mujeres sin más rivales en la tierra que aquellas estatuas griegas que en ningún 
lugar del mundo los tienen* Italia, astro de luz con las glorias de sus pintores, las liras 
de sus poetas, las virtudes de sus Lucrecias y las pasiones de sus Julietas, con la fe de 
sus mártires, la grandeza de sus Césares, la majestad de sus pontífices y la excelencia 
de sus artistas; Italia, donde la gloria es un culto, el amor una religión, la fe un 
templo, la poesía un canto, la belleza un cielo y el arte un mundo; Italia, que es y será 
siempre en la tierra la representación de los amores, por- que es el santuario del amor 
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al cual van en piadosa romería todos los que aman lo bello, lo bueno, lo excelente, lo 
magnífico, todos los amantes y todos los enamorados del arte, de la virtud, de la 
poesía y de la gloria. (Balaguer 48) 
These images as well as the author’s reaction to them are a reminder of Pedro Antonio de 
Alarcón’s own reaction while traveling to Morocco in Diario de un testigo a la Guerra de 
Africa when he appropriates Morocco by emphasizing the common history Spaniards share 
with this space. As in the later in De Madrid a Nápoles, he positions himself inside European 
culture to claim European identity.  
 In Mis recuerdos de Italia the author portrays both how this space has been changed 
since the Independence War started in 184898 and the consequences of the same war. 
Balaguer emphasizes the pre-conceived condition of Italy as a space constructed through its 
history, which has to change after the war: “quedó nuevamente reducida a su primera 
condición de Museo. Los curiosos y los viajeros tuvieron libertad para ir a recorrerle y 
visitarle: sólo que, aquella vez, entre los monumentos, al pie de las estatuas y pórticos  de 
mármol, solíanse encontrar charcos de sangre” (14). According to Balaguer, 1848 represents 
a change not only in Italy’s history but also in its European representation. The writer finds it 
important to mark this year and analyze this negative change for Italy’s history: “Hoy nadie 
se acuerda ya de lo que pasaba en Italia por los años de 1848. Yo era entonces un muchacho, 
y recuerdo que las noticias que se recibían de allí; sobre todo de Lombardía, me hacían 
estremecer. Con los ojos del alma, y con un sentimiento superior á mi edad, iba siguiendo á 
aquel país en la vía dolorosa de sus amarguras y tristezas” (17). Italy’s past is no longer !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!98!This is also the time when Victor Balaguer starts being interested in the history of Italy: “En 1848 pareció 
haber soñado la grande hora de la regeneración y de la independencia para Italia. El mundo todo pudo llegar a 
creer por un momento que aquella nación ilustre iba a ser, por fin, de allí en adelante, algo más que un riquísimo 
Museo abierto a la curiosidad y al estudio de los viajeros. Efectivamente, todo pareció agitarse y cobrar vida”     
(13). 
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perceived as central, because of its present deterioration. It loses its former status compared 
especially with Northern Europe: “Tal era entonces Italia, y á tales extremidades hubo de 
llegar. Cuna de la civilización europea, madre de las artes, de las ciencias y de las letras, 
patria de hombres que se llamaron Virgilio ó César Dante ó Rafael, Petrarca ó Maquíavelo, 
Bocaccio ó Vico, Canova ó Galaico, Miguel Ángel ó Volta, Tasso ó Bellini, acabó por perder 
su nacionalidad, viendo a la Europa del Norte arrojarse sobre ella como hambrienta fiera” 
(18). Southern Europe space becomes similar to a circus, where several European nations 
wish to extend their domination or influence. 
Victor Balaguer seeks to establish his authority by detailing his connection and 
interest in Italian history and culture. The writer gradually describes how, as a student, he 
learns the language from a colleague, who was the son of an Italian immigrant. As a member 
of a student group interested in the Italian social and political scene, he participated in 
weekly meetings discussing and reading the news from Italian newspapers, as well as 
following the political and social developments in that country. 
In spite of the different views of Italy found in his studies, Balaguer starts his journey 
with the same pre-conceived idea of Italy as a space defined by its glorious past and rich 
cultural tradition. In contrast to the idyllic first views described by Galdós and Alarcón, this 
image of Italy is directly contradicted by his journey by boat and his first view of the Italian 
coast, which anticipates the political turmoil in this country: 
Me embarqué en Barcelona para Marsella, y de Marsella, en el buque de vapor El 
Helesponío para Genova. El escritor Méry, en sus Noches italianas, ha dicho, con un 
aplomo embelesador, que de Marsella á Genova sólo hay que atravesar un 
arroyuelo. El arroyuelo de Méry es el Mediterráneo. No he de olvidar yo nunca en mi 
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vida que, juguete el buque de una violenta borrasca, estuvimos a pique de naufragar y 
de ahogarnos todos en el arroyuelo de Méry. (50) 
As the text unfolds, it becomes clear that Balaguer’s view of Italy is influenced by the 
relationship of this space to his home, Spain and within it, Catalonia. He sees the panoramic 
coast of Genoa “con los ojos del alma” as everything reminds him especially of “nuestra 
Cataluña” (51). This travelogue is written not only focusing on a different feature, a war 
within European borders, but also through the perspective of a Catalan writer. 
From the first descriptions of Genoa to the association of this space with an 
atmosphere of carnival, Victor Balaguer gives the impression that he is a witness from 
outside to a theatrical work. Geneva itself is for him a theatre scene: “Alli está Génova! ¡Qué 
hermosa es vista a la luz purpúrea de una mañana de abril! No hay decoración de teatro más 
espléndida y magnífica” (51). It is as almost as the present space is unreal and it can be found 
only in a fictional text. 
 Unlike Galdós, Alarcón, de Burgos or Blasco Ibáñez, Balaguer does not follow any 
itinerary while he travels to Italy, the only places he visits being Genoa, Turin and Milan. His 
rhetoric of travel seems to be related to the cultural prestige this space evokes and directed 
towards the idea that the future of Spain will be related to Italy and as a consequence again to 
a glorious past. Again Geneva, and by extension Italy, are described as a vast museum, with 
luxurious palaces and churches: “Aquellos mercaderes opulentos, que solo eran duxes porque 
se desdeñaban de ser reyes, hicieron de Génova una morada encantadora, un nido perfumado 
de amores y de poesía. Cuando tuvieron esto, quisieron más. Quisieron hacer de su mansión 
un espléndido museo.” (52).  Balaguer reminds the reader here of a new factor in the way 
writers and travelers see Italy, that of cultural capital, which is so important within a 
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country’s cultural history. This aspect can be valorized in a changed present, such as Italy’s.  
The cultural aspect that can bring capital to a country directly opposes the view of a city in 
ruins. They are not the ruins of a small village he visits during his travels for example, but of 
a village converted into the center of the war, surrounded by ruins: “Se cuentan por 
centenares los carruajes de toda clase que van á buscar el ferrocarril de Majenta llegando de 
Vercelli, Novara y Bufalora. Casi todos son carros cargados de bizcocho, de café tostado, de 
harina, de pólvora y de balas, destinado todo al ejército francés. Aquel espectáculo da una 
aproximada idea de lo que cuesta una guerra, sólo por lo tocante á provisiones” (123). These 
everyday needs contrast sharply with the luxurious scenes of a past Italy seen through its 
palaces and works of art. Regarding the classical works of art that every tourist wants to see, 
Balaguer only mentions the cathedral in Milan which dominates the city, as well as various 
churches that bring back a celebrated past through works of art signed by famous artists such 
as Da Vinci. 
The reverse of a situation from a glorious past symbolized through the luxury of 
palaces and the image of the village surrounded by ruins culminates in the description of the 
Italian society during carnival:  
Los curas, con su sombrero tricornio, pasaban por junto á las hermosas damas de 
Génova, que lucían su airosa mantilla blanca; los frailes de todas órdenes y colores, se 
codeaban con el zuavo de tostado rostro y morisco traje; los caballeros, 
elegantemente vestidos, se mezclaban con el marinero y el hombre del pueblo. Todas 
las clases estaban confundidas ofreciendo un admirable espectáculo. (Balaguer 64) 
There is no hierarchy in society now and this aspect of differences being celebrated is an 
important one for Balaguer. His rhetoric of travel focuses on painting the image of types of 
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characters within Italian society and not necessarily of a compact image of the population, 
such as in other travelogues:99  
Corriendo de una parte á otra, como lo estoy haciendo, he podido convencerme del 
espíritu entusiasta que reina en todas partes. El ciudadano y el soldado, el labriego y 
el general, la dama más aristocrática y la pobre trabajadora, todos, con gran aliento, 
contribuyen al logro de una sola idea, todos aspiran á una cosa sola: la libertad y la 
independencia de Italia. El espectáculo que ofrece este país admira y 
           asombra. (Balaguer 146)  
According to the writer, the diversified Italian society as a whole has a common goal: the 
unity of the country. Victor Balaguer, a Catalan traveler to Italy, finds the atmosphere here as 
one that mostly reminds him of Catalonia. It is the first travelogue that clearly reflects on the 
connection between Italy and Catalonia and not only on Italy and Spain as a compact 
territory. His patriotism related to Catalonia and the Italian political and social scene also 
inspires him to write poetry and promote the image of Catalan artists abroad. While being a 
witness to the Italian war, Balaguer encounters these artists such as the painter Alfonso 
Gelabert, a witness to the battles of Palestro, Montebello and Majenta: “Iba Gelabert á Italia 
con el único deseo y la única ambición de trasladar al lienzo los hechos de armas más 
notables, para luego publicar una colección de láminas con la historia de aquella Guerra 
memorable” (103). Balaguer emphasizes here that he is not the only Catalan intellectual who !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!99!The role of women during this conflict is what now defines their role within Italian society: “El bello sexo de 
Milán es la Providencia de los heridos. Las damas más acaudaladas, las más aristocráticas, las más bellas, no se 
contentan con tener heridos en sus casas, corren á los hospitales y se convierten en hermanas de la caridad, 
abandonando su lujo y sus palacios para respirarla sofocante atmósfera que allí se respira y llevar el consuelo al 
lecho de los pobres mutilados […] No tienen un momento de descanso, apenas duermen, están completamente 
consagradas al alivio de los que sufren. Sombrero en mano, y con el respetó con que hubiera podido acercarme 
á una reina, he detenido al paso á una de esas damas en el corredor de un hospital felicitándola por la admirable 
conducta del bello sexo en estas circunstancias, «Es lo menos que podemos hacer, me ha contestado» por 
nuestros salvadores y por los libertadores de nuestra patria” (Balaguer 129). !
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observes the Italian fight for unity, but this is a matter of importance in Catalonia in 
particular. For him, as for the others, a common cultural heritage is an important aspect of his 
travels:  
Fui solicitado para tomar parte en aquella velada, y leí una poesía catalana que 
acababa de escribir y que, sólo á la galantería de los corteses italianos y á sus respetos 
por el huésped extranjero, debió la extraordinaria ovación de que fue objeto su 
lectura. Fue aquella la primera vez que leí en catalán ante italianos, y ya sea por 
tratarse- en la composición de asuntos del país que á todos interesaban por igual, ya 
también por tener el catalán muchos puntos de similitud con el italiano, lo cierto es 
que mis pobres versos fueron perfectamente comprendidos. Sucedióme lo mismo más 
tarde en Milán y en Génova, donde tuve ocasión de leer públicamente. (Balaguer 69) 
The literary aspect of his travelogue adds yet another side to the hybridity of this genre, 
relating it more in this case to the filter of a literary text rather than to an objective and 
transparent text. Balaguer is inspired to write poetry while witnessing several battles for 
Italian independence:  
Efectivamente, este es un libro de recuerdos, verdadero libro de memorias, en que 
doy cuenta de lo que vi, de lo que me ocurrió, de lo qué observé y de lo que sentí en 
aquel viaje, y también pudiera decir en aquella campaña de mi juventud. Mas aún, 
estas poesías completan la historia de los sucesos que refiero, llevando el sello de la 
impresión, y hasta 'de la emoción del momento, con la circunstancia de ser la vez 
primera que se trasladan al idioma castellano, enmendarlas de errores fáciles á la 
inexperiencia y á la juventud. (Balaguer100) 
 Balaguer is first of all a writer and he filters his text not only through his memory but also 
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through his emotions and imagination. In the end he is not interested in simply informing the 
public at home of the Italian reality but rather indirectly influencing them in certain 
beliefs.100 Further in the text he still evokes his authority in writing about this country and its 
struggles, and with this authority as foreign correspondent comes the authority of reporting 
on these events for the public in his own country. 
Spain’s role in the Italian war continues to be highlighted by Balaguer, unfolding 
gradually from a mention of a common cultural heritage to the presence of Spanish political 
figures within the Italian space. The traveler believes in the necessity of helping Italy in its 
war for unity, also suggesting that the Italians in their turn were expecting help from Spain: 
“Ahora por fin, desengañados ya, destruidas sus ilusiones, los italianos miran la cosa por otro 
lado, y. dicen que los españoles enviaran tropas para ayudar al papa. Yo he tenido que 
sostener muchas luchas y discusiones para convencer á algunos de lo errados que van en sus 
cálculos” (Balaguer 144). According to Balaguer, the Italian soldiers who stand out in the 
course of the Italian War admire and find inspiration in Spanish political figures:  
He vuelto á ver al general Durando esta tarde. Es un hombre de elevada estatura, de 
unos cincuenta á cincuenta y seis años, con bigote un poco cano, de mirada y 
fisonomía tranquilas, de aspecto militar. Es uno de los héroes, de la guerra de la 
independencia italiana, como lo fue de nuestra guerra civil. El rey Víctor Manuel 
tiene gran confianza en él, y puede tenerla efectivamente. Entusiasta por la causa de 
Italia, aborreciendo de muerte á los austríacos, tan sereno en el campo de batalla 
como pudiera estarlo en un banquete. Durando es hombre de mirada segura de valor 
probado y el corazón leal. Habla perfectamente el español, y lie tenido el gusto de !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!100 For more on the Spanish intellectuals who were interested in the Italian Risorgimento see Isabel María 
Pascual Sastre. La Italia del Risorgimento y la España del Sexenio Democrático (1868—1874). Madrid: 
Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas. 2001.  
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oírle hacer de nuevo grandes elogios de España y de su antiguo general el duque de la 
Victoria, de quien habla con emoción y respeto. (Balaguer 149) 
The second part of Balaguer’s trip to Italy, in 1870, has a heightened political element, its 
main reason being to bring to Spain the newly elected King, Amedeo de Saboya. While 
received within a luxurious setting, Balaguer compares the Italian coast to Catalonia. Even if 
the travel setting is different, the author continues to relate the importance of history with that 
of the political present: 
Fuimos recibidos en el salón del trono. Allí estaban el rey de Italia, el príncipe 
Humberto, heredero de la corona, el príncipe de Carignano, el Consejo de Ministros, 
los altos dignatarios de la corte, los representantes de las Cámaras italianas, el 
municipio de Florencia,- los generales del   ejército y de la armada, los embajadores 
de las potencias extranjeras; pero allí también, sobre toda aquella multitud de 
potentados, estaban los admirables frescos, las sorprendentes estatuas, las peregrinas 
pinturas que adornan aquella sala y que son memoria imperecedera de los inmortales 
artistas de la edad de oro del pueblo florentino. (Balaguer 200) 
Balaguer’s voyage outlines in the end a trajectory for the importance of analyzing Spain’s 
situation and future from abroad, in this case from Italy, a space closely connected to Spain 
not only through its common history but also through its European “Southernness”.  
 
Italy as exile: Vicente Blasco Ibáñez and En el país del arte (Tres meses en Italia) 
In 1895, Spain was trying to gain control over Cuba. The country was engaged in a 
battle not only abroad but also within its own frontiers, a fight where Spaniards themselves 
were voicing contradictory opinions over Cuba’s independence. Vicente Blasco Ibánez was 
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one of the few favoring this freedom without realizing at first that this aspect would have 
direct consequences on his own life. 
During a protest demonstration supporting for the Cuban independence he organized  
in Valencia, which turned violent, Blasco Ibáñez is sought by military police, “deseosas tal 
vez de vengar en mi persona los disgustos y fracasos de la guerra” (7). This is the situation 
which made Blasco decide to escape to Italy. From there he sent his travel articles published 
between April 1st and June in El Pueblo, which would later be published by an editor in a 
volume titled En El País del Arte (Tres meses en Italia). As the writer himself confesses in a 
prologue added to the edition of his book in 1923, the result of his journey was a collection 
of essays which he originally thought would be easily forgotten by the public: “Creí 
destinado este libro á una vida efímera, por ser algo circunstancial y escrito á la ligera, como 
la mayor parte de los trabajos periodísticos. Pero han pasado los años sin que sea olvidado; 
antes al contrario, sus ediciones van repitiéndose, y actualmente la cifra de sus ejemplares 
resulta considerable” (8). Even going back years later and re-reading his travel impressions, 
Blasco considers there is nothing to change in the original manuscript and he hopes that a 
vivid image is still presented to the reader: “He preferido dejar el libro tal como lo escribí. El 
lector va á encontrar seguramente en sus páginas muchas cosas viejas y dignas de olvido, 
pero espero que me perdonará el haberlas conservado, á cambio del amor que muestro por las 
obras de la Italia gloriosa, inmutable y eterna” (Blasco Ibáñez 9). 
Blasco reveals, years later, all the details of his escape to Italy, from the disguise he 
used to hide on the boat to the first days in Italy: “ Cuando después de una breve escala en 
Cette llegué vestido de marinero á Génova y tiznado de carbón para <<estar más en 
carácter>>, lo primero que hice fue comprarme un modesto trajecillo y una maleta, en cuyo 
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interior hubo siempre durante mi viaje más libros y papeles que ropa” (9). The details 
presented seem more related to a novel in a more traditional definition rather than to a 
travelogue whose main preoccupation is art. This excess of details and vivid images will 
prevail throughout the text and support Blasco’s intention to demonstrate the veracity of the 
text.  
Blasco presents the reader with a very different Italy than that of 1923, seen through 
the eyes of a young inexperienced journalist who would present only raw impressions of 
everything he sees: “el mejor de mis viajes, el más interesante, el que no olvidaré nunca, fue 
el primero, cuando me alimentaba con macarrones en las trattorias y ocupaba dormitorios en 
las fondas á una lira por noche. Entonces ¡ay! aún no había cumplido yo treinta años” (9). 
           The first chapter, Camino de Italia, represents the beginning of Blasco’s journey to 
Italy, a transition which determines the trajectory of his text through the contemplation of 
history: “ El Mediterráneo es el mar de los recuerdos. No puede pensarse sin emoción que las 
mismas aguas que no mecen son las que un día se abrieron por vez primera ante el cóncavo 
vientre de las naves fenicias que llevaban en su seno, bajo las velas de púrpura, la 
civilización y la vida al Occidente europeo” (12). As a traveler, Blasco Ibáñez, like Alarcón, 
displays an awareness of the tensions and contradictions inherent in many aspects of modern 
experiences, but his main purpose is a journey to the place where the concept of culture 
began: “though texts could sometimes differ considerably on the specifics, in nearly all 
nineteenth-century travel narrations the voyage to Italy is construed as a profoundly 
meaningful and personally transformative journey to what Alarcón aptly describes as ‘the 
center of history’: the geographic point of origin from which European culture, however that 
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notion might be defined and valorized by any given writer was perceived to have sprung” 
(Nunley 83). 
  Blasco Ibáñez’s description of the voyage at sea is a pretext for the writer to reflect 
on Spain’s past glory and especially on its transitory experience:  
Pensaba en las pasadas grandezas de la <<patria chica>>, en aquel reino de Aragón, 
plantel de sabios y caudillos, pueblo grandioso que no cabía dentro de su hogar y se 
desparramó hacia Oriente, enseñoreándose del Mediterráneo, de Italia y de Grecia 
[…]Y saboreando estos recuerdos de gloria, miraba la lejana costa moteada de faros 
rojos, pedazo de tierra francesa que un día fue nuestro, y en el cual, como único rastro 
de la influencia espanõla, queda las ganaderías de los bravos toros de la Camargue y 
la afición a las corridas…nos hundimos en las nieblas. El buque fue penetrando en la 
densa barrera de vapores que el vientecillo del golfo no podía barrer, y empezó  la 
navegación en caos. (14) 
Upon his arrival in Genoa, the atmosphere of nostalgia and the unknown that he felt on the 
boat and described in the previous example dissipates at the view of the modern city where 
markers of a glorious past play an important role. Its power is conveyed by its geographical 
position, converting it into an important economical and political center. This aspect is 
important in Blasco Ibáñez’s view because here, in this aspect of present and past, lies also 
the possibility of unity for the country: “Génova ha resuscitado, recobrando su anitguo 
poderío, y vuelve a ser el primer Puerto de Italia” (18).  Even though the city has lost its 
previous colonial and military power, Genoa has regained its power through commercial 
navigation: “en su extenso Puerto ondean las banderas de todos los países y sirve de estación 
de descanso, lo mismo a los grandes steamers que marchan al Nuevo Mundo, que a los 
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veleros y pequeños vapores que, Mediterráneo adelante, van a Grecia o al mar Negro”  
(Blasco Ibáñez 19). 
Just as in another travelogue, La vuelta al mundo de un novelista, Blasco is interested 
not just in presenting a photographic description of the place, but in emphasizing contrasts 
such as modernity versus tradition, which give the text a certain uniqueness:  
Es Génova la ciudad de los contrastes, de los grandes palacios y los míseros 
callejones. Arriba, en la cumbre de las colinas, jardines frondosos, <<villas>> 
marmóreas, verdaderos nidos de amor, que hacen recordar los voluptuosos hotelitos 
franceses del tiempo de la Regencia; abajo, cerca del puerto, barrios que son 
verdaderas juderías, con callejones estrechos y casi subterráneos, donde los aleros se 
tocan y tres personas no pueden marchar en fila por la rápida pendiente del pavimento 
de guijarros. (20) 
For Blasco Ibáñez it is important to emphasize not only the past but also the present 
decadence of this city, which is no longer as powerful as it once was. 
The contrast between what the reader might expect from a travelogue about Italy and 
Blasco’s written descriptions continues with the image of different aspects of everyday life in 
Genoa, from the spectacle of women washing clothes in the streets to the overall aspect of 
population:  
Este afán de hacerlo todo en medio de la calle es lo único que en Génova delata á la 
Italia. La población, aparte de sus sombrerillos calabreses y sus bigotazos á lo 
Humberto, tiene más de inglesa que de italiana. El far niente con pobreza tiene poco 
admiradores. La gente, nacida en un puerto de mar y con el camino expedito para 
todo el mundo, sólo piensa en hacer dinero. Toda su juventud, roja más que morena, y 
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de aspecto sajón más que latino, se marcha á la Argentina o á los Estados Unidos en 
los grandes transportes de emigrantes, que arrojan en las playas de América la carne 
italiana para ser consumida por los más penosos oficios. (21)  
Written at a time when Italy was Germany’s ally, this last image of people emigrating to a 
new world, is an observation which is a way of distancing the image presented from the 
traditional image one might find in a travelogue.  
Through this constant contrast between past and present, modern versus old, En el 
país del arte becomes a work that makes a transition to the 20th century, marking a shift in 
travel writing. If earlier writers were concerned about not repeating certain themes in their 
travelogues that were mediated by other travel writers before them, Blasco Ibáñez does not 
seem to be preoccupied about this issue. Arbillaga notes that “Blasco Ibáñez es consciente de 
que viaja para ver lo que muchos otros han visto y registrado antes, se sabe en un momento 
histórico ya adscrito a la modernidad; debió de ser consciente de que tenía el privilegio de 
brindar una visión renovada y diferente del país” (419). His version of Italy is different from 
those that Galdós or Alarcón encountered several years before him, and it anticipates an 
account written by Carmen de Burgos later in 1923. He is no longer concerned with the 
anxiety regarding travel-writing felt by fellow travellers before him, the pressure “to find 
something new to add to the accumulated testimony” (Porter 12). 
The itinerary of Blasco’s journey follows a typical route from Geneva to Milan, 
Turin, Pisa, Rome, Naples and Pompey, Florence and Venice. The writer mentions 
constantly the transportation system he uses and mobility as a feature of modernity is present 
in numerous descriptions of travel by train: “Otra vez al tren, y comienzan a desarrollarse 
ante nuestros ojos las espléndidas bellezas de la costa mediterránea: los montes verdosos 
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matizados por el blanco y el rosa de la voluptuosas <<villas>>; los pueblecillos con sus 
esbeltos campanarios y sus rojizos tejados, sosteniéndose casi pendientes de las ásperas 
laderas” (96). The necessity for an overview while travelling reminds of Alarcón’s 
panoramic way of seeing and the railroad journey. While equating mobility with modernity, 
reminiscences of the past still influence Blasco in his writing and observing. Such a feature is 
in the traveler’s quest for a Spanish colonial further encountered in his travelogue: “En el 
despacho del síndaco de Génova, estancia regia cubierta de tapices, pinturas al fresco y 
soberbios bronces, se ostentan, guardados en artística vitrina, fragmentos del Códice de 
Colón, admirándose la letra gótica, clara y segura del famoso almirante” (36). 
The traveler is more interested in describing Italian architecture and through it the 
history of the cities he visits, rather than depicting the people living there. In general, the 
people are just elements that are used to complete a painting of a remote past. The 
picturesque found in Blasco Ibáñez travelogue is one of the few conventions remaining from 
past models of travel writing about Italy, when, according to James Buzzard’s work on 
tourism, travel writers employed a series of motifs to record authenticity in their travelogues, 
stillness and saturation being two other motifs (Buzard 50). 
According to Blasco, the in depth description of the cities he visits and their 
architecture, gives a certain unity to the image of the city and implicitly to the entire country. 
For example, while writing about Geneva, the first city he visits, the traveler refers to the 
impressive marble buildings and palaces: “Génova es la ciudad de mármol. En ninguna parte 
de la Italia ni del mundo se ha usado y abusado tanto de esa piedra, preciosa y carísima en 
otro países, pero tratada aquí con el desprecio de la abundancia, hasta en punto de servir 
muchas veces para empedrar la carreteras” (24). Marble is a symbol of richness, used by 
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Blasco Ibáñez in several architectural descriptions. This materialism is, according to Blasco, 
the element that unifies Italy by showing not only the richness of its past but also of its 
future.  
Blasco emphasizes this solid grandeur in the architecture of the city by combining the 
image of the marble and the palaces: “Cuarenta y siete palacios, todos espléndidos en su 
interior y de mármol desde el cimiento á la balaustrada final, se cuentan en las cuatro calles 
que forman la espina de la ciudad” (25). Coincidentally or not, these palaces belonged to 
families related to Spanish history: “Son las antiguas viviendas de los Doria, Spínola, 
Palavicino, Balvi, Serra y otros linajes que enviaron a nuestra tierra gloriosos representantes, 
que figuran con orgullo en la historia española” (25). An interior description of these palaces 
denotes not only their importance in history but also their decadence, a lost time when 
aristocracy considered art to be of outmost importance, as important as Spain considered the 
toreros: “De todos estos palacios, el más interesante es el de los Doria, famosa familia de 
navegantes, caciques del mar, mercenarios de las olas, que alquilaban á los soberanos de 
Europa sus escuadras de centenares de galeras y que nuestro Carlos V tuvo la habilidad de 
atraerse, dando con ello un golpe de muerte a Francisco I” (25). This palace is strategically 
situated as if to offer a vast overview of the Mediterranean Sea, as if to confirm the power of 
its owners:  
El gigantesco caserón, con sus grandes inscripciones latinas en la vieja fachada, está a 
orillas del mar, sobre una meseta que domina una gran extensión del Mediterráneo, 
como si sus dueños necesitasen ver a todas horas, lo mismo desde la cama que desde 
la mesa, la vasta llanura azul, asiento de su poderío. Los vientos del golfo, que 
penetran mugientes por las columnatas de mármol, cubren hoy las baldosas de los 
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patios y los andenes del abandonado jardín de un moho verde que obliga a andar con 
precaución. (26) 
Blasco insists not only on the passing of time, seen in the changes in buildings, but also the 
change of power within the social structure: “Pero como cada época trae consigo nuevos 
encumbramientos e inesperadas decadencias, los Doria de hoy, que no tienen naves en el mar 
que les traigan valiosas presas y viven en Roma la costosa existencia de la alta sociedad, 
aceptan gustosos las esterlinas o los dólares de la gente sajona, y piensan, sin duda, que 
nunca valió tanto como en el presente el solar de sus antepasados” (27). Art is no longer 
considered as representing luxury. As a consequence it does not present interest in terms of 
commodification: “Por fortuna, la invasión utilitaria no ha llegado hasta los pisos superiores, 
y allí se conserva todavía latente en el decorado y hasta en la atmósfera el recuerdo de la gran 
familia” (27). 
Another aspect that differentiates Blasco Ibáñez’s text from previous travelogues is 
his description of the natural landscape. As he contemplates the Italian landscape from the 
train on his way to Milan, this space reminds him of a war scenario from different past 
battles: “Durante seis horas, el tren, rápido y sucio como todos los de Italia, atravesó el 
accidentado terreno de la Liguria, la perforada cadena de montañas que rodea a Génova, y la 
fértil y hermosa Lombardia, esa inmensa llanura siempre verde que han traído con su riqueza 
las invasiones de la gente del Norte, y por cuya posesión batallaron, derramando ríos de 
sangre, las hordas bárbaras, la caballería de los reyes de Francia, los gloriosos tercios 
españoles y los batallones de Napoleón” (42). Everywhere he looks during this trip, there is 
the remembrance of history and the richness of the region: “Hoy, gracias a la unidad Italiana, 
nadie aspira a la posesión de la Lombardia, y es la región más rica y prospera de la península. 
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Los lombardos son los catalanes de Italia, y Milán la capital moral de la península” (44). 
Blasco’s focus on nature differs from that of other travelers. He does not consider its 
importance to lie in its beauty but in what it represents regarding the past.101 Landscapes also 
make the traveler acknowledge Spain not as a monolithic cultural and political space, but as a 
multitude of cultures. 
En el pais del arte further tackles the opposition between past and modern in its 
descriptions of the cities. In Milan for example, he finds the features that embody modernity 
but also a space which constantly reminds him of the past. The material power, though, 
derives finally, according to Blasco Ibáñez, from its cultural aspect, Milan becoming even 
more important than Rome: “pero más aún que en la industria, ejerce Milán un poderío 
universal en el mundo del arte. Vive Roma la existencia anodina y falsa que le proporciona la 
residencia del gobierno; pero Milán se impone a toda la nación como primer centro de la 
industria y de labor intelectual” (45). 
Even if the space dedicated to architectural descriptions is not vast, the Cathedral of 
Milan, to which he dedicates in detail in an entire chapter, impresses the traveller. For him it 
is not only a symbol of the city, it becomes a cultural marker and a cosmopolitan place, as the 
modernity and tradition of the past meets within this small perimeter. Another chapter is 
reserved for the description of the interior of the cathedral and again, where the old can find a 
refuge from modernity: 
Sentir en la extensa plaza del Duomo el silbido de los tranvías eléctricos, los gritos de 
los vendedores de periódicos que pregonan las últimas coplas sobre el viaje de Crispi !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!101!Paul Smethurst’s chapter “Landscape and Nation-Building” analyses the importance of the landscape for 
British travel writers starting with the 18th century in terms of it being no longer a barrier or constraint that 
separates communities (127). !
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al infierno, los rumores infinitos de la agitada vida moderna, y tener ante los ojos la 
Edad Media bien conservada y hasta rejuvenecida, con sus prodigios de arquitectura 
aérea y sus delirios esculturales, es un espectáculo de atrayente novedad que sólo 
puede encontrarse en Milán frente a su famosa catedral (48). 
Milan is a space where artists gather in a space which reminds the reader of Benjamin’s Paris 
arcades, but also a city that provides an affirming place for new artists:  “Hay en la plaza del 
Duomo, casi frente a la hermosa catedral, un arco gigantesco tan alto como el primer tejado 
de la gótica iglesia, que sirve de entrada a un túnel de más de cien metros, en forma de cruz, 
cubierto por atrevida montera de cristales, y en cuyos pisos bajos están los primeros 
establecimientos de la ciudad” (58). The Gallery can be witness to the struggle of adapting to 
a new way of life and modernity in general. It can also be the space where the hierarchy of 
roles in society is analyzed by the same artists:  
Es un espectáculo curioso la Galería en esta época, cuando, terminada la temporada 
de Carnaval, buscan los artistas que están en auge nuevas contratas para el invierno o 
las últimas funciones de la primavera. Se agrupan ante los grandes escaparates de la 
Galería, con aire de duques que van de incógnito; hablan de sus recientes ovaciones; 
se tributan mutuamente apasionados elogios, sin perjuicio de que al volver las 
espaldas digan unos de otros que cantan como perros y que lo de los aplausos es 
mentira, pues fueron silbidos. (63)  
Another touristic mark in Milan is the Scala, where one can best see the social division and 
its access to high culture: “Hay lujo y no se ve; acuden mujeres hermosísimas y no lucen. Las 
localidades para la gente adinerada son en número tan excesivo, que pocas veces se ven 
ocupadas por completo. En cambio, no se destina sitio para la gran masa del público, y el que 
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paga cinco liras pasa la noche de pie en cualquier puerta o corredor, en compañía de 
acomodadores y municipales” (66). Scala is the place where the division between high and 
low society is most prominently seen but it is also a unique space during these modern times 
which tries to keep a division between high and low culture: “ Es para muchos la Meca del 
arte, el Vaticano de la música, el templo misterioso de los sorprendentes encumbramientos o 
las ruinosas caídas, donde los neófitos sufren las duras pruebas de la iniciación; paraíso solo 
accesible a unos pocos” (67). 
From an emphasis on the artistic space of Italy, Blasco continues with perceiving a 
separation of the same space. According to him, there are two distinctive divisions in Italy. 
The first one, the Southern Italy, is the one where according to him, the traveller can find an 
authentic experience: “Heme ya, al fin, en la verdadera Italia, la tradicional, la típica, la que 
tantas veces hemos saludado en novelas y libros de viajes; la Italia de las ruinas históricas, de 
los ciceroni, los mendigos y las propinas” (95). The author associates the north of Italy with 
modernity and France, a space which is not authentic Italian culture and society: “ La Italia 
del Norte, que es lo mejor de la península, lo más viril y activo, la verdadera cuna de la 
unidad nacional, cansa, al fin, por su falta de <<carácter>>. Es una Francia adulterada. Milán 
y Turín, aparte de su carácter monumental, parecen, por sus costumbres y el carácter de su 
vecindario, grandes capitales de departamento francés” (95). The traveler considers that an 
authentic modernity cannot be experienced in countries such as Italy, where this modern life 
is nothing more than an imitation of the real one: “Para ver la vida moderna, mejor es ir a 
contemplarla en el origen que en la imitación, y el que viene a Italia busca lo típico, lo 
genuinamente nacional. Por esto a las treinta y ocho horas de estar en Turín salí de la capital 
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del Piemonte, muy contento porque de un tirón iba a plantarme en el centro de la península, 
no parando hasta Pisa” (95). 
Blasco starts his chapter on Southern Italy with Naples by emphasizing that most of 
the stereotypes on Italy seen in magazines or journals are true and they can be seen in 
Naples: “Nápoles es la Italia que hemos visto todos en cromos y panoramas, en operetas y 
novelas, con su alegría envidiable, su vida al aire libre, su ambiente <<poético>> y su afición 
a divertir al que llega, sin perjuicio de tender inmediatamente la mano solicitando la propina” 
(169). Through his description of Naples, Blasco paints again an Italy of contrasts based 
especially regarding the European Orientalism found here that clashes with the other image 
of an artistic Italy found in previous chapters: 
Con cerca de un millón de habitantes y ocupando más terreno que ninguna ciudad de 
Italia, es realmente la población peor repartida que pueda encontrarse. Hay barricadas 
enteras ocupadas por unos cuantos palacios, donde residen los privilegiados que de 
toda Europa vienen aquí en busca de la belleza del golfo, de un sol siempre ardiente y 
de un clima africano. Y junto a las señoriales viviendas hay aglomeraciones de 
infectos tabucos, redes de tortuosas callejuelas, donde pulula una población sucia, 
casi haraposa, pero alegre, que solo piensa en vivir sin esfuerzo, y con dos sueldos de 
macarrones comprados y comidos en medio del arroyo y una romanza como postre 
marcha mejor que un reloj (Blasco Ibáñez 169). 
Contrary to the North of Italy, the South still keeps a Spanish influence, a consequence of its 
domination in this space two centuries previously, but the political unity that can be felt in 
other regions of Italy is not as strong here: “Hay mucho de español en este pueblo 
Napolitano, ante cuyas originales costumbres queda embobada la gente del Norte. No en 
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balde dominó aquí España durante dos siglos. Aún quedan hoy, como recuerdo de su paso, 
las estatuas y obras del benéfico Carlos III, y que la calle principal de Nápoles, la arteria 
adonde afluye  toda la corriente vital de la ciudad, se titule Vía de Toledo” (170). 
The connection between nature and social features is emphasized in relation to 
Naples: “El sol ardiente, los risueños colores del golfo, la esplendidez de una Naturaleza 
eternamente primaveral, se introducen en el cerebro y en las venas desde que se abren los 
ojos. Esta es la patria del dolce far niente” (171). The correlation between the weather and 
certain features of the populations again can be perceived as a feature of classifying specific 
for colonial travels, transferring now to Southern European spaces.102 This aspect is further 
confirmed when the traveler insist on the description of its inhabitants, one of the few 
pictures of people met during his travels that seems to be important for Blasco: “Este pueblo 
de buenos mozos, morenos como si la carne fuese tierra cocida, con el cabello negro casi 
azulado, y ojazos saltones que acompañan las palabras con expresivos parpadeos, es la 
Andalucía de Italia. Todos hablan abusando de las zedas y gangueando de un modo 
ininteligible. Sus chascarrillos y chuscadas dan que reír en toda la península, y como el 
trabajo es la mayor de las calamidades, se lo reparten para rehuirlo del modo más equitativo” 
(172). 
 The experience of the traveller is unique in this space, starting with a coach ride and 
further comparing this territory to Africa from the point of view of a traveller: “Se entrega la 
maleta en la estación a cualquier pilluelo, que apenas si lleva sobre la rojiza carne algo más 
que un taparrabos, y el viajero entre en Nápoles como Stanley en el interior de África, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!102!See Roberto Dainotto. Europe ( In theory). Durham and London: Duke UP, 2007. 
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seguido por un rosario de portadores que se pasan de hombro a hombro el equipaje cada 
minuto, repartiéndose entre todos lo que en otra parte no basta para uno” (172).  
Blasco further cites Alexander von Humboldt and his travelogues while describing 
this space: “El gran Humboldt, después de recorrer el mundo, afirmaba que en todo el globo 
solo existen tres ciudades que merecen dicho título por su situación topográfica: Lisboa, 
Nápoles y Constantinopla” (177). 
The writer describes his trip to Pompei, “la ciudad resucitada,” as an immersion into 
antiquity, a lifelong dream:  
Iba a realizar uno de los ensueños de mi vida: iba a verme de repente en plena 
antigüedad; a discurrir por calles que aún guardan las huellas de los hombres que las 
hollaron hace diez y ocho siglos; […] a forjarme la ilusión, en pleno siglo XIX, de 
que soy un ciudadano de aquella ciudad voluptuosa que se contemplaba de día en el 
terso espejo del golfo de Nápoles, tenía de noche por antorcha el rojo flamear del 
vecino Vesubio, y quedó en las entrañas de la tierra durante diez y seis siglos, para 
surgir nuevamente como un libro animado en el que se van descifrando todos los 
misterios de la antigüedad. (185) 
The traveler has to face the almost impossible task of describing this city, when so much 
before him has been written about it, but finally reaching a conclusion similar to Carmen de 
Burgos or Alarcón’s regarding the modernity of this former city: “ No se tome como 
paradoja la afirmación de que no hay ciudad moderna mas cómoda y hermosa que lo fue 
Pompeya. Las calles eran todas rectas, ni tan estrechas que impidiesen la ventilación y el 
tránsito, ni tan anchas que molestasen en ellas los ardores del sol de mediodía” (190). 
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While walking the streets of Pompey the atmosphere seems to  be unreal, similar to 
the city of Geneva previously mentioned: “Al pasear por las calles de Pompeya, que repiten 
el eco de los pasos como las avenidas de un cementerio, no se siente, sin embargo, la 
soledad. Todo un mundo fantástico, pero animado y brillante, pulula en el interior de estas 
casas con las paredes hermoseadas por frescos y con pavimentos de mosaico, donde en otro 
tiempo se posaron los desnudos pies de las hermosas pompeyanas, y ahora ¡ay! corretean 
verdes y panzudas lagartijas, eternas señoras de las ruinas” (190).  
             The description of Florence further in the travelogue provides an abrupt change of 
tone. The city is first described through the perspective of the railway station. It is a different 
image associated to the mobility provided by the modernity of trains.  
Hermosa entrada en Florencia. La estación parece una catedral con arcadas ojivales y 
vidrieras de colores. Se atraviesan las salas de espera, y el viajero se ve asaltado por 
una porción de señoras, sombrilla al puño, sombrero de ultima moda y un lindo 
canastillo al brazo, que sonriendo del modo más gracioso, le adornan las solapas y 
hasta la abertura de los bolsillos con flores y ramilletes de todas clases y colores. Son 
las famosas floristas de Florencia, elegantes como duquesas. (233) 
It is the image of an old Florence located within the panoramic view of modernity, finally 
giving this space a picturesque perspective. Further the present is contrasted with the past 
again and the beauty of the city contrast with the negativity and the tumult of its history in 
certain aspects: “Esta es la ciudad más hermosa del mundo y la que más crímenes guarda 
ocultos en sus palacios, portentosas obras de arte. De todos sus hijos ilustres, el más legitimo 
es Maquiavelo, que, semejante a su ciudad, ocultó tras la seductora sonrisa del diplomático 
los más atroces pensamientos” (235). The period of wars did not stop the city inspiring 
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intellectuals and artists: “De este suelo siempre en convulsión como la cúspide de un volcán 
salieron el Cimabue y el Giotto, padres de la pintura y autores de cuadros famosos cuando en 
el resto del mundo aún no se conocía el dibujo; arquitectos como Orcagna y Brunelleschi; 
escultores y cinceladores como Nicolás Pisano, Benvenuto Cellini y Donatello; un novelista, 
que fue Bocaccio” (237). 
          For Blasco the art gathered in this city is the most important element which contrasts 
with its history: “Parece imposible que un pueblo que no fue conquistador ni tuvo ocasión de 
robar a las naciones con las armas en la mano haya podido reunir tal cúmulo de obras 
célebres. Los Médicis sabían gastar bien su enorme fortuna, y el patriciado florentino 
consideraba como muestra de la más refinada elegancia proteger a las artes”( 245). The 
traveler admires and meditates here not only the beauty of the artwork but also on the way it 
was acquired and protected along the centuries. It is an indirect reflection on Spain’s 
situation and on its shifting of priorities: modernity perhaps does not necessarily mean wars 
of conquest but looking towards new models of modernity. 
          The idea of shifting hierarchies as well as Italy as a spectacle is brought up again in the 
end of the travelogue while in Venice, a city where the carnival that was about to end at the 
time when Blasco Ibáñez arrives.  At his arrival in Venice, the traveler has the impression of 
being transported to Spain at the sight of the people in Venice:  
Iba a entrar en la plaza de San Marcos, cuando en un puente me encontré con una 
mujer. Era la primera que veía en Venecia, y experimenté la mayor sorpresa ante su 
peinado en puntiagudo topo, con sortijillas sobre la frente; el pañuelo de crespón 
terciado sobre el busto, con los flecos casi arrastrando y la falda negra ondeante. El 
paso era menudo y gracioso, los pues pequeños  estaban cuidadosamente calzados, y 
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el brazo en movimiento tenía una marcialidad femenil puramente española. Por un 
momento creí estar en Madrid, en plena calle de Toledo o a la puerta de la Fábrica de 
Tabacos. Era, por su tipo y garbo, una <<maestra de taller>>; y tal vez lo fuese, pues 
aquí está la principal elaboración de tabacos de Italia, y casi todas las venecianas del 
pueblo son cigarreras. En el primer momento de sorpresa la creí una española. 
(Blasco Ibáñez 263) 
The traveler here indirectly classifies again the types of people he meets and paints again a 
monolithic picture not only of Italy but also of Spain. The Orientalistic tone becomes more 
accentuated further when the traveler observes that the architecture of Venice is influenced 
by the “Other”:  
Los pueblos conquistadores adoptan insensiblemente el arte de las naciones alas que 
llevaron sus armas vencedoras. Así como en los monumentos de la Roma antigua se 
ve a través del mármol la belleza serena del clasicismo griego, en Venecia se 
distingue en todos los edificios la suntuosidad del Imperio bizantino amalgamada con 
las voluptuosas y suaves curvas de la arquitectura árabe. El pueblo veneciano fue a 
buscar su estilo y sus monumentos en el Oriente, en aquella Bizancio, donde el 
Imperio de los Césares, agonizando en una tisis asombrosa que duró diez siglos, 
conservó almacenados los recuerdos del arte antiguo. (Blasco Ibáñez 266) 
The statues of the horses at the entrance to San Marcos are witnesses to the passing of time 
and power around them, not only for Italy but for Europe in general: “tranquilos, sí, pero no 
seguros de su quietud, pues sospechan que podrían emprender nuevos viajes dentro de un par 
de siglos. Tal vez presienten el momento en que la América se tragará a Europa y los 
conquistadores les harán bajar de su pedestal para llevarlos al trote a cualquier monumento 
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de Chicago o de Buenos Aires, convertida en ciudad anglosajona” (273). In the end, for this 
traveler the experience of modernity in Europe is compact, Venice and Paris for example 
offering similar experiences, suggesting perhaps another example to look at for this space of 
Europe: “Un paseo a pie por Venecia equivale a una ascensión por las escalerillas de la torre 
Eiffel. Las estrechas callejuelas, con grandes aleros que en pleno día filtran una luz pálida de 
bodega, recuerdan las encrucijadas de las ciudades árabes, silenciosas y con tiendecitas 
donde los parroquianos no pasan de la puerta” (290). 
         Both Balaguer and Blasco are related to Italy not only through its past but mostly to the 
concept of war within Europe, an image not so common within the travel writing at that time. 
Balaguer is interested and follows the Italian war for independence since its beginnings. He 
also actively participates in the Spanish politics and is one of the representatives involved in 
finding a successor to the Spanish throne in Italy. But most of all, his perspective is original 
and important in this text because he is directly connected to Catalonia and he presents 
Catalonia in particular as present in Italy’s culture and history. From this point of view, Spain 
is perhaps for the first time regarded as a multitude of cultures instead as just a compact part 
of Southern Europe. Just as Balaguer is completing a radiography of Italy from a cultural, 
social and political perspective, the traveler in his story offers another type of panoramic 
view of Italy, one totally different than Alarcón’s. Balaguer seeks for a model in Italy’s 
political and social circle that could be applied to Spain. He sees a “Southern” European war 
as a positive influence over Italy’s struggle for unification. What is different about his 
travelogue from previous descriptions of Italy, is the focus on cultural capital that could be 
used for the modernity of a country.  
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            Unlike him, Blasco finds in Italy a space as a refuge for war, a Spanish war, but 
outside of the European borders. He opposes the Cuban conflict and as a result he has to flee 
the country in order not to suffer the consequences of his political believes. He looks for a 
space where the past can inspire him as a writer, but where also the past should be recovered 
and serve as a model for a new modernity. He offers a new vision of Italy and again, a new 
type of perspective of this territory across the time by focusing on both the tradition and 
modernity present in places he visits in Italy.  








The Philippines represent a territory that is frequently forgotten in the travel literature 
of the 19th century mostly because, as Victor Balaguer mentions, other hybrid territories such 
as Cuba were considered a more important destination and target by the Spanish influence for 
their economy and richness. Two texts in particular construct this space in different ways 
from other travelogues, one through an imaginary journey to the Philippines and another one 
focusing only on the capital city of Manila as representative of the entire country. Victor 
Balaguer’s Islas Filipinas (Memoria) and La vuelta al mundo de un novelista by Vicente 
Blasco Ibáñez, written in 1895 and 1924 respectively, construct different networks of power 
for Spain both through the language and images used and through their construction of a 
different discourse regarding Spain’s relationship with the Philippines. 
 What is different in the discourse of these two texts, besides their original approach to 
the genre of travel writing, is their distinctive use of what Edward Said called Orientalism. 
This concept, explaining how the Occident is using the Orient to define itself through a 
negation of the latter, is not found in these two texts ad literam. On the contrary, Blasco 
Ibáñez and Balaguer redefine the concept through the connection between these two spaces, 
with Spain representing the Occident and the Philippines the “Other,” the Orient. From 1895 
to 1924, Spain is looking for a way to redefine itself by a comparison with this territory and 
not necessarily through its negation (as the Orientalist theory posits), but through what Spain 
could still contribute for both Philippines’ as well as its future. 
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If in terms of the African territories there is a clear subjectivity in the depiction of the 
relationship between them and Spain brought by a shared history (as seen in Pedro Antonio 
de Alarcón and Benito Pérez Galdós): the colonial discourse deployed by Spain in order to 
reimagine the Orient is different from that of other more important colonial powers such as 
England. Through texts such as Islas Filipinas (Memoria) and La vuelta al mundo de un 
novelista, the specific Orientalism in Spain reveals more about Spain itself: “por supuesto 
reduce, simplifica o ensalza al otro oriental, pero al hacerlo pone al descubierto el frustrado 
afán colonialista español, la política discriminatoria del gobierno sobre sus súbditos 
(coloniales o no), la impericia y desidia de sus políticos, la convicción de ser una potencia de 
tercer orden” (Torres-Pou 204). 
 
Picturing the Philippines Panorama 
 
In his capacity as the minister of all overseas “provinces,” Victor Balaguer also becomes 
the architect of the Philippines Exposition in Madrid celebrated in 1887.  Even if the 
exposition’s primary goal was to strengthen the commercial ties between Spain and the 
archipelago, which were beginning to disappear in the light of the growing English and 
German trade with the Philippines, this display defined Spain’s renovated and modernizing 
colonial project in the Philippines (Sánchez-Gómez 50). 
Victor Balaguer’s hybrid narrative represents an imaginary voyage to the Philippines and 
produces an image which aims to convince Spanish population and politicians in particular of 
this space’s economical richness related to Spain. Balaguer is aware of the subjectivity and 
manipulation of visualizing touristic images and even if his text is not a touristic guide or 
even a travelogue per se, its emphasis on vision and selected images of a certain space 
collected to represent the Philippines perpetuate a colonialist hierarchy. The text is also titled 
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Memoria, a detail that gives credibility to his advocating for newly contouring imperialistic 
politics in this region, which senses at the same time an impeding loss of Spain’s influence in 
the region. 
The author proves he knows this territory very well, following along the years of its 
colonial development as well as relationship to Spain. A reading of Islas Filipinas (Memoria) 
reveals that the word itself “memoria” does not refer exclusively to the author’s personal 
impressions of this territory, but also to the time when he was part of the Overseas Ministry 
and planning an exhibit which he hoped would help improve this region’s image and 
importance within the Spanish society. Comparing this space to other Spanish colonies or 
former colonies, Balaguer emphasizes the fact that the Spanish politicians who were 
interested in more economically profitable territories such as Cuba have ignored this 
country’s importance. Balaguer notes that it is situated further from the metropolis and 
therefore there is a bigger necessity to monitor it more stringently, referring to the 
Philippines and its commercial aspect as “un Mercado que viene” (3). As if anticipating the 
1898 loss of colonies, Balaguer proposes a future plan regarding all “nuestras posesiones de 
Ultramar,” “un plan de amor, de fraternidad, de protección y apoyo […] atendiendo a sus 
intereses, más aún que a los peninsulares, y coayundando a la armonía de todos” (1). 
Balaguer believes that the Philippines has been practically robbed of the attention it 
deserved and could have been a much more productive colony if it were not for Cuba in 
particular, “que desde 1870 viene monopolizando todas las horas del ministro, apoderándose 
de él en cuerpo y alma” (4). Anticipating a loss of the colonies and using as a pretext the lack 
of interest in the Philippines subject, Balaguer takes the initiative of forming a center which 
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would be dedicated to a better managing of this territory, a center which would be an 
extension of the Philippines exposition:  
podía ser ya oportuno encomendar todos los asuntos referentes al Archipiélago  Filipino a 
un centro dedicado única y especialmente a su gestión e intereses, bajo la inmediata 
dirección del Presidente del Consejo de Ministros, que es, en mi concepto, quien debiera 
llevar la inspiración, regir la marcha y encauzar la política de aquellos países. (5)  
As if Spain needed to be reminded of the influence it had in its colonies, Balaguer’s plan to 
organize this exhibit is to visualize the beneficial aspects of the Philippines for Spain:  
La Exposición general de Filipinas, que tuve el honor de iniciar y realizar, y que por sabia 
y previsora disposición de Su Majestad la Reina Regente quedó en Madrid como 
Exposición y Museo permanentes de las provincias y posesiones de Ultramar, rectificó la 
opinión de varios, abrió nuevos horizontes a muchos, enseñó cosas ignoradas, despertó la 
curiosidad y el estudio, y, encarnando más en la patria los sentimientos mutuos de amor 
entre aquellas islas y la metrópoli, hizo comprender á todos que, respondiendo á las 
exigencias del siglo, nuestro Archipiélago ofrecía ancho campo á toda esperanza y 
esperanza formal á todo progreso. (Balaguer 6)  
Balaguer’s entire project is based on the importance of the visual related to the Philippines 
region and on emphasizing the Spanish influence over this territory: “levantar el ideal de la 
España oceánica, conforme con la gloria indiscutible de su tradición y con los altos destinos á 
que por sus fastos es convocada, y sobrealzar el espíritu generador de la raza española, que 
tan altas y nobles tradiciones tiene en su historia de la colonización” (7). He also proposes a 
new interpretation of Spain’s relationship with the Philippines, where the concept of slavery 
should not exist, but where “ colonización” is still present:  
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esta colonización no debe basarse en la superioridad de raza para rebajar al indígena 
estableciendo una simulada esclavitud. Todo lo contrario; debe poner en armonía los 
intereses de unos y de otros, beneficiando á todos, siguiendo el precepto saludable de 
nuestras sabias leyes, las cuales entendieron siempre que la colonia debe ser continuación 
de la metrópoli por la extensión de la raza, raza que, al confundirse con la indígena, le 
transmite los elementos indispensables para su transformación etnológica, procurándole 
medios y condiciones con que pueda reclamar el puesto que le pertenece entre los 
pueblos civilizados. (8) 
This passage captures the necessity of finding a common past that was necessary in order to 
convert it into hegemonic views.103 The anthropologic village contained displayed live            
“ moros”  (Muslims from the Southern part of the Archipelago) and “indios” (indigenous 
Christians) each in traditional clothing that they took off when not on display. This sight 
becomes similar to the action of classification of plants for example during Alexander von 
Humboldt’s expedition and it is directly related to the act of colonization.  
The Exposition of the Philippines took place in 1887 and in Balaguer’s opinion it was a 
success, repositioning Spain on the European map: “no vio nunca Madrid otra de más éxito 
ni de más provechosas consecuencias, ni que despertara mayor interés, ni tuviera más 
resonancia” (19). One of the most important consequences of this display was the opening of 
the Museo-Biblioteca de Ultramar which was dedicated to materials regarding “series y 
colecciones de libros exclusivamente ultramarinos, impresos muchos de ellos en aquellas 
tierras, y referentes todos a cosas, sucesos e historias de países conquistados Allende los 
martes por nuestros gloriosos abuelos” (22). Balaguer visualizes then this museum as a way !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!103 For more on the hegemonic use of history in literature see Christopher Schmidt-Nowara, The Conquest of 
History.!
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of recording all the existing documents about Spain’s “glorious past” as well as a way of 
presenting this past to the colonized territories. For him it is important to prove the success of 
this exposition by mentioning the increasing number of visitors and emphasizing the 
importance of another part of the exposition that interested the visitor:  
un invernáculo, abundamente provisto de rarísimas plantas, que se conservan con esmero, 
y no poco sacrificio, dentro de la estrechez de recursos, para demostrar los prodigios de 
aquella exuberante y privilegiada florida Filipina, siendo de notar la circunstancia de 
haber nacido con esta estufa, y por vez primera en tierra y clima de Castilla, flores hasta 
hoy aquí desconocidas, como no fuera en grabado o pintura. (27) 
The author does not want to redefine Spain’s relationship with the Philippines only with a 
Spanish public in mind, but to reinforce this connection between the two territories within an 
international political and cultural arena. He states that intellectuals and researchers from 
abroad now visit this museum and that they use this space and its resources for their own 
research on the Philippines.  
The assimilation of Hispanic culture in the Philippines proves to be a complicated and 
contradictory process. For Balaguer, an important goal of this exposition was to promote a 
gentle assimilationist program of Hispanization and economic development in the 
Philippines. This space appeared then in 1887, the year of the exposition celebrated in 
Madrid’s Retiro Park, and it highlighted problems and solutions to Spain’s imperial 
dilemmas. The colony, just like the metropolis, had a problematic relation to modernity that 
needed to be solved. But at the same time, the Philippines held great promise as a source of 
future wealth and prestige.  
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 Another important consequence of the exposition is the increase of commerce with the 
Phillipines from the fifth place in 1886 before the exposition started to first place in 1894 
compared to other provinces. For Balaguer this aspect is related to the geography of the 
Philippines, as the coastal trade between Spain and the Philippines has a direct impact on the 
commerce between the two territories. 
During the second part of his Memoria, Balaguer uses a more literary description of the 
Philippines blended with precise information about its “richness” as well as what this 
territory might evoke to a visitor:  
La imaginación se eleva y el alma goza al cernerse sobre ese grupo maravilloso de 
encantadoras islas que parecen surgir del fondo de las aguas para ofrecer al hombre 
riquezas y tesoros en ningún otro país del mundo conocidos; islas custodiadas y 
amparadas por mares inmensos, que las cercan y circundad como si de ellas estuvieran 
celosos. (37) 
 Balaguer continues with a description of the fauna and flora of the islands, mentioning 
exotic birds such as kuru-kuru or salangane and its rain-forests “apenas explotados” as well 
as “los árboles, que extienden sus brazos para regalar frutos sabrosos, y también pan, y 
algodón, y alcanfor, y sándalo, y canela; las cañas que vierten azúcar, y las plantas que 
brindan mieles” (40). He also emphasizes the natural beauty of these islands that “ofrecen 
cuadros para el artista, armonías para el músico, modelos para el estatuario, cantos para el 
poeta, horizontes para el filósofo, problemas para el pensador, estudios para el sabio” (42). 
Balaguer describes also the industrial and commercial richness that can be found in this 
territory, such as gold, coal or abaca, a plant specific for the Philippines, used in the textile 
industry. The commercial products such as tobacco were displayed to demonstrate the 
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economic potential of the Philippine agriculture and industry. The wide variety of tropical 
fauna demonstrated the fertility of the soil and scientific interest of its abundant plant life. At 
the same time, famous painters displayed religious art side by side with native and modern 
Filipino artworks. 
Towards the end of the text, Balaguer evokes again the history of the Philippines and 
refers in detail also to Manila: 
vencedora de chinos, debeladora de ingleses, dominadora de moros, rechazadora de 
holandeses, protectora de los indios, aclamada en las islas del Archipiélago, soberana en 
los mares joloanos; Manila, con la Mirada, el corazón y el alma fijados en su madre 
España, porque de ella nació, porque a ella debe su cuna, porque de ella alcanzó la luz de 
la inteligencia y de la civilización. (5)  
The city is perceived through its importance along the centuries but only as a Spanish project, 
both from a political as well as a cultural perspective. Victor Balaguer imagined through this 
exposition a bright future for imperial Spain in the Philippines. His vision was to bring the 
imperial periphery within the structures of modernity for a glorious as well as modern Spain.  
For him, Philippines means the most positive part of Spain’s future, one that has not been 
taken seriously in consideration before: “en medio de los conflictos que hoy tenemos y de las 
penas que nos embargan, entre las obscuridades y tinieblas que nos envuelven, política y 
económicamente, Filipinas es un astro que aparece” (53).  
In the last part of his Memoria, following what he perceived as the success of this 
exposition, Balaguer suggests repeating this events every three or five years. In order to 
maintain the public’s interest in Spain’s overseas territories,  these expositions should be 
dedicated to a particular feature of the colonies: “cada vez destinándolas a una especialidad 
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concreta, se lograría dar a conocer poco a poco y en detalle los intereses de aquellas 
posesiones, evitándose así los obstáculos con que tropieza siempre una Exposición general 
por su misma grandiosidad y alcances” (59). He gives art as an example of a potential focus 
of some of these expositions, concentrating on the work of artists from the Philippines, Cuba 
or Puerto Rico. Balaguer proposes an exposition which, by focusing specifically on art or 
industry, would lay the foundation for a center similar to what the Real Academia Española 
did in the humanities: “Sería quizá conveniente que este concurso se abriera, no ya solo para 
todas las regiones allende los mares que viven bajo el pabellón de España, sino para todas 
aquellas en que se habla la lengua de Cervantes; para todas aquellas que forman y 
constituyen esas luminosas estelas tendidas sobre la desnudez de los grandes mares, y que se 
llaman Américas españolas” (64).  
The text unfolds gradually from simply presenting the exposition to eventually 
suggesting a project of cultural unification of these territories.  Balaguer concludes by 
reinforcing his view on the connection of these territories with Spain:  
Podría ser éste, por lo mismo, un concurso hispano-americano, que, al estrecharlos 
vínculos de sagrada e inquebrantable filiación entre nuestros países ultramarinos y la 
madre patria, reanimara así y afirmara también los lazos de origen y de fraternidad con 
aquellas añoradas y benditas tierras que un día fueron nuestras […] pues que España, al 
verlas hoy libres, poderosas, con perfecto derecho a gobernarse por sí propias, como hijos 
llegados a su mayor edad, debe guardar para ellas todos los amores y todos los cariños 
que las madres tienen para los hijos. (65) 
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The tendency towards a monolithic perspective of the Philippines as immersed in the Spanish 
culture also comes as a consequence of a disproportion between the number of Spanish 
versus natives in the islands.104 
 
La vuelta al mundo de un novelista 
In 1923 Vicente Blasco Ibáñez leaves New York on board the ocean liner SS Franconia 
for a five-month cruise around the world. He collects his travel impressions in La vuelta al 
mundo de un novelista, a travelogue published in 1925. He visits various places that were not 
popular destinations among Spanish travelers during that time, such as Japan, China, India or 
Egypt. By this time, Blasco already had traveled throughout Europe, had visited the United 
States and had spent some time in South America. The result of these journeys changes the 
way he observes the countries visited in La vuelta al mundo de un novelista. David George 
Jr. believes that this travelogue is “ Blasco’s most significant contribution to the travel-
writing genre in Spain given its highly personal, autobiographical style and the vast scope of 
countries described and commented” (George, A Writer's Wandering Home 113). 
 Blasco’s representation of the Philippines focuses mostly on Manila, while 
acknowledging at the same time that he does not think he can offer a perspective of the entire 
territory and does no pretend to know in detail the entire country and its culture.105 His view 
of Manila is that of a privileged intellectual who admires the United States, a country that 
represents the new order in the Philippines at the time of his visit, but also of a traveler who !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!104!“ Filipinas, a diferencia de Cuba, nunca fue realmente colonizada en clase demográfica, esto es, nunca 
albergó más que a algún que otro millar de españoles, la inmensa mayoría religiosos, militares y empleados de 
la administración” (Sánchez Gómez 17). 105!Únicamente pude ver Manila, y aunque es ciudad hermosa, merecedora de gran interés, su conocimiento no 
autoriza para poder hablar del archipiélago filipino. Éste es casi un mundo; tiene más de doce millones de 
habitantes y consta de 3.000 islas entre grandes y pequeñas, según me afirman los que lo han explorado con 
atención” (Blásco Ibáñez 198).!
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also acknowledges the impact Spain had on these territories. This viewpoint is presented in a 
subtle manner at the beginning of the chapter:  
Dos días después, a la salida del sol, cruza el Franconia un estrecho entre la tierra 
firme y la llamada isla del Corregidor. Se extiende ante nuestra proa un mar tranquilo, 
luminoso, como los lagos cantados en odas y romanzas. Parece no tener limites, lo 
mismo que el Océano, a causa de la neblina sutil que cubre el horizonte con telones 
de gasas doradas. Es la famosa bahía de Manila. (Blasco Ibáñez197) 
Blasco presents a perspective of Manila associated with a view of the “Filipinos modernos,” 
a quest for a general picture that can also be found in earlier texts such as Alarcón’s or 
Galdós’s. His description of the city beginning from far away and gradually providing 
detailed images of the city and further aspects on education and society, illustrate also the 
gradual change from Victor Balaguer’s text at the end of the 19th century until the first 
decades of the 20th: “Enfrente van asomando, poco a poco, sobre la llanura azul, los nuevos 
muelles de Manila, las techumbres de sus almacenes, las arboledas de sus jardines y el 
caserío albo, amarillo y rosa, sobre cuyos tejados se remontan las torres de las iglesias” 
(198). From the overview of the port and the city, Blasco restates his position on the new 
status of the Philippines: he admires the United States as a new world power, but at the same 
time is proud of the Spanish influence on this territory, indirectly embracing a colonial 
discourse:  
Deseo volver sin prisa a este país, donde se mezclan en el momento presente tres 
siglos de civilización española, el aporte continuo de los Estados Unidos, nación más 
progresiva de nuestros tiempos, y las influencias que envían diversos pueblos de la 
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tierra por encima del Océano, como esos polen de larga fecundación capaces de 
reproducir vegetaciones exóticas a distancias enormes. (198)  
The traveler is aware that the Philippines is now a territory open to influences from other 
powers and not just the United States, and he advocates for its independence: “Siento interés 
por estudiar y describir detenidamente la vida de esta antigua colonia española, que es hoy un 
Estado autónomo y aspira con fe inquebrantable a convertirse en una Republica 
independiente” (198). 
 As previously mentioned, La vuelta al mundo de un novelista’s style in the three 
volumes of his work is a unique one among the travel writing genre of the time in Spain,  and 
Blasco’s intention is to distinguish his views from that of other tourists: “Blasco tempers the 
ecstatic presentation of the famous mountain by a secondary view, titles Caravelas con 
motor, that calls attention to the antinomy between modernity and tradition that resides just 
beneath the exotic surface appearance” (George, 146 Views of Japan 80). Although this 
passage belongs to a chapter describing the traveler’s journey to Japan, Blasco uses the same 
strategy in the entire text of La vuelta al mundo de un novelista. The moment of arrival in 
Phillipines or Japan is no longer one of an overwhelming Romantic experience for the 
traveler as in previous travelogues on Italy, but rather it emphasizes directly the difference 
between the old and the modern. 
 Blasco highlights Spain’s lost influence in the Philippines replaced with the United 
States’s new role in the area. However he still emphasizes the “ condición común de 
españoles” he shared with the Philippines’ population. The Spanish, North American and 
Filipino residents, another important aspect for the writer, welcome him, as he wants to 
emphasize that his visit as a well-known Spanish intellectual was appreciated. The traveler 
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positions himself purposefully inside the Philippine culture and writes from the point of view 
of a European that perceives therefore his cultural belonging to this space. 
 Spain set the foundation for a modern Philippines, a foundation which is seen by 
Blasco as positive and contrasting with other countries from the Far East:  
Mi primera impresión al visitar Manila fue igual a la del que entra en una casa pulcra 
y clara, después de haber atravesado varias calles rebullentes de muchedumbre, 
luminosas, pero sucias. Creo que todos los que lleguen a Filipinas, después de viajar 
por la China y otros países del Extremo Oriente, experimentarán la misma impresión 
(200). 
As a representative space for the Philippines from Blasco’s point of view, Manila is the 
epitome of a new modernity within these territories: “Tiene Manila un aire de estabilidad, de 
solidez y señorio, que contrasta con el aspecto ligero y provisional de las ciudad del Extremo 
Oriente, hechas de madera y tejidos de bambú” (200). “Solidez” or strength is a word 
repeated by Blasco in relation not only to the architecture of the city, but also as an adjective 
that could very well describe the entire city of Manila in all its aspects. The city’s 
development also gives it an aspect of cohesion, everything mixed with “ una respetable 
antigüedad” (200). 
 The writer uses a simple but detailed language in his ethnographic observations, such 
as in the descriptions of the Filipinos: 
La limpieza de Manila se refleja en sus habitantes. De todas las capitales de Asia, 
incluyendo las mejores colonial de origen europeo, es Manila la ciudad más pulcra y 
elegante. Las mujeres van vestidas con el traje nacional, que sorprende por su gracia y 
su distinción a las viajera de gustos más refinados […] La gorguera del escote y unas 
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puntas sobre los hombros parecen de lejos los extremos de una alas plegadas, dando a 
las filipinas cierto aspecto de mariposas, como si fuesen a abrir de pronto unos brazos 
voladores, elevándose sobre el suelo. (Blasco Ibáñez 201) 
While the elegance of this country is remarked in official settings, for example during 
Blasco’s lectures, the exoticism is still an important part of the description, a feature which, 
according to Blasco, complements the image of the city and its inhabitants: “El aspecto 
limpio de esta ciudad y a la elegancia de sus habitantes hay que añadir la hermosura de su 
flora. En los jardines se ven árboles de extrañas formas para los ojos europeos, cuyos 
nombres no tengo tiempo de conocer” (201). The writer is concerned with emphasizing the 
aspect of difference, exoticism, and adding a new twist in the concept of “Filipinos 
modernos.” 
 One important aspect for Blasco was observing the educational system in the 
Philippines, which had by now been influenced by the one in the United States:  
De todo cuanto me muestran en Manila lo más extraordinario son las escuelas. Yo he 
viajado por la mayor parte de los Estados Unidos y conozco el enorme desarrollo de 
su enseñanza pública. Por eso puedo afirmar que las escuelas de Filipinas son 
superiores a las de muchos Estado de la gran Republica. Hay que añadir que su 
profesorado, tanto masculino como femenino, está compuesto de hijos del 
archipiélago. (Blasco Ibáñez 202)  
The educational system, according to him, fades away from the traditions inculcated by the 
Spanish, a detailed observed in the models of educators. What characterizes the “Filipinos 
modernos” is their wish to know more especially terms of  “novedad intelectual que les 
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sorprende” (202). This wish was inculcated in the minds of children in schools, where both 
the theoretical and practical aspects of the education are considered important:  
También es admirable la agilidad de sus manos al realizar en horas de descanso 
algunas labores de tejido artístico. Esta ligereza manual es una condición asiática. 
Ningún niño de los Estados Unidos ni de Europa podría fabricar los cestos 
festoneados, las cajas redondas de colores que tejen con el mayo desembarazo niños y 
niñas de ocho a diez años en las escuelas de Manila. (203) 
For Blasco it is interesting to notice that the Philippine culture welcomes foreign influence 
but also adapts it to the local culture in order to improve it. With a subtle negativity towards 
Spain, Blasco finds it important that the United States invested a lot into the educational 
system in the Philippines, this being a tactic of consolidating their modern authority over the 
territory, “un trabajo lento de conquista espiritual […] el éxito definitivo de su dominación” 
(203). 
 The implementation of its own educational system could not have been used by the 
United States if it were not for Spain who, according to Blasco, was the first to bring the idea 
of education to the Philippines:  
Igualmente sería enorme injusticia negar u olvidar que España, durante su época 
colonial, ilustró a este país como podía hacerse entonces. Tres siglos de civilización 
española han quedado para siempre en las historias de Filipinas, con las torpezas y 
errores propios de otros tiempos, pero igualmente con todos sus adelantos 
espirituales. (204) 
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He suggests that the Philippines would have never been able to be referred to as “modern” if 
it were not for the Spanish priests who taught them, for example, how to read.106  
From a positive attitude towards the United States, now Blasco seems to be more 
sympathetic toward Spain and its effort to “civilize” this space. Some of the reasons for this 
change of attitude are the challenges Spain had to face when establishing “the foundations of 
civilization” in this territory, especially relates to “ la primitive barbarie”:  
luego llegan los pueblos modernos, los últimos que triunfaron, y al encontrarse con la 
sólida y ruda obra sin terminar, se encargan de los adornos de su fachada, columnas, 
capiteles, cornisas, todo lo que supone refinamiento y atrae la admiración frívola del 
curioso; pero las paredes maestras, los fundamentos ocultos bajo el suelo, son obra 
del albañil, que sudó y se esforzó más que nadie, para ver finalmente su trabajo 
olvidado o menospreciado (204).  
This connection between the constructing of a building and the structure of education, or  of 
civilization in general, can be seen in several travelogues until now but in none of them is 
this evident as in Blasco Ibáñez. 
 The author praises the Spanish Christian education which led it to form a sense of 
family ties with the natives in the Philippines, a proof, according to him that this was an act 
of considering the inhabitants of the archipelago as equals: “El español, por influencia 
cristiana o por una predisposición a igualarse con los indígenas, se casó en las colonias; 
mezcló su sangre con la de los naturales, creó una familia legal, y en todas partes son su 
nobles y legítimos descendientes los mestizos que ostentan sus apellidos” (205). !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!106!“Sin la colonización española el filipino habría llegado a los tiempos modernos en un estado de cultura 
embrionaria y paralizada, semejante al de las tribus que todavía existen en muchos archipiélagos vecinos como 
el de los pueblos mahometanos que tantas veces constituyeron un peligro para Manila con sus piraterías” (204). !
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 Blasco’s visit to Manila in 1923 comes at a time of unrest on the Philippines’ political 
scene, an ongoing situation from 1902. The author seems to be the voice of the Filipinos for 
independence, considering that the Unites States should leave this space in order to let it 
grow, the author is simply stating “el pueblo Filipino quiere ser independiente” (205). 
 From a view of Manila from far away to the description of the people of the 
Philippines, Blasco’s last travelogue pages are written as a manifesto for the independence of 
this country. Even if he proclaims himself to be an admirer of what the United States 
represents, still, he believes that it was time for it to leave the Philippines to develop:  
Para algunos Americanos, nunca llegará el momento oportuno de dar a los filipinos su 
independencia [...] ¡Es tan fácil inventar pretextos, teniendo en cuenta la imperfección 
humana! […] confían en el tiempo y en la escuela para que se adormezca poco a poco 
este sentimiento de independencia, y acabe Filipinas por entrar mansamente en la 
Confederación americana como un simple territorio (212). 
The importance of education is mentioned again, this time related to the language of 
instruction as an important instrument in shaping a culture: “El idioma moldea el alma; por 
eso la dominación americana ha creado aquí escuelas verdaderamente maravillosas, y al dar 
al filipino más pobre una educación brillante, procura hacer de él un futuro súbdito de los 
Estados Unidos” (212). Blasco mentions this idea even he does not agree with the fact that 
English was the language of instruction and Spanish was studied only as a foreign language. 
Now, the Filipinos who want independence from the United States, use Spanish as a method 
of communication and protest. During the Spanish occupation, Tagalog was the language 
used for developing a network of protest, but now, “jamás se ha hablado tanto en Filipinas la 
lengua española.” The author uses these analogies in order to anticipate a possible scenario 
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for the American influence becoming stabilized in the Philipines and to emphasize that the 
Filipinos using language to counteract a rhetoric of conquest, could prove a positive idea. 
Besides being an instrument for independence, language and Spanish in particular can help 
the Philippines to be included within the space of the American continent:  
En todo el archipiélago, según me afirman los conocedores, existen más de veinte 
lenguas vernáculas, y el tagalo usado en Manila no es más que una de ellas. En 
cambio, el español tiene grupos parlantes en todas las islas. Además es la lengua de 
veinte naciones del Nuevo Mundo y de cien millones de seres. Valiéndose de ella, los 
filipinos no quedan aislados en un extremo del Pacifico y se ponen en comunicación 
espiritual con la mayor parte de las naciones que acompañan a los Estados Unidos en 
el disfrute del continente americano. (213)   
Not only do the Philippines represent a hybrid territory for Spain, but the timeframe in which 
Islas Filipinas (Memoria) and La vuelta al mundo de un novelista evolves, articulate the shift 
in priorities in Spain between the end of the 19th century and 1924. Bringing a Spain from an 
imperial periphery to modernity is a common element between these two texts and authors, 
though each of them emphasizes different methods of doing this: Balaguer focuses on the 
commercial element that could consolidate Spain’s influence in the region, while Blasco sees 
cultural investment is a subtle way of continuing a Spanish modern colonial project in the 
Philippines. 
 These texts also show another aspect of travel narratives: there is no longer the need 
for an actual travel to a territory in order to present it to the readers with authority. These 
texts unfold and refold Spain’s connection to the Philippines in ways contingent on 
imagination and ideas rather than on topography, roads or trains. Imaginary travel replaces 
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colonial expeditions by re-creating authentic peripheral territories. On the other hand, in 
1924, one can see another type of rhetoric of appropriation, not through sightseeing, but 


























In spite of the differences found in the approaches of Pedro Antonio de Alarcón, 
Benito Pérez Galdós, Carmen de Burgos, Victor Balaguer and Vicente Blasco Ibáñez to 
Spain’s hybrid status in Europe during the latter half of the 19th century and the years up to 
the Civil War, there is a striking similarity in the concerns they express and the discourses 
with which they engage. These aspects manifest themselves in the thematic and travel 
choices of the five writers, from a space defined by its past and aesthetic contemplation--
Italy--, to a space of war and colonialism--Morocco-- and a hybrid territory—the Philippines. 
The fact that these writers decided to analyze Spain away from their own country, and that 
each of them held a double status of well-known writers and recent journalists, speaks for 
their willingness to find a framework for Spain’s reality; it also reflects at the same time to 
their competing modes of relating to Spain’s past and future.  
Even if they chose to travel “off the beaten track” at a time when the figure of the 
tourist and of mobility became equivalent to the idea of modernity, these five writers seem to 
do exactly the opposite of what writers such as Emilia Pardon Bazán107 were doing: they 
looked for established paradigms of modernity. By promising a transparency of their text and 
positioning themselves as travelers, even if looking for a sense of modernity necessary for 
Spain, in the end each of them promotes on a different level a way of perpetuating hierarchy 
as well as an elitist notion of culture in a modern age. Just as Spain’s transition to modernity 
is associated with an overlapping of old and new social structures, the same writers refer in 
their narratives to a loss of the past and to the quest for a new model for Spain.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!107!Cuarenta días en la exposición (1901). 
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The choice of Italy as a travel destination for these writers, and its constant 
comparison with Spain, reinforces the notion of the “Other” within the European frontiers, a 
Southern territory so different from the modern North according to Roberto Dainotto. Pedro 
Antonio de Alarcón and Benito Pérez Galdós transform this hybrid European space into an 
object of scrutiny and through it, they negotiate at the same time their own positions of 
authority vis-à-vis Europe. Their detailed descriptions compete with the modern and popular 
touristic guides that are directed toward a passive consumption. By engaging the readers 
through different narrative techniques, but dealing with different issues, the two writers seek 
to find a framework for Spain’s position in a newly reconfigured economical and political 
world. They both attempt to depict cities of the present, yet their traveller figure struggles 
with the past. 
In their accounts of travel to Italy, Victor Balaguer and Vicente Blasco Ibañez still 
relate to the past but in a different way from Alarcón and Galdós. Victor Balaguer’s view of 
Italy relies greatly on the idea of war within European frontiers and the consequences of war 
within a nation with a glorious past that now is perceived as a space of artistic contemplation. 
In 1923, Blasco Ibáñez still reflects on the past and contemplates it with nostalgia, but he 
explicitly privileges the idea of modernity and mobility related to the “Other.” They both 
reflect and promote a unique sense of modernization by drawing on traditions and critically 
evaluating modern Occidental movements. 
Carmen de Burgos’s journey to Italy in 1919 seeks to define Spain through its 
presence in this politically and culturally shifting territory such as Italy. The concept of the 
South is an important part of her text, revealing a new Eurocentrism within European borders 
with the South shifting towards being equivalent to the notion of the “Other.” De Burgos 
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highlights the importance of preserving a cultural past that can now serve as important 
cultural capital within the fluid European borders. 
Morocco’s connection to Spain is represented gradually in Alarcón, Galdós and 
Carmen de Burgos’s texts from 1859 until 1921, and with it, the latent anxiety present in 
Spain during a period of modern colonial expansion. Pedro Antonio de Alarcón and Benito 
Pérez Galdós offer competing representations of the 1859 conflict, together with the 
Spaniards’ view of their own past. While Alarcón’s authority derives from a direct 
witnessing of the war as a journalist, Galdós further complicates even more the hybridity of 
the travel narrative by responding to Alarcón’s text through the construction of a fictional 
character. Both authors construct an image of Spain’s relation to a hybrid territory, raising 
the question of Europe’s fluid borders. 
Raising even more questions through her text and also her persona as the first woman 
war correspondent, Carmen de Burgos’s engagement with the marginal position of Spain and 
the negative image of Morocco, disrupt her narrative. These tensions reflect the 
inconsistencies of the discourse of modernity related to Spain and offer yet a new way of 
looking at it during the first years of the 20th century. 
 The Philippines represent a region mostly forgotten in the travel narrative of the 19th 
century, with territories such as Cuba surpassing its economical power. For Spain especially 
at the end of the 19th century and the first half of the 20th century, the Philippines become a 
space through which its history could be re-analyzed and a future envisioned. Victor 
Balaguer’s narrative exemplifies yet another way of describing a space, through an imaginary 
journey. His authority derives here from past travels to this territory and it is transferred to a 
new way of conceiving a travel narrative. Vicente Blasco Ibáñez focuses on the importance 
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of Manila as a space where both past and future collide: a glorious past represented by Spain 
but also a future represented by the influence of the United States. Vicente Blasco Ibáñez’s 
text, and his reference to a different model of modernity provided by the United States, goes 
beyond the European borders as a larger analysis of this concept in relation to Spain. 
Between1859, which marked a new modern colonialism in a new territory, on to 
1909, when the first woman Spaniard reported from a war zone outside Europe and finally 
arriving at 1924 when Vicente Blasco Ibáñez embarked on a journey around the world to 
target a wide range of countries less popular for the Spanish traveller, the choices and shifts 
in the travel writing in Spain suggest a move away from the representation of a canonical and 
colonial Spain and toward a focus on a global future, in which Spain still struggles to find its 
space. Right after the period represented by this corpus of texts, in 1929, Julio Camba travels 
to the United States. Mostly known as a journalist and foreign correspondent covering the 
First World War from Germany, Paris and London, Julio Camba blends in his text 
“reflexiones sociologicas” with humour meant for general audiences (Allones 160). His 
travelogue La ciudad automática is the epitome of the “modern look” which developed 
gradually in the texts aforementioned. Even if he constructs his narrative based on a series of 
contrasts, Camba advocates a present that is disconnected from the past through a complete 
reinvention: “Decía un poeta español que, en Nueva York, las estrellas le parecían anuncios 
luminosos. A mí, en cambio, los anuncios luminosos me parecen estrellas, y Nueva York es, 
en mi concepto, una ciudad romántica, no a pesar de su brutalidad y de su codicia, sino por 
ellas precisamente” (10). Camba moves away from a clear imperial view preoccupied with 
the clash between Spain’s former empire and post-Empire modernity. By way of the detailed 
descriptions of his text, he accepts that centers of modernity had shifted away from Europe. 
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As the twentieth century progresses, Camba envisions a new world where one has to reinvent 
their culture: “la excursión del Bowery equivale a un periplo por el Mediterráneo. De Italia a 
Grecia se tardarán a pie unos diez minutos; de Grecia a Turquía, cinco, y así sucesivamente. 
Españoles, portugueses, sirios, armenios, de todo hay en el Bowey, y todo está ordenado 
como en el viejo mundo, más o menos: cada colonia junto a la colonia del país que linda allá 
con el suyo” (47). While there is still a basis for the old modern colonial world, Camba does 
not present a rhetoric of appropriation for what he sees by displaying knowledge of the past, 
but rather he positions himself as a traveler in a situation of equality within the new culture 
he encounters. Camba’s text also represents a common feature found in Alarcón, Galdós, de 
Burgos, Balaguer or Blasco’s travelogues and war narratives: it is written for educating the 
Spanish public readers to distance themselves from the traveler’s inability to observe and 
reflect independently of the scripted journey.  
Another common characteristic relates to the hybridity of the texts regarding their 
publication. Originally written as journal correspondences at a time when a visual and mass 
culture is developing in Spain, they were later published as books. This complex aspect, 
which it would be worth developing alone in an entire different study, contributes to the 
hybrid status of these writers who gradually change the way they communicate with their 
public reader. Julio Camba represents modernity not only regarding the development of 
travel narrative in Spain, but also through a critique of modern world while still living in it: 
“Después de todo, amigo lector, yo soy un hombre moderno. Soy un hombre de mi época, 
aunque, la verdad, preferiría serlo de cualquier otra…” (146). Camba acknowledges the 
importance of looking at Spain from different perspectives after Italy, Morocco and the 
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Philippines found in the previous texts, the United States offer a different but complementing 
view of Spain from abroad. 
This examination of Spanish travel writers in this study has attempted to refine our 
understanding of Spaniards’ representation of Spain’s position in an international context 
during the second half of the nineteenth century and the first years of the twentieth century. 
The trans-oceanic destinations chosen by these writers denote a necessity in looking for 
different sites of inquiry from which to look at Spain’s peripheral status. In the field of travel 
literature in particular, I contribute to the research on 19th and 20th century travel narratives 
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